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Abstract

In recent years, there has been an abundance of research regarding the dynamics of atmo¬

spheric blocking. Even with this concerted effort, however, there still remains a fundamental

lack of understanding regarding their formation, maintenance and breakdown mechanisms.

A major complicating factor when it comes to evaluating different proposed blocking mech¬

anisms, is the large observed variation in the length of the life cycle of an atmospheric block,

ranging from several days up to two weeks. This time range spans the bridge between syn¬

optic and short-term climate processes and is of particular interest for monthly to seasonal

weather forecasting.
An atmospheric block in the cxtratropics takes the form of a vertically coherent, quasi-

stationary, synoptic-scale high-pressure system. Its presence is associated with major mod¬

ifications of the prevailing westerly flow as well as the in-situ temperature and precipitation

distributions. Sustained and large-scale blocking episodes have been shown to play an inte¬

gral role in several historical cases of extreme weather and short-term climate events.

In this thesis, atmospheric blocking is examined from a dynamical standpoint: the entire

life cycle of individual blocks are investigated, beginning with genesis and ending with lysis.

This event-based approach allows for a deeper understanding of the dynamical mechanisms

that are crucial for blocking formation, maintenance and decay. The analysis technique is

applied to the ERA-40 reanalysis data set over the Northern Hemisphere from 1958 to 2002,

making extensive use of the potential vorticity (PV) perspective.

In this work, a novel dynamical blocking indicator is introduced: one that is based

upon the vertical averaging of PV in the tropopause region. This procedure is motivated

by the pronounced negative PV anomaly that is observed beneath the elevated dynamical

tropopause during a blocking event. The two-dimensional blocking indicator identifies these

strong negative PV anomalies and tracks them for temporal persistence. This methodology

is used to derive a seasonal long-term blocking climatology.

The results indicate two preferred regions of enhanced atmospheric blocking occurrence:

one in the Euro-Atlantic and the other in the Pacific basin. Blocking in these two ocean

basins is subsequently investigated in relation to large-scale climate modes such as the North

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Pacific North American (PNA) pattern. A statistical

composite analysis shows that strong changes in the blocking distribution occur during

opposed NAO/PNA phases. In particular the Euro-Atlantic region exhibits significantly

more blocking episodes over the northwestern Atlantic during NAO-. In contrast European

blocking occurrence is significantly increased during NAO+. These results are robust for

both monthly and seasonal based NAO indices. The dynamical approach investigates the

relationship between the life time of individual blocking events and the corresponding pattern

(NAO/PNA) index value, treating the two ocean basins separately. It is shown that long-

lasting blocking events in the Euro-Atlantic sector play a significant role in the formation of

the negative NAO phase. The situation is considerably different for Pacific blockings, where

the negative PNA phase is a necessary precondition for the formation of blocking.

The ERA-40 data set, due to its coherence and length, is well suited for a blocking trend

analysis, a topic of particular interest with respect to recent climate change. The results of

such an analysis indicate that southwestern Greenland exhibits a significant negative trend

(towards less blocking days) of wintertime blocking. It is demonstrated that this trend can

be accompanied by a shift of the blocking pattern from western Greenland towards Iceland.



The trend pattern changes dramatically during the spring season, with an overall positive

blocking trend over the North Atlantic.

Blocking episodes are further examined as to their occurrence, either in the Euro-Atlantic

and Pacific separately or both simultaneously. Simultaneous blocking accounts for approxi¬

mately 13% of wintertime blocking, and more than 25% in a single ocean basin respectively.

In addition synoptic scale positive PV anomalies in the vicinity of the blocking center are fur¬

ther examined during the blocking genesis, maturity and lysis phase. They can be related to

the proposed eddy feedback processes for blocking formation. It is shown that these positive

PV anomalies form predominantly in the Euro-Atlantic sector during all blocking phases.

Little to no difference in positive PV anomaly occurrence between only Atlantic/Pacific and

simultaneous blocking can be observed.



Zusammenfassung

In den letzten Jahren wurde eine Vielzahl von Untersuchungen über die Dynamik von at¬

mosphärischen Blockings getätigt. Trotz dieses grossen Efforts besteht immer noch ein

grosser Mangel an Verständnis über die Mechanismen, welche verantwortlich sind für die

Bildung, Aufrechterhaltung und für den Zerfall der Blockings. Ein wichtiger Faktor bei der

Betrachtung der verschiedenen Blockingtheorien ist die starke Variation der Lebensdauer

eines Blocks, welche mehrere Tage bis Wochen betragen kann. Diese Zeitskala verbindet

synoptische- mit kurzzeitigen Klimaprozessen und ist deshalb von grossem Interesse in der

monatlichen, wie auch saisonalen Wettervorhersage.

Ein atmosphärischer Block in den Aussertropen nimmt die Form eines vertikal Ko-

heränten, quasi-stationären, synoptischskaligen Hochdruckgebietes an. Sein Auftreten kann

starke Veränderungen in der vorherrschenden westlichen Zirkulation bewirken, wie auch

Auswirkungen auf die lokalen Temperatur- und Niederschlagsverhältnisse haben. Langan-

haltende und grossskalige Blocking-Episoden können verantwortlich gemacht werden für

mehrere historische Extremsituation von Wetter- und Klimaereignissen.

Atmosphärisches Blocking wird in dieser Arbeit von einem dynamischen Standpunkt aus

betrachtet: dabei wird der komplette Lebenszyklus vom ersten Auftreten bis zum Zerfall von

jedem individuellen Block untersucht. Der auf dem Ereignis basierende Ansatz ermöglicht

ein besseres Verständnis der dynamischen Prozesse, zusammenhängend mit der Bildung,

Aufrechterhaltung und dem Zerfall des Blockings. Dieses Vorgehen wird auf den ERA-40

reanalysis Datensatz der Nordhemisphäre zwischen 1958 und 2002 angewandt. Als Grund¬

lage wird hauptsächlich auf die potentielle Vorticity (PV) Perspektive zurückgegriffen.

In dieser Arbeit wird eine neue Methode zur Erkennung von Blockings vorgestellt; sie

basiert auf einer vertikalen Mittelung der PV in der Tropopausenregion. Dieses Vorgehen ist

motiviert durch die starken negativen PV Anomalien, welche sich bei einem Blockingereignis

unterhalb der Tropopause bilden. Der zwei-dimensionale Blocking-Index ermittelt solche

starken negativen PV-Anomalien und verfolgt sie zeitlich. Mit Hilfe dieser Methode wird

anschliessend eine saisonale Blockingklimatologie erstellt.

Die Resultate zeigen zwei bevorzugte Regionen mit erhöhter Anzahl an atmosphärischem

Blocking: die eine im euroatlantischen Sektor, die andere im Pazifik. Blocking in diesen zwei

Regionen wird daraufhin weiter in Zusammenhang zu grossskaligen Moden wie der Nord At¬

lantischen Oszillation (NAO) oder dem Pazifisch Nord Amerikanischen (PNA) Muster un¬

tersucht. Eine statistische Analyse zeigt eine starke Veränderung im Auftreten von Blocking

in den verschiedenen NAO/PNA Phasen. Besonders die euroatlantische Region verzeichnet

signifikant mehr Blocking über dem nordwestlichen Atlantik, während der negativen NAO

Phase. Im Gegensatz erhöht sich das Auftreten von europäischem Blocking in der positiven

NAO Phase. Diese Resultate sind aussagekräftig für monatlich, wie auch saisonal berechnete

NAO Indizes. Der dynamische Ansatz untersucht das Verhältnis zwischen der Lebensdauer

von einzelnen Blockings und den entsprechenden NAO/PNA Indizes. Dabei werden der At¬

lantik und der Pazifik einzeln betrachtet. Es hat sich gezeigt, dass langanhaltende Blockings

im euroatlantischen Sektor starke Auswirkungen auf die Bildung der negativen NAO Phase

haben. Das Verhalten ändert sich grundlegend für pazifische Blockings, wobei die negative

PNA Phase eine grundlegende Voraussetzung zur Bildung von Blockings darstellt.

Der ERA-40 Datensatz ist durch seine Kohärenz und Länge ein guter Ausgangspunkt für

Blocking-Trend-Studien. Trends sind von speziellem Interesse in Zusammenhang mit der Kli-
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maveränderung. Die Resultate zeigen, dass der Südwesten von Grönland einen ausgeprägten

negativen Trend (weniger Blocking Tage) von Winter-Blockings erfährt. Es bestehen Anze¬

ichen dafür, dass dieser Trend durch eine Verlagerung der Blockingverteilung vom Westen

Grönlands Richtung Island zu erklären ist. Das Trendverhalten ändert sich grundlegend in

den Frühlingsmonatcn mit einen positiven Trend über dem ganzen nördlichen Atlantik.

Zusätzlich werden Blockings nach ihrem Auftreten entweder im Atlantik oder Pazifik

untersucht, ebenso ihr simultanes Auftreten. Simultane Blockings machen ungefähr 13%

aller Winter Blockings aus, wohingegen die rein atlantischen/pazifischen Blockings jeweils

25% ausmachen. Ausserdem werden synoptischskalige positive PV-Anomalien in der Umge¬

bung von Blockings betrachtet. Sie können in Zusammenhang gebracht werden mit dem

bekannten "eddy-feedback" Mechanismus. Dabei wird unterschieden zwischen den Phasen

Bildung, Aufrechterhaltung und Kollaps. Positive PV Anomalien bilden sich vorwiegend

bei euroatlantischen Blockings und zwar während allen Phasen. Wenig bis keine Unter¬

schiede beim Auftreten solcher positiven PV Anomlien können festgestellt werden zwischen

nur atlantischen/pazifischen Blockings, wie auch den simultanen Blocks.



Chapter 1

Introduction

The dynamically most active regions of the extratropical Northern Hemisphere are the Euro-

Atlantic and Pacific sectors. These two sectors are the preferred areas for the occurrence

of mobile incipient and maturing cyclones (Pettersen. 1956), and also the location of the

attendant storm tracks (Blackmon, 1976). Moreover the occurrence of cyclones within the

prevailing westerly flow is interspersed by high pressure systems (anticyclones). The time

scale for this high-to-low pressure cycle is in the synoptic range of three to five days.

On occasions the prevailing westerly circumpolar flow is blocked by the presence of quasi-

stationary high pressure systems referred to as atmospheric blocking. Their most prominent

characteristics are (i) a relatively long life time, from a couple of days up to several weeks

(e.g. Rex, 1950a. Dole and Gordon, 1983, Lupo and Smith, 1995a), and (ii) a predilection

for the Northern Hemispheric Atlantic-European and Pacific sectors (e.g. Elliott and Smith,

1949, Dole and Gordon. 1983, Tibaldi, 1990). In effect the relatively long life-span of blocking

events bridges the temporal gap between synoptic scale and short-term climate (weeks to

months) systems, and the blocking amplitude and location renders it a major dynamical

event. Hence the phenomenon is related to and of major interest for both medium-range

weather forecasting and short-term climate forecasting.

1.1 On the relevance of atmospheric blocking

Atmospheric: blocking can affect surface weather conditions as well as the character of an

entire winter season. This broad temporal spectrum and the often significant impacts on

climate, economy and society renders atmospheric blocking one of the best investigated

weather phenomena nowadays. Several relevant aspects related to atmospheric blocking are

presented hereinafter.

• Most blocking events take place during a wide monthly range from autumn to spring

(e.g. Tibaldi, 1990, Dole and Gordon, 1983) and can have a significant influence on

surface weather conditions (e.g. temperature, precipitation, radiance). Blocking of¬

ten exhibits anomalous cold and dry weather underneath the block (e.g. Rex, 1950a,

Quiroz, 1984, Hansen et al., 1993) and increased storm activity and precipitation

around the block (e.g. Rex, 1950a, Blackmon et al.. 1986, Stein, 2000, Trigo et al,

2004).

Long-lasting summer blocking events are relatively rare but can exhibit tremendous

impacts on surface weather as seen during the summer 2003 heat wave over Europe

(e.g. Schär et al., 2004, Beniston, 2004). Temperature anomalies exceeded three stan¬

dard deviations of the climatological mean over a long time period and caused a severe

increase in fatalities (Trigo et al., 2005). Processes responsible for this exceptional

heat wave are topic of ongoing research but some indications point to the importance
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of soil moisture feedback processes. Preliminary investigations by the author show

occurrence of accumulated transient high pressure systems rather than a single and

long lasting blocking event. Fortunately, only a small number of blocking events have

such extreme consequences. However, blocked regions with little air mass movement

can often lead to poor air quality conditions in urban areas with increased surface

ozone (Gangoiti et al., 2002) and aeorosol concentrations. Furthermore, atmospheric

blocking has been linked to changes in the total ozone concentrations (e.g. Engelen,

1996, Orsolini and Doblas-Reyes, 2003, Schnadt and Dameris, 2003, Koch et al.. 2005)

and indirect relations to sudden stratospheric warming events (Tung and Lindzen,

1979, Kodera and Chiba, 1995).

• Some of the most well-established climate modes in the Northern Hemisphere are the

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in the Euro-Atlantic region and the Pacific North

American (PNA) pattern in the Pacific (e.g. Wallace and Gutzler, 1981). They ex¬

plain most of the monthly variability in these two regions, respectively. The weekly

to monthly time range of these modes is dynamically investigated by Feldstein (2000,

2002) who found typical life cycles for each mode of ~10 days. The similar geographi¬

cal and temporal characteristics of both blocking and climate modes motivated several

studies (e.g. Sausen et al., 1995, Pavan et al, 2000, Shabbar et al., 2001, Scherrer

et al., 2005) to investigate the relation between atmospheric blocking and the North¬

ern Hemispheric large-scale climate modes. These primarily statistical studies discover

strong connections in particular between the negative NAO phase and the occurrence

of blocking. The dynamical mechanisms responsible for the combined formation of

both blocking and the climate patterns have not been investigated in great depth.

• The predictability of atmospheric blocking using either weather or climate models was

already addressed by several authors (e.g. Tibaldi et al., 1994, 1997, DAndrea et al.,

1998). They all recognised the importance of blocking, since an increased predictability

can be anticipated during a long-lasting blocking situation (Bengtsson, 1981, Tibaldi,

1990). This yields interesting perspectives for monthly and even seasonal weather

forecasts. The blocking representation in models experienced strong progress in recent

years. However, a systematical underestimation of the blocking frequency and a poor

representation of blocking onset are the deficiencies all model-based studies have in

common. The reason for these deficiencies can either be model based or dependent

upon the initial model conditions. In order to circumvent this drawback first improve¬

ments are assessed in the use of ensemble prediction models (e.g. Pelly and Hoskins,

2003, Mauritsen and Källen, 2004). Further blocking studies with a focus on the dy¬

namical mechanisms will be crucial for a better blocking predictability.

• Finally, there is some indication that recent climate change is apparent in trends

of large-scale climate modes Hurrell (1996). The knowledge of possible long-term

changes of the favoured blocking locations is therefore of particular interest. Only few

studies (e.g. Wiedenmann et al., 2002) discuss long-term blocking trends. They find

no significant blocking trend over the Northern Hemisphere.
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1.2 Blocking mechanisms

Theories about the formation and maintenance of blocking anticyclones have resulted al¬

ready from the first investigations on the subject. In comparison to the well-established

theories of cyclogenesis (e.g Charney, 1947, Eady, 1949) no consistent blocking theory has

emerged so far. The basic notions from the past decades are discussed hereinafter and a

thorough review on blocking climatologies follows in Chapter 5.

Early descriptive investigations of atmospheric blocking arc performed in the pioneer¬

ing studies from Breggren et al. (1949), Elliott and Smith (1949) and Rex (1950a). They

mainly characterise the atmospheric; behaviour during a blocked situation and relate their

formation to intrusions of high-pressure cells into the westerly flow or to the analogy of a

hydraulic jump. Detailed studies on the mechanisms responsible for the blocking formation

and maintenance started in the late 1970's and early 1980's. The large quantity of pub¬

lished material could motivate to classify the proposed mechanisms into a subset of different

groups. However, even the literature is often not consistent whether to group by differ¬

ent methodologies (idealised / weather model, GCM. analysis), different process (high or

low-frequency dynamics, barotropic or baroclinic instability, modons) or different life cycle

aspects (formation, maintenance).
As a process-orientated study is undertaken here, the blocking theories are classified

into either low- or high frequency dynamics. The first approach presents blocking as a

wave-interaction phenomenon. The second highlights high-frequency dynamics in terms of

synoptic scale eddies and their role in blocking dynamics.

Low-frequency dynamics

Planetary waves are major atmospheric features of low-frequency dynamics. Primarily they

are forced by topography and land sea contrast. It has been shown that under certain

circumstances they can be amplified and become stationary which can be regarded as a

blocked situation.

Using a numerical quasi-geostrophic channel model, Charney and DeVore (1979) show

that persistent anomalies of the atmospheric circulation can be linked with the multiple sta¬

tionary equilibrium states associated with external topography or thermal forcing (Fig. 1.1).

The topographical forcing of a zonal flow exhibits a "low-index'' flow with a strong wave

component (blocked situation) and a -'high-index" flow with a stronger zonal component.

Subsequent studies (e.g Charney et al., 1981, Reinhold and Pierrehumbert, 1982) support

Charney's theory by more realistic model assumptions. A recent study by Mauritsen and

Källen (2004) using the ensemble prediction system also relates to the theory by Charney

and DeVore (1979). They argue that once the system has entered the vicinity of one of the

stable states it is reluctant to leave, due to the potential barrier between the states.

Tung and Lindzen (1979) link blocking to a resonant amplification of large-scale planetary

waves forced by topography and surface heating. The waves become resonant if atmospheric

wind conditions reduce the phase speed of the free travelling waves to zero. Likewise,

nonlinear interactions between forced orographic waves and slowly moving free waves arc:

shown by Egger (1978) using a barotropic channel model. He tested three flow configurations

in particular by allowing wave-mean flow interaction. He further noted that a geographically

fixed forcing is an almost necessary condition for blocking onset. Simmons et al. (1983)
discussed low-frequency variability using a global barotropic model. They suggest a major

fraction of the variability could be due to barotropic instability.

In the early years, the above mentioned theories arc primarily model based. The better

availability of analysis data and the possibility to verify the presented theories strengthen

the interest in analysis studies. Quiroz (1987) found a significant contribution of traveling

waves (retrograde) to the formation of blocking using a three year data set (1981-1984).
These observed results are in contrast to the hypothesized superposition of purely station-
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Fig. 1.1: Streamfunetion field of the btable first mode equilibria of a topographically forced flow for

the grid-point model a) zonal and b) wave-like equilibrium. The nondimerisiona) heights are shown

with light lines, the contour spacing is 0 05 units, with negative legions shaded (from Charney and

DeVore, 1979).

ary waves by Austin (1980). Also Lejenas and Madden (1992) emphasized large-scale waves

as an important factor for bloc-king. Using a 30-year data set they relate 20-40% of the

blocks to traveling waves 1.

High-frequency dynamics

For some blocking events it is difficult to explain their formation solely from low-frequency

dynamics. Hence, the following theories include high-frequency activity such as transient ed¬

dies in the vicinity of blocking formation and maintenance. This is a fundamental difference

to the previously discussed theories.

Although already noted in Rex (1950a) the first deeper investigation on blocking mainte¬

nance due to transient eddy forcing was postulated by Green (1977) in a case study approach.

Austin (1980) tested this hypothesis with a simple quasi-geostrophic model and obtained

good agreement with the observations. A seminal study was conducted by Shutts (1983)

who performed experiments with a barotropic chaimel model to examine the influence of

eddies propagating toward and within a split channel flow (Fig. 1.2). The study indicates

that a stationary free Rossby wave with a dipole meridional structure could be amplified in

the presence of a stationary source of eddies. Vautard et al. (1988) and Vautard and Legras

(1988) extend Shutts' approach by adding baroclinic perturbations to be generated by the

shear jet. They agree that transients clearly tend to reinforce blocking. Investigations by

Frederiksen (1982, 1983) also indicate the importance of baroclinic processes during block¬

ing formation. However, the subsequent amplification and mature phase is dominated by

barotropic effects.

A case study by Illari (1984) supports Shutts' theory using a potential vorticity approach.

She identified synoptic-scale processes as maintaining the blocked low potential vorticity

region against the downstram advection. An extended data set of 20 winters (1962-1981)

was available to Mullen (1987) who detected the location of synoptic-scale eddies about one-

quarter wavelength upstream of the blocking anticyclone. A three-year climatology is used

by Lupo and Smith (1995a) to show a positive correlation between the blocking intensity

and the intensity of upstream cyclone development.

A 30-year winter investigation of the temporal block evolution was conducted by Naka-

mura and Wallace (1993). They argue that cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies interact during

the blocking formation such that the latter seem to advect and entrain low potential vortic¬

ity from lower latitudes into the block. In contrast, synoptic-scale eddies act to reinforce the

block by poleward potential vorticity flux in particular during blocking formation. Naka-

mura et al. (1997) further show that eddy vorticity flux in blocking formation accounts for

more than 75% in the Pacific basin and less than 45% in the Euro-Atlantic.
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Fig. 1.2: Schematic picture of the pro¬

duction and subsequent deformation of

eddies propagating into a split Jetstream

together with their associated vorticity

forcing pattern (from Shutts, 1983).

Further remarks

The number of different blocking theories indicates that there is no unified blocking the¬

ory. Nowadays the major attempts favour the blocking formation as interaction between

planetary waves and synoptic scale eddies. Mechanisms explaining both planetary waves

and transient eddies are best represented by the dynamics on the tropopause level. In this

context the PV^thinking (cf. Appendix A) provides a powerful diagnostic; tool to get a

deeper understanding of the interaction between low and high-frequency dynamics. These

considerations motivate the investigation of blocking on the tropopause level applying the

PV perspective.

1.3 Aims and outline of the study

Since this study is part of the NCCR2 Climate programme, the main objectives imply a

better understanding of the climate system through interdisciplina.ry research on its vari¬

ability and its potential for change. Thereby the focus is set to an enhanced understanding

of the processes and dynamics of natural modes of atmospheric flow variations which are

responsible for intra- and interannual climate variability.

This thesis addresses the nature of atmospheric blocking from a dynamical standpoint.

The combination with statistical analyses permits a better understanding of blocking as an

interface between synoptic to short-term climate processes.

An introduction of short-term climate variability and the relation to atmospheric block¬

ing is presented in Chapter 3. This includes a review of important climate patterns on

the Northern Hemisphere which can often be related the the presence of a blocking event.

Detailed investigations of the mechanisms responsible for the formation, maintenance and

decay of blocking demand an identification routine based upon the block's salient features.

Therefore a novel blocking index is developed (Chapter 4) based upon the three-dimensional

potential vorticity distribution. To derive a long-term blocking climatology (Chapter 5), the

index is applied on the ERA-40 re-analysis data (1958-2002). This blocking climatology is

used for a comprehensive comparison between individual blocking episodes and climate pat¬

terns. The comparison between atmospheric blocking and the different phases of the NAO /

PNA is shown in Chapter 6. Insight is sought in the importance of atmospheric blocking for

the establishment of opposed pattern index values. In addition a detailed investigation of

"potential vorticity
2National Center for Competence in Research
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different atmospheric blocking indices and their statistical relationship with winter climate

patterns in the Euro-Atlantic sector is attached in Appendix C.

The ERA-40 data set provides a good data basis for long-term blocking trend analysis

(Chapter 7). Significant blocking pattern trends / shifts will get a further understanding

in the discussion about recent climate change. Chapter 8 addresses two dimensional indices

of atmospheric blocking and their statistical relatioship with winter climate patterns in the

Euro-Atlantic sector. Finally, Chapter 9 is devoted to the different behaviour of Euro-

Atlantic and Pacific blocking in combination with the simultaneous blocking occurrence.

Therefore modified composite analysis are performed to study the influence of positive po¬

tential vorticity anomalies in the vicinity of blocking. They can be relevant in the formation

and maintenance of blocking.



Chapter 2

The ERA-40 reanalysis data set

The study uses data from the ERA-40 reanalysis1 (Simmons and Gibson, 2000), which are

available from the ECMWF2 since 2003. The objective of the ERA-project is to provide a

temporally and globally uniform data set that gives the opportunity for comprehensive long-

term data analyses. This is achieved by a consistent reprocessing of past weather forecast

information by a data assimilation technique. A spectral, hydrostatic primitive equation

model (resolution T159L60) is used with a resolution of the three-dimensional atmosphere

of about 125 km in the horizontal and 60 vertical levels (located between the surface and

~65km).

The data fields are available for the time period September 1957 to August 2002 with a

temporal resolution of 6 hours (00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC). Note that this study makes perma¬

nent use of the period December 1957 to January 2002. The spatial resolution is interpolated

here from the spectral model to a horizontal 1° X 1° grid. The meteorological fields relevant

for this study are the geopotential height (Z), wind (u,v), humidity (q), temperature (T)

and surface pressure (p). Ertel's potential vorticity (cf. Appendix A for a definition) is com¬

puted as an additional diagnostic field and interpolated on isentropic- and isobaric surfaces.

Data Assimilation

In the ERA-40 project a three-dimensional variational data-assimilation system (3D-VAR)

(Courtier et al., 1998, Andersson et al, 1998) is employed. It combines observational data

with background information from the most previous initiated forecast to produce the best

possible depiction of the atmosphere at a particular time. This combination is achieved by

minimizing the sum of statistically-weighted measures of the deviations of analysed values

from the observed and background values (Simmons and Gibson, 2000).

The observational data consists of spatially nonuniform distributed measures of typical

atmospheric variables such as temperature, pressure or humidity. They mainly comprise

of surface observations, radiosonde-, satellite- or aircraft observations. It is obvious that

changes or new installations of the observation systems have influence on the quality of the

final reanalysis data. In particular the operational availability of satellite data in the late

1970s caused significant improvements in the ERA-40 data (Andersson et al., 1998), and

accordingly changes in the reanalysis data (Bengtsson et al., 2004b). Geographical regions

with coarse surface data coverage (e.g. Southern Hemisphere) are mainly affected by these

changes (Bromwich and Fogt, 2004). Unfortunately, all improvements in the observations

LNote that the manuscript in Appendix B is based upon the ERA-15 data set

2
European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast
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system affect the consistency of the reanalysis data set and must therefore be critically ex¬

amined.

Data Accuracy

Different studies concerning the accuracy and reliability of the ERA-40 reanalysis data set

have been performed. This can be of special importance, especially for the long-term trend

analysis in Chapter 5.

Bengtsson et al. (2004b) notice a strong trend in the integrated water vapor and total

kinetic energy that does not represent a genuine climate trend. They attribute it to an arti¬

fact caused by drastic changes in the global observing system in the late 1970's, in particular

due to the enhanced satellite occurrence. A comparison between the ERA-40 data set and

monthly surface air temperature from monthly mean station data (CRU3) is accomplished

by Simmons et al. (2004). They find similar variability on short time scales throughout the

reanalysis period in both data sets. The linear ERA-40 trend analyses are generally lower

but in agreement within ~10% of the CRU temperature values for the Northern Hemisphere

since 1979. Southern Hemisphere analysis remain a challenge for the data-sparse years be¬

fore the introduction of satellite observations. A comparison between the ERA-40 and the

NCEP/NCAR4 reanalysis data by Bromwich and Fogt (2004) emphasize that the data must

be used with caution over high southern latitudes during the non-summer months prior to

the late 1970's. Santer et al. (2004) accomplish a detection of tropopause height, using the

ERA-40 reanalysis and emphasize deficiencies of first generation reanalysis data (ERA-15J,

NCEP/NCAR) in comparison to ERA-40. However, they indicate a cold bias in the Southern

Hemisphere prior to 1978 and minor homogeneity problems after that period. The impact

of a systematically removing of the different observations from the ERA-40 highlights the

dominance of the satellite observing system in the Southern Hemisphere (Bengtsson et al.,

2004a). However, they point out to the importance of terrestrial observations for analysing

smaller-scale aspects. Despite some critical remarks of the ERA-40 reanalysis, the data set

remains one of the most accurate depictions of the atmosphere throughout the time period

1958 to 2002.

3Climatic Research Unit

4 National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Researeli

r'15 year (1978-1994) reanalysis data set (Gibson, 1996) from the ECMWF
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Aspects of large-scale climate

modes

The understanding and prediction of climate variability has been of strong interest for years.

Several research programs (e.g. CLIVAR \ NCCR Climate 2) seek to get a comprehensive

overview, especially on the issues of natural and anthropogenic climate variability as well as

on accurate climate predictions.

Climate variability in general describes, how on a specific time scale climate variables

(e.g. temperature, precipitation, cloud, wind) are affected by changes in the earth system.

These changes can be forced by internal atmospheric processes (e.g. cyclones, anticyclones,

fronts), ocean dynamics (thermohaline circulation), external forces (solar variability) or an¬

thropogenic effects (e.g. C02 production). The affected time scale of these forces varies

considerably and is of great importance in atmospheric research. Illustrative examples arc

synoptic systems which exert variability in the range of 2-4 days, oceanic (e.g. El Nino) or

solar variability (11 year solar cycle) which have time scales in the order of years. There is

not yet a consensus about the relative contributions of the proposed mechanisms to atmo¬

spheric climate variability.

Atmospheric blocking as bridge between synoptic to short-term climate variability, with

accompanying time scales in the time range of about 10 days, can be forced from several

directions. The understanding of atmospheric variability in this time range is still unsatis¬

factory and exposed to the chaotic nature of the atmosphere. It is closely associated with

téléconnexions (téléconnexion pattern), which describe large-scale dependencies in spatial

structures with two or more distinct and strongly coupled centres of action. Téléconnexion

patterns are extremely important for several branches of economy (e.g. agriculture, power

supply) and a better understanding of short-term climate variability can therefore bo crucial

for accurate monthly to seasonal prediction. Atmospheric blocking is usually not treated as

a téléconnexion pattern, but often discussed in combination with them. Its large spatial

extent and its long life-times can be relevant in the establishment of anomalous pattern

index values. Atmospheric blocking can therefore be a key variable in the understanding of

short-term climate variability. A detailed description of important téléconnexion patterns

on the Northern Hemisphere will be presented in the next section. Here, the sometimes

confusing terminologies of 'téléconnexion', 'pattern' and 'mode' will briefly be addressed.

Whereas the definition of "téléconnexion" was already given above, Stephenson et al. (2004)
describes the term "mode" and "pattern" as follows. The "climate mode" implies that the

structure is physically meaningful, whereas "climate pattern" defines a particular direction

from the origin in the state space independent of amplitude.

The definition of large scale climate modes on the Northern Hemisphere, which were first

1 International Research Programme on Climate Variability
2 Swiss National Center of Competence in Research in Climate
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Fig. 3.1: Spatial EOF patterns of the monthly Z500 climatology for the boreal winter months

(DJF) over the Atlantic, Shown are deviations [m] from the climatology. Solid contours indicate

positive anomalies, dashed contours negative anomalies and the zero contour is indicated in bold.

introduced by Walker (1924). These modes represent the typical state of the atmosphere for

an extended amount of time. The most prominent and best investigated pattern is the North

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) which is particularly important for the Euro-Atlantic climate.

The Pacific North American (PNA) pattern is the corresponding counterpart in the Pacific.

A couple of additional climate patterns can be defined on the Northern Hemisphere, some

of which will be addressed in more detail hereinafter.

It is not intended to give a comprehensive review of inter-annual climate variability, but

to tackle relevant aspects in combination with atmospheric blocking. Note that the following

illustrations are on the 500 hPa geopotential height field (Z500) due to consistency.

3.1 The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)

The North Atlantic Oscillation can be characterised as a meridional air mass seesaw over

the Euro-Atlantic region, which is most pronounced during the boreal winter season. The

description of the NAO as a geographical pattern can be derived by sophisticated statistical

analysis (EOF analysis, cf. Appendix A). The NAO index (NAOI) defines the temporal

evolution of the strength of the phenomenon.

NAO impacts

The NAO pattern of the Euro-Atlantic sector during DJF is shown in Figure 3.1a. The

geographical distribution represents the first EOF of the geopotential height at 500 hPa and

explains 26% of the winter monthly variability in that region. The data are detrended and

geographically weighted by cosine latitude. The Z500 anomaly distribution for the NAO

positive (NAO+) phase has a well developed negative anomaly over south Greenland and

Iceland and an accompanying positive anomaly over the Azores. Consequently, this phase
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Fig. 3.2: Standardized time series of different NAO indices for the boreal winter months December

- February. The ERA40 and CPC are EOF-based, the Hurrell index is station based. Thick lines

indicate 9 month (i.e. three winters) low-pass filtered time series.

of oscillation is associated with stronger than normal westerly winds towards northern Eu¬

rope. During the negative NAO (NAO-) phase, the Icelandic low and the subtropical high

are weaker than normal which follows in weak westerlies. The different NAO phases can

have strong impacts on the European winter climate, especially when they persist over

many consecutive days. They arc accompanied by modified precipitation and temperature

distributions (Lau, 1988, Rogers, 1997) which can lead to severe socio-economic impacts.

Generally, drier than normal conditions occur during the NAO+ phase over much of central

and southern Europe and north Africa (Hurrell (1995), Halpert and Bell (1997)). At the

same time, wetter than normal conditions occur from Iceland through Scandinavia. In rela¬

tion to atmospheric blocking, the NAO- phase encounters significantly more winter blocking

days than during the positive NAO phase over the North Atlantic region (e.g. Shabbar

et al., 2001). Scherrer et al. (2005) additionally point out the importance of the positive

NAO phase on the European blocking occurrence. But their study also shows that atmo¬

spheric blocking is sensitive to higher-order Euro-Atlantic téléconnexion patterns.

NAO history

Even though the presence of typical weather situations during the Northern Hemisphere

winter was already noted in the eighteenth century, the history of the NAO goes back be¬

yond the work by Walker (1924), who first introduced the term North Atlantic Oscillation.

He initiated the construction of NAO indices (Walker, 1932) measuring the strength of the

oscillation. These indices are usually station-based pressure differences between a "north¬

ern" and a "southern" location in the Euro-Atlantic region. Rogers (1984) for instance used

the sea level pressure differences between Ponte Delgada (Azores) and Reykjavik (Iceland),

Jones et al. (1997) between Gibraltar and Reykjavik and Hurrell (1995) between Stykkishol-

mur/Reykjavik and Lisbon. The advantage of a station-based index is certainly the available

data, which goes back to the 1870 for the index by Hurrell (1995) (and even 1821 by Jones

et al. (1997)). The NAOI by Hurrell (1995) is shown in Figure 3.2 as the lowermost time

series. Strong decadal variations are evident after the 1960's, whereas during the first part

of the century only minor oscillations occurred. In contrast, the other two time series in

Figure 3.2 are EOF-based NAOI and represent a monthly regression onto the spatial NAO

pattern (defined as the leading EOF of the Z500). The NAO pattern of the CPC 3
is defined

by a Rotated Empirical Orthogonal Function (REOF) to the monthly mean 500 hPa height

anomalies in the Northern Hemisphere. Therefore, the NCEP/NCAR4 reanalysis dataset

3Climate Prediction Center

4 National Centers for Environmental Prediction / National Center for Atmospheric Research
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was employed at a horizontal resolution of 2.5° x 2.5° for the period 1950 to 2000 and the

seasonal cycle has been removed. For the ERA40 NAOI, monthly correlations of Z500 to

the NAO pattern from Figure 3.1a are calculated. For comparison, all three time series are

standardized by their corresponding standard deviation. A detailed comparison between

different NAO indices can be read in Wanner et al. (2001).
Overall a good agreement on the decadal (and monthly) time scale between the different

NAO indices can be observed. This is surprising on one hand, since the methodologies and

observed fields are different, on the other hand, they confirm the strong signal of the NAO

in the Euro-Atlantic region. All time series show a positive phase for the periods 1974-1977.

1983-1986 and 1988-1994 with intermittent negative NAO values. Additionally a positive

trend can be observed starting around 1980. This issue has been studied in the literature

extensively by e.g. Hurrell (1995) and Thompson et al. (2000), also in comparison with the

observed warming over the last 50 years, whereas no consensus on the responsible processes

has been achieved. Nevertheless, NAOI of the last couple of years show evidence that this

positive trend is tilting towards a neutral or negative trend around the year 2000. Not only

trends in the NAO have attracted attention. Jung et al. (2003) pointed out an entire pattern

shift of the NAO before and after 1978. Hu and Wu (2004) argued that the shift of the

centres of action of the NAO is associated with a stationary wave change.

NAO mechanisms

Even though the NAO is one of the most cited topics in atmospheric literature nowadays,

the dynamical mechanisms enabling the positive or negative phase are not completely un¬

derstood. It has been shown that a considerable amount of the NAO dynamics is enabled by

atmospheric mechanisms such as synoptic scale waves (Benedict et al., 2004), energy distur¬

bances from the basic state through barotropic instability (Simmons et al., 1983), and high-

arid low frequency transient eddy vorticity fluxes (Feldstein, 2003). Nevertheless, influences

from the ocean (e.g. Barnston, 1987, Peng et al., 1995) and the stratosphere (e.g. Kodera

et al., 1996, Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999) are evident and need additional attention.

3.1.1 Arctic Oscillation (AO)

The Arctic Oscillation (AO) has received a lot of attention recently, as the leading Northern

Hemispheric mode, whereas the NAO is described as the regional manifestation of the AO

in the Atlantic (Thompson and Wallace, 1998). This conclusion is founded on the significant

correlation between the two indices and the similar pattern over the Euro-Atlantic region.

In comparison to the regional definition of the NAO pattern, the AO pattern is defined as

the leading EOF of the SLP (or the geopotential height at 1000 hPa, Z1000) field.

3.1.2 Higher order EOF's in the Atlantic

Obviously the NAO is not the only important Euro-Atlantic pattern, since it represents 26%

of the monthly variability. Therefore a brief overview of additional patterns will be given

here, which are derived by the extension of EOF2-4 (Figure 3.1b-d).

• The geographical representation of EOF2 (Fig. 3.1 b) resembles the East Atlantic (EA)

pattern, originally defined by Wallace and Gutzler (1981). It consists of an anomaly

in the eastern North Atlantic with opposite anomalies in the south and west.

• The EOF3 pattern (Fig. 3.1 c) coincides best with the Midlatitudc anomaly train

(MAT) presented by Massacand and Davies (2001a). It has a major centre over the

North Sea with opposite phase maxima in the east and the southwest and often occurs

in combination with Atlantic blocking.
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• EOF4 (Fig. 3.1 d) can be identified as the Scandinavian pattern (SCAN), originally

defined by Barnston (1987). It represents a strong anomaly over Scandinavia and east¬

ern Europe and is often associated with positive height anomalies, sometimes reflecting

major blocking anticyclones, over Scandinavia and western Russia.

Although the steadily decreasing representation of each EOF, their spatial structure let

anticipate of an enhanced dependence to atmospheric blocking.

3.2 The Pacific North American pattern (PNA)

The PNA is the most prominent téléconnexion pattern in the Pacific region. First evidences

for the existence of téléconnexion patterns in the Pacific go back to Walker (1932), but the

first definition of the PNA itself was by Wallace and Gutzler (1981 ).

Figure 3.3a shows the spatial pattern of the leading EOF in the Pacific region (120°E-

60°W, 20°N-80°N) which represents the PNA. Analogous to the NAO, the calculation is

based on a monthly EOF analysis of regional Z500 fields. The PNA pattern reflects a

quadrupole wave-train-pattern of height anomalies, with anomalies of similar sign located

south of the Aleutian Islands and over the southeastern United States. Anomalies with

opposite sign are located in the vicinity of Hawaii, and over the intermountain region of North

America (central Canada) during the winter. An amplified wave pattern characterises the

positive PNA (PNA+) phase which is associated with a strong ridge over western Canada.

The polarity of the PNA has obviously strong impacts on the North American weather and

climate (e.g. Leathers ct al, 1991, Henderson and Robinson, 1994). Leathers et al. (1991)

show highly correlated temperature and precipitation patterns in many United States climate

divisions in connection with the PNA index. Especially during the negative PNA phase there

are generally fewer wintertime precipitation events in the southeastern USA (Henderson and

Robinson, 1994).
The main mechanisms in the establishment of anomalous PNA phases can either be found

in the tropical SST variations or they can be expressed as purely atmospheric response. The

former has a long history, since already Walker (1932) noted that the sign of the extra-

tropical pressure anomalies over the Pacific are associated with the Southern Oscillation.

It was finally Bjerknes (1969) who showed that the Southern Oscillation is linked to low-

frequency temporal SST fluctuations in the equatorial Pacific ocean. In the meanwhile

several different investigations have addressed this issue (e.g. Shukla and Mo, 1983, Smith,

1995, Renshaw et al., 1998) which finally concluded that the PNA is the most predictable

pattern on the Northern Hemisphere (R.enwick and Wallace, 1995).
Evolution theories of opposed PNA phases evolved due to internal atmospheric response

agree with already discussed mechanisms for the NAO (e.g. Corti et al., 1997, Simmons

et al., 1983, Branstator, 1984). Typical life times of a PNA cycle complete within two weeks

(e.g. Cash and Lee, 2001, Feldstein, 2002)

3.2.1 Higher order EOF's in the Pacific

Higher-order EOF's in the Pacific are presented in Figure 3.3b-d and account together for

36% of the variability over the North Pacific and North American continent.

• EOF2 (Fig. 3.3 b) represents a dipole structure over the Pacific with one centre over

the Aleutians and the second centre between Hawaii and Japan. A third centre, can

be observed over the Great Lakes. This pattern resembles a mixture between the East

Pacific (EA) pattern and the Western Pacific (WP) pattern originally introduced by

Wallace and Gutzler (1981).

• The geographical distribution of EOF3 (Fig. 3.3 c) belongs to no well known pattern.

A trough like structure stretching south of the Aleutians with opposite sign centres

over Asia and the American west coast characterises this pattern.
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Fig. 3.3: Spatial EOF patterns of the monthly Z500 climatology for the boreal winter months

(DJF) over the Pacific Shown are deviations [m] from the climatology Solid contours indicate

positive anomalies, dashed contours negative anomalies and the zero contour is indicated in bold

• EOF4 (Fig 3 3 d) represents the Tropical Northern Hemisphere (TNH) pattern, in¬

troduced by Mo and Livezey (1986) The pattern consists of one primary anomaly

centre over the Gulf of Alaska and a separate anomaly centre of opposite sign over the

Hudson Bay and the western Aleutians.

This introduction of short-term climate variability highlights the NAO and PNA as the

most dominant modes on the Northern Hemisphere It is shown that the NAO exerts most

of the Atlantic variability and represents two opposed centres of action in the north and mid-

Atlantic ocean. The PNA is the Pacific pendant and can be described as a tripole structure

with centres located in the middle of the North Pacific and northwest and southeast of North

America. It is demonstrated that an obvious relation of these modes exists in comparison

to atmospheric blocking in terms of the similar time ranges and geographical locations

Therefore, the following studies address some new aspects in their mtercorrelation.



Chapter 4

On the definition of a dynamical

blocking index

4.1 Introduction

The main purpose of every blocking index is to objectively detect the number of atmospheric

blocking events and their geographical location over a certain time span. These informations

were basically used in the past for climatological blocking studies, simple dynamical inves¬

tigations, and model verifications. In recent years, several attempts have been undertaken

to define a series of blocking indices. They all tie in with the different characteristics of

blocking such as enhanced sea level pressure, elevated geopotential heights or anticyclonic

wind field. Nevertheless, Z500 is the most frequently applied base field of today's blocking

indices. Despite the variety of different index definitions a novel dynamical blocking indi¬

cator is introduced here. The essential objectives of the index lie in a better dynamical

representation of the phenomenon. The index is therefore based upon the three-dimensional

potential vorticity field and tackles the block at its core signal on the tropopause level.

The most accepted blocking indices are reviewed in the following section 4.2. The index

definition is introduced in section 4.3. Note that the index is also specified in Schwierz et al.

(2004) which is attached in Appendix B. Possible applications of the index are addressed

in section 4.3,2. Finally, in section 4.4 the characteristics and capabilities of the new index

are pointed out in an illustrative example of an Atlantic blocking event.

4.2 Review on existing blocking indices

Up to the present day no generally accepted definition of atmospheric blocking exists (Liu,

1994). The following review of widely accepted blocking indices provides insight into the

different approaches and techniques. Therefore, an overall index classification in two different

groups is undertaken:

• "quasi one-dimensional" indices provide information about the blocked longitudes. An

often used approach is to detect elevated geopotential heights on a longitude segment

by a pre-defined gradient. They are often displayed in a longitude-time frame also

known as Hovmöller diagram.

• "two-dimensional" indices have the advantage to detect the exact geographical distri¬

bution of the blocking. This is mainly accomplished by identifying anomalous field

values such as Z500 or sea level pressure (SLP). The indices are usually more complex

but provide additional information of the block which are crucial for dynamical stud¬

ies. Note that the term "index" can be misleading and the term "indicator" would be

more appropriate.
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Fig. 4.1: A series of plates showing the

development of a blocking situation at

the 500mb level. The flow channel oc¬

cupied by the hemispheric westerlies at

0300 GOT on 12.16,20,14 and 28 June

and on 2 July (1949) is indicated by the

heavy black contour lines. The temper¬

ature fleld is shown in colour (from Rex,

1950a).

The study by Elliott and Smith (1949) was one of the first attempts to objectively define

atmospheric blocking. They made use of a 40-year SLP data set whereupon they applied

the index criterions: "A band fifteen degrees of longitude wide and covering 55°N and 60°N

latitudes must experience pressure departures of +20mb or more at least three consecutive

days."
At nearly the same time, D. F. Rex published two successive studies (Rex, 1950a,b) about

the "Blocking Action in the Middle Troposphere and its Effect upon Regional Climate".

He used a purely subjective blocking definition based upon investigations of the 500 hPa

geopotential height level. He defined the following blocking characteristics:

• the basic westerly current must split into two branches

• each branch current must transport an appreciable mass

• the double-jet system must extend over at least 45° of longitude

• a sharp transition from zonal type flow upstream to meridional type downstream must

be observed across the current split

• the pattern must persist with recognizable continuity for at least ten days

From this definition results a case study approach which is presented in Figure 4.1. It

shows an entire blocking life cycle at the end of June 1949 at the 500 hPa geopotential height

level. The work by Rex still holds as one of the pioneering studies of atmospheric blocking.

Quasi one-dimensional indices

A widely accepted and often applied objective blocking index was introduced by Lejenäs and

Okland (1983) and was later adapted by Tibaldi (1990). The purpose of Tibaldi (1990) by

using this index, was mainly to quantify both observed and forecast occurrence of blocking.

The general idea of the index construction is to apply two height gradients (GHGS, GHGN)

on the Z500 field (Z in the following equation) for every longitude at three base latitudes.

{&
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Z($o) - Z($.)

Z($w) - Z($Q)

80° +A

60° +A

40° +A

-4°,0°,4°

The following conditions must be satisfied for at least one value of A to define a block:

• GHGS > 0

• GHGN <-10m/deglat.

Note that in the index definition by Lejenäs and 0kland (1983), only the first condi¬

tion was applied. The strength of this approach is the simple implementation to multi-year

General Circulation Model (GCM) simulations as well as operational weather prediction

models. With the steady increase in computer power more complex indicators are becoming

applicable. Lupo and Smith (1995a) created a blocking detection routine from the combi¬

nation of the methodologies by Lejenäs and 0kla.nd (1983) and Rex (1950a). Their index

is not completely objective and requires accompanying visual subjective evaluation of the

Z500 field. It is therefore not applicable for long-term climatological studies even though

Wiedenmaim et al. (2002) used this index for a global 30-year climatology. A further one-

dimensional blocking index, recently developed by Pelly and Hoskins (2003), makes use of

the tropopause dynamics. Their index B is associated with a reversal of the normal negative

meridional gradient in the potential temperature 0 on the dynamical tropopause (PV =

2pvu):

2 /•<I>o+A*/2 2 /-*o

b = —~ e#-— ed$
A$ 7$0 A$ J*0.-A4/2

where

$0 = $C(A) ± A

A = 4°

$r(A) = annual mean central blocking latitude

The annual mean central blocking latitude takes into account the seasonal latitudinal

shift of that gradient and is derived by the high-pass transient eddy kinetic energy at 300 hPa.

Despite the different adaptions, one limitation of all these indices is their latitudinal depen¬

dence, since they can only marginally account for latitudinal or zonal movement of the blocks

(Liu, 1994). This can also be a restriction in climate change studies with different latitudinal

positions from the present day. Further, the absence of a geographical representation of the

block hampers dynamical life time studies.

GHGS

GHGN

where

$0

A
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Two-dimensional indices

These problems were partly solved by the introduction of two-dimensional blocking indices.

Dole and Gordon (1983) introduced a point-wise approach to define persistent Z500 anoma¬

lies beyond a magnitude and time threshold value. They used different threshold values

for the magnitude (±0m, ±50m, ... ±250m) and the time persistence (5days, 10days, ...

25 days). The result is a geographical frequency distribution.

A similar approach by examining the geographical location and frequency of large scale

persistent anomalies of the Z500 was proposed by Shukla and Mo (1983). They applied

seasonally depending threshold values (determined by past data) at every grid point and

focused on the seasonal and geographical variation of blocking. Mullen (1986) points out the

sensitivity of the anomaly construction of the existing blocking indices. Hence, he suggests a

somewhat different approach based upon zonal height deviations of Z500 over three specified

regions (two in the Pacific and one in the Atlantic). Height anomalies of at least 150 gpm and

at least 7 days were calculated with respect to the regional area means within the latitudinal

belt of 51.1°N to 60°N. However, the selection of the regions already implies the information

of preferred locations of enhanced blocking activity and is somewhat arbitrary. An extension

of Mullen's method was shown by Sausen et al. (1995). In a first step the Z500 anomaly

field is constructed by removing the annual cycle and trend at every grid point. Then,

the identification routine selects three-dimensional longitude-latitude-time Z500 anomalies,

where the anomalies must exceed a time threshold of 5 days. The main purpose in their

study was the blocking analysis from observations and model simulations.

A completely different approach by examining the eddy wind fields at Z50Û was intro¬

duced by Kaas and Branstator (1993). Note that this index is not influenced by zonal mean

quantities. The identification of possible blocking candidates are identified for every day at

each grid point, for which the meridional geostrophic wind exceeds v =10 ins-1. The result¬

ing longitude, latitude and time distribution of possible blocking events gives the possibility

to define clusters with lifetimes of at least 10 days to be identified as blocking events. The

extension of the Tibaldi (1990) index to a range of different base latitudes was introduced

by Scherrer et al. (2005). Instead of the three base latitudes at 40°N, 60°N and 80°N, the

routine is applied to the entire latitudinal range at 2.5° resolution, which results in a two-

dimensional representation of the blocking location. A detailed description of the index can

be found in Appendix B.

This review has shown the different approaches in identifying atmospheric blocking.

Despite the two-dimensional representation of some blocking indices, no use is made out

so far to track a single blocking event including its characteristics such as blocking size,

path or intensity. It must be mentioned here that pattern tracking routines exist. They are

mainly used for cyclone tracking (e.g. Wernli and Schwierz, 2005) but can technically often

be applied to anticyclones. Anticyclone tracking routine exists (Sinclair, 1996) which were

applied to the Southern Hemisphere.

4.3 Novel dynamical blocking indicators

Despite the variety of existing blocking indices, none of them are suitable for detailed dy¬

namical studies of the block's salient features. Summarized, these features comprise, i) the

representation of the dynamical core of the block, ii) an underlying dynamical atmospheric

field such as the potential vorticity, iii) a geographical exact representation of the block's

location, and iv) information about typical blocking characteristics (e.g. spatial scale, in¬

tensity, track) for every single blocking life cycle. These features are included in two novel

dynamical blocking indices that are introduced hereinafter.

4.3.1 Definition of APV* and APV

The definition of the novel blocking indices is based upon the three-dimensional signature

of the block in the potential vorticity field. This approach is motivated since the tropopause
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latitude L°N]

Fig. 4.2: a) Cross section of the PV anomaly at 33W (shaded, interval 1 pvu, negative dashed) b)

cross section of the Z anomaly at 33W (shaded, interval 75hPa, negative dashed) Lines denoting

the instantaneous (bold black/white) and climatological (dashed) tropopause (PV = 2pvu).

Fig. 4.3: Schematic illustration of a

blocking life cycle The contours rep¬

resent the spatial extent of the block at

an individual time step t The gray area

illustrates the overlap between two time

steps.

level represents the region with largest PV anomaly during atmospheric blocking episodes

(Figure 4.2a), a fact that is already introduced in Hoskins et al. (1985). Note that the

tropopause region exhibits also maximum geopotential height anomalies (Figure 4.2b). The

base field of the new index is the Vertically Averaged PV (VAPV) between 500-150 hPa. The

two pressure boundaries are chosen so that the vertical section between them encompasses

the entire tropopause region with the core PV anomaly of the block (Figure 4.2a). Two

different blocking index fields are compiled which use the VAPV field as their base field.

The first is based upon the regular VAPV field, the second on the VAPV anomaly field.

The latter is derived by subtracting the climatological daily mean VAPV field. Both fields,

are then scanned for closed negative VAPV anomalies that exceed a threshold value T. This

procedure is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.3 where the contours represent the area

defined by T at subsequent time steps t\ . . tn.

Finally a tracking algorithm using two necessary threshold values (overlap, time persis¬

tence) is applied to identify entire blocking cycles. The overlap criterion (shaded area in

Fig. 4.3) guarantees that the block is quasi-stationary in time, and the time persistence is

determining a minimal life time of the whole blocking event (number of contours in Fig.

4.3). Additionally a minimal area criterion is applied to exclude insignificant small scale

features. If all of these four criterions are fulfilled, the blocked area is labelled with the

index 1, whereas the rest of the grid points are set to 0. This binary blocking field is

called APV (from VAPV-field) and APV* (from VAPV-anomaly-field), hereinafter. This

terminology is slightly different from the study in Schwieiz et al. (2004). Notice the strong

constraint of the APV definition where only totally secluded low-VAPV regions are selected.

The threshold values used in this study are as follows: APV (T = 1.0, overlap = 0.5,

time persistence >5days, spatial scale >1.0*106 km2), APV* (T = -1.3, overlap = 0.7, time

longi tude
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persistence >5days, spatial scale >1.8*106 km2). The value of T is based upon an extensive

study (not shown) of the VAPV and VAPV-anomaly fields and corresponds to the lower

~10% of the extratropical VAPV and VAPV-anomaly distribution. The: use of the time

persistence criterion varies in the literature between 3 days (Elliott and Smith, 1949) up to

10 days (Rex, 1950a) with a widely applied value of 5 days. The representativeness of this

value is discussed in detail in section 5.6.1. Modifications of these parameters will obviously

lead to a slightly different pattern and amplitude, but typically not its location. Therefore,

extensive sensitivity studies have been undertaken. They include not only the investigations

of the mean climatologies and characteristics but are combined with the evaluation of the

dynamical development of a variety of different blocking events on a 6-hourly time resolution

(not documented here).

Blocking characteristics

A number of dynamically relevant blocking informations are gained as a result from the index

routine for every single timestep of the entire blocking event. The investigated quantities are:

mean longitudinal and latitudinal location, blocking intensity (mean of the lowest 10 VAPV-

values (grid points)), area size [km2], lifetime [6hours], path length [km] as the progress of

the blocking between two time steps. Alternatively, blocking intensity calculation can also

be performed by considering the lowermost 10% quantile and would take into account the

size of the block. The first (last) time step is defined as blocking genesis (lysis).

4.3.2 Opportunities

The novel blocking indicators allow a variety of different dynamical and climatological stud¬

ies. Here some possible aspects are pointed out, whereas not all have been accomplished in

this study.

• dynamical blocking life time studies (tracking)

• detailed investigations of the influence between atmospheric blocking and large-scale

climate modes

• analysis of the cyclonic activity (regions with enhanced PV) during the formation and

maintenance of the block

• influences from the blocking core PV anomaly onto the surface wind field by applying

the PV invertibility principle (e.g. Hoskins et al., 1985)

• examining the role of diabatic processes in the blocking formation (Schwierz, 2001)

• verification of blockings in GCM's and a better understanding of their representation

in weather forecasts

• simple modifications of the index allow the tracking of high VAPV-anomalies or the

tracking index can be applied to track anomalies from other fields (e.g. SLP, Z500)
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4.4 An illustrative APV* blocking example

The main characteristics of the new APV* index are illustrated in a blocking event from

December 1975 over the Atlantic. Figure 4.4 shows the blocking evolution from Dec. 9 -

Dec. 19 1975 on a daily resolution (12UTC). The block, as identified by APV*, is repre¬

sented by the red contour. Note that the blocking genesis is at Dec. 9 18UTC (not shown).

The blocking characteristics are displayed in Table 4.1.

The pre-blocking situation shows a negative VAPV anomaly between south Greenland

and the British Islands. This anomaly is not the genesis region of the following blocking

event which is situated at the east coast of North America.

Genesis (Dee. 10.-11.)
The increase of the blocking size and intensity are characteristic for the genesis phase. The

block forms over Nova Scotia and then moves towards the northeast. In comparison to the

Z500 geopotential heights, the location of the blocking area is on the western flank of the

developing Z500 ridge. This is a characteristic of the APV* index which captures anomalies

already within the jet region during its genesis phase. This finally results in an overall north¬

westward representation of the block using anomaly fields in comparison to actual fields. A

shift of the regions from anomaly-based indices have already been described by e.g. Sausen

et al. (1995) and Doblas-Reyes et al. (2002).

Mature (Dec. 12.-17.)
The mature phase can be divided into two periods. The first period (Dec. 12.-14.) shows

a slowly eastward moving blocking with a steady decrease in intensity. The blocking size

remains nearly constant during three days. The entire low VAPV anomaly with the em¬

bedded blocking region catches up with the Z500 ridge at the end of the first period and is

located on its northern edge. In addition, an important second negative VAPV anomaly is

forming west of the actual block at the end of the first period. This seems to be crucial for

the blocking to live on in the second period.

During the second period (Dec. 15.-17.), the block is making progress to the west. The

size of the block remains on the level of the first period and it starts to intensify again.

The reason for this re-intensification can lie in the aforementioned negative VAPV anomaly

that formed at the end of the first period. The induced southward flow on the eastern flank

establishes strong positive VAPV anomaly southwest of the block. The trough-like structure

west of the block is also visible in the Z500 field. This positive anomaly can support the

northward flow of low-VAPV air and re-intensifies the block. The entire mature phase is

further characterised by strong positive VAPV anomaly steadily intensifying southeast of

the block. This anomaly describes - in combination with the positive anomaly southwest

of the block - an omega-like structure during the mature phase. The transition to a dipole

structure at the end of the mature phase occurs due to the mergence of these two positive

anomalies.

Lysis (Dec. 18)
The blocking lysis, here only shown as Dec. 18., is again a relatively fast process. After

the abrupt decrease of the positive anomalies south of the block, the block decays as well.

Nevertheless, the: negative VAPV anomaly does not disappear completely, but becomes rel¬

atively weak.

The post-blocking phase still holds a sizeable region of negative VAPV between Europe

and Greenland. Its intensity is weak and hence the identification routine does not capture

it as a block any further.
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1975-12-09

pre-blocking

1975-12-10 (+18 h)
genesis

1975-12-11 (+42 h)
genesis

1975-12-12 (+66 h)
mature 1

1975-12-13 (+90 h)
mature 1

1975-12-14 ( + 114 h)
mature 1

1975-12-15 (+138h)
mature 2

1975-12-16 (+162h)
mature 2

1975-12-17 (+186h)
mature 2_

1975-12-18 (+21 Oh)
lysis

1975-12-19

post - blocking
ÏS-

Fig. 4.4: An illustrative example of an Atlantic blocking event m December 1975 The sequence

captures 11 days with a one day resolution. The shading indicates VAPV anomalies (dashed =

negative, solid = positive) and the red contour repiesents the blocked area The gray contours

indicate Z500 (spacing = 100 m and bold = 5000, 5400 m,) The white/black line represents the

blocking path line.
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Table 4.1: Characteristic values from the illustrative example in Figure 4.4.

date Ion

[°]

lat

[°]

size

[103km2]
intensity

[pvu]

distance

[km]

1975-12-09 pre-blocking
1975-12-10

1975-12-11
genesis

-61.5

-51.1

49.0

54.0

847

2469

-1.77

-2.19

160

623

1975-12-12

1975-12-13

1975-12-14

mature 1

-38.8

-27.5

-20.1

58.6

58.9

58.9

3296

3478

3269

-2.38

-2.02

-1.79

1111

1280

1326

1975-12-15

1975-12-16

1975-12-17

mature 2

-31.8

-34.6

-28.6

56.3

57.9

60.9

2269

3358

3159

-1.76

-1.93

-2.06

1614

1775

2099

1975-12-18 lysis -12.2 62.5 1636 -1.82 2373

1975-12-19 post-blocking

4.5 Summary and conclusion

A novel blocking detection routine is introduced which is based on a pattern tracking routine

of vertical averaged PV anomalies. The information of the block's intrinsic behaviour during

its entire life cycle enables new possibilities in the dynamical investigation of blocking.

Several sensitivity studies have been undertaken by adjusting the three threshold values

of the index. The finally proposed index shows the best representation of the necessary

blocking features.

Nevertheless some aspects have to be considered. The fully automated and objective

detection routine might capture features that would not be identified as blocking on a case

study basis. This can e.g. occur by an unusual shape of the anomaly patterns. These

patterns can also be responsible for difficulties in the tracking routine, since the shape is

relevant for the overlap criterion.

In general, the index has been tested for a large number of case studies (cf. Fig. 4.4)

and captures well the main characteristics of the block. A climatological analysis with a

comparison to already existing climatologies gives further insight in the capabilities of the

new index.
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Chapter 5

Blocking climatology

5.1 Introduction

Long-term climatological studies of atmospheric blocking are of particular interest due to

a variety of questions. As already mentioned in the introductory chapter (cf. Chapter 1)

blocking canexert a significant impact on the surface weather and climate conditions. There¬

fore an accurate information about the geographical blocking location is central for a better

understanding of these impacts. Furthermore long-term blocking climatological studies can

provide estimates of reliable blocking trends. Slight spatial shifts in the climatological

blocking location can modify the surface conditions (e.g. European climate). In this context

blocking trends are relevant to the recent climate change investigations. Another aspect is

the blocking representation in GCM's. Here, a well known issue is the underestimation of

blocking frequency in GCM's (e.g. Tibaldi, 1990, D'Andréa et al., 1998) and difficulties in

the exact geographical location (D'Andréa et al, 1998). Long-term blocking climatologies

can therefore be important in examining the representation of blocking in GCM's and in

their validation. Finally, long-term blocking climatologies can be relevant to the under¬

standing and interpretation of large scale climate modes and their indices (NAO / PNA,

cf. Chapter 3).

In the previous chapter several different approaches to identify atmospheric blocking

are reviewed. These various indices are associated with blocking climatologies varying in

duration from 3 to 30 years. Here, the new APV* and APV blocking climatologies will be

presented and compared with these earlier climatologies.

Atmospheric blocking climatologies are reviewed in section 5.2. The seasonal 44-year

climatologies of the two novel blocking indicators are introduced in section 5.3 and 5.4. For

the DJF season the climatology of typical blocking genesis and lysis regions are shown in

section 5.5. Finally, blocking characteristics are presented in section 5.6 regarding the life

time, intensity and spatial scale.

5.2 Review on atmospheric blocking climatologies

A review is given of the most widely accepted blocking climatologies. As in the previous

chapter they are classified into i) "quasi one-dimensional" and ii) "two-dimensional" clima¬

tologies. Here the early studies of atmospheric blocking climatologies by Elliott and Smith

(1949) and Rex (1950b) are excluded of this classification although they still experience a

high reputation in today's investigations. Elliott and Smith (1949) presented an SLP-based

blocking climatology with highest frequencies of occurrence in the north-eastern Atlantic

ocean and in the mid-Pacific. Rex (1950b) affirmed these two locations using his purely

subjective blocking definition on the Z500 level.
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Fig. 5.1: Percentage frequency of

blocking as a function of longitude and

computed on daily objective analyses

for the winter period 1980-1987. Note

that no time persistence criterion is ap¬

plied (from Tibaldi, 1990).

LONGITUDE

Quasi one-dimensional climatologies

More objective one-dimensional blocking detection methods, introduced by Lejenäs and

Okland (1983) and later adapted by Tibaldi (1990) are based on the Z500 field and yield

a longitudinal bimodal distribution of blocking frequency (Fig. 5.1). The two sectors of

enhanced winter (1980-1987) blocking frequency demarked in this approach are located in

the Euro-Atlantic (up to 25%) and the Pacific region (up to 20%). A further maximum

with minor frequency is situated at 50°E. Note that they do not apply a time: persistence

criterion on their climatology.

Lejenäs (1995) compiled a 94-year (1899-1992) blocking climatology using SLP fields.

Stein (2000) even started an attempt to reconstruct the Euro-Atlantic blocking back to

the year 1880 by using the same approach as Lejenäs (1995). Both mainly investigate the

blocking variability over this long time period.

A 3-year blocking climatology (1985-1988) over all four seasons separately is presented

by Lupo and Smith (1995a). They agree with the already proposed blocking regions (and

frequency) in the Atlantic and Pacific. However, they additionally observe blocking events

over land (Ukraine/western Russia ) which are almost as frequent as those that appear

over the Pacific ocean. Wiedenmann et al. (2002) extend the blocking climatolog by Lupo

and Smith (1995a) to a global 30-year climatology (1968-1998). They essentially confirm

the preferred blocking locations from previous studies and identify the most persistent and

strongest blocking events during winter season and over the Atlantic region.

Recently a 5-year climatology (1996-2001) was compiled by Pelly and Hoskins (2003)

which is based upon the potential temperature on tropopause height. In comparison to the

climatology by Tibaldi (1990) they also depict a bimodal structure but get enhanced block¬

ing occurrence over the entire Northern Hemisphere and observe different blocking regions

in the Pacific. They explain that these discrepancies can be related to the different fields

employed ancl the use of a climatologically specified base latitude.

Two-dimensional climatologies

A two-dimensional distribution of blocking occurrence on the winter Northern Hemisphere

was presented by Dole and Gordon (1983). Their 14-year (1963-1977) winter blocking clima¬

tology exhibits three major blocking regions (Fig. 5.2). They are located in the North Pacific

south of the Aleutians, the North Atlantic southeast of Greenland and from northern Russia

northeastward to the Arctic Ocean. In comparison to the preferred blocking regions received

from the one-dimensional indices, the climatology by Dole and Gordon (1983) agrees well

regarding the main blocking regions for both the Atlantic and Pacific. Nevertheless, the

highest frequencies in the Pacific arc shifted slightly to the east and in the Atlantic to the

west in the two-dimensional climatology. Additionally Dole and Gordon (1983) detect sig¬

nificant differences between persistent positive and negative anomalies whereas the number

of positive cases exceeds the number of negative cases.

Shukla and Mo (1983) examine a 14-year climatology (1963-1977), with a focus mainly

on seasonal variations of blocking frequency and its geographical location. They basically
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Fig. 5.2: The number of persistent

anomaly cases in 14 winter seasons

(1963-1977) satisfying the positive Z500

anomaly criteria (150m, 5days). Con¬

tour intervals are 2 (from Dole and Gor¬

don, 1983).

agree with the two main blocking locations but, however find that the geographical locations

and the frequencies remain nearly the same for all four seasons. It can be argued that this

behaviour might relate directly due to the use of a seasonally changing threshold value.

One of the first comparisons between an analysed blocking climatology (1962-1982) and

that of a climate model is presented by Blackmon et al. (1986). They are using the block¬

ing identification routine by Dole and Gordon (1983) and present three centres (Atlantic,

Pacific, Russia) of enhanced blocking activity in their observed climatology. Their compar¬

ison between the observed and model climatology indicates accordance in particular over

the Pacific, while their blocking maxima over Russia could not be resolved by the model.

Additional model comparisons with long-term blocking climatologies are accomplished by

Sausen et al. (1995). Their observed winter climatology (1982-1989) shows a tripole blocking

distribution for the Northern Hemisphere as noted in the earlier observations from Dole and

Gordon (1983) and Blackmon et al. (1986).

5.3 The APV* blocking climatology

Climatological APV* blocking frequency maps are presented for the season DJF, MAM,

JJA and SON separately. A frequency of ^1% can be interpreted as ~1 blocked day per

season. Figure 5.3 shows the APV* blocking climatology for all four seasons in the Northern

Hemisphere. Two regions with enhanced blocking frequencies are evident over the North

Atlantic and Pacific basin.

First, a description of the North Atlantic blocking addresses the major differences in

seasonal blocking occurrence. During DJF (Fig. 5.3a) the Atlantic region exhibits strongest

blocking frequencies south of Greenland and Iceland. Starting from this location, enhanced

blocking occurrence can be observed towards Davis Strait, Nova Scotia and Scandinavia.

The maximum blocking frequency reaches up to 11% southeast of Greenland corresponding

to about ten blocked days per season in this region. During MAM (Fig. 5.3b) the frequency

decreases to 8% with an enhanced center of occurrence over the Davis Strait. Only a few

blockings occur over the Aleutians and the North Atlantic during the summer months (JJA).

The SON (Fig. 5.3d) shows similar blocking frequencies as the DJF. However, in compar¬

ison to DJF and MAM an enhanced blocking occurrence can be observed over the British

Isles and Scandinavia rather than over the Davis Strait. This leads to a stronger zonally

elongated blocking distribution than during the other seasons.

Second, the APV* blocking distribution over the Pacific basin is described. Here the

blocking frequency distribution has a similar annual cycle as in the Atlantic. The maximum

frequency is located south of the Aleutians during SON, DJF and MAM respectively and

reach up 9% during all three seasons.

A third blocking maximum (90°E) can be detected during the spring and autumn season
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Fig. 5.3: Climatological APV* blocking distribution for all seasons, with a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA

and d) SON. Contours indicate % of blockings per season

ewer the Asian continent, of which the frequency only reaches up to 5%.

Comparison and discussion

Direct comparisons between the APV* climatology and already existing blocking clima¬

tologies is hampered by the different data sets, the selected meteorological fields (anomaly

versus actual) and the nature of the individual indices. However, anomaly field indices such

as those by Dole and Gordon (1983), Shukla and Mo (1983) and Sausen et al. (1995) show

an overall agreement of the blocking climatology distribution of the APV* index field. In

particular the location of the two distinct frequency maxima over the Atlantic and Pacific

in the APV* climatology are consistent with these climatologies.

A more detailed inspection of these climatologies reveals minor but interesting differences.

The third blocking maximum over the Asian continent (90°E) presented by Dole and Gordon

(1983) and Sausen et al. (1995) (~45°E) is not captured in the APV* climatology. On the

other hand the blocking maximum over Asia during MAM ans SON is not reproduced in

other studies.

The comparison of the seasonally varying blocking frequency is difficult with the study

by Shukla and Mo (1983). Their use of a seasonal vaiying threshold value m their block¬

ing detection index leads to similar maximum frequencies during all seasons. This yields

enhanced blocking frequencies during JJA whereas the APV* climatology (among others)

shows only minor blocking frequencies.
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A comparison between the APV* climatology and climatologies of quasi one-dimensional

indices (e.g. Lejenäs and 0kland, 1983, Tibaldi, 1990) is hampeied by their completely differ¬

ent ways of construction. Therefore only qualitative comparisons of the absolute frequency

and geographical location are possible.

There is agreement between the different climatologies in the two regions of enhanced

blocking frequency in the Atlantic and Pacific sector. However, the use of absolute fields

instead of anomaly fields yields to a 20-30° westward shift of the APV* maximum in the

Atlantic compared to the blocking maximum of the one-dimensional indices. This behaviour

has been already noted by several authors (e.g. Dole and Gordon, 1983, Sausen et al., 1995)

and is a characteristic all anomaly-based indices have in common. Further, the relatively

high frequency maxima (>20%) in the work by Tibaldi (1990) in comparison to the APV*

maxima (~13%) is linked to the fact that no time persistence criterion is applied in their

study. Blocking frequencies proposed by Pelly and Hoskins (2003) even reach values up to

30% (Euro-Atlantic) by applying a four day time persistent criterion. It must be kept in

mind that these relatively large discrepancies in absolute blocking frequency are mainly due

to the nature of the index and their applied threshold values.

Comparison to the winter ERA15 APV* blocking climatology

Additional information of the APV* blocking climatology can be gained by comparing two

different data sets. Therefore the winter APV* composite of the ERA15-period (1979-

1993) is calculated using the ERA-40 data (Fig. 5.4) and compared with the actual ERA15

blocking climatology (BERA15 hereafter) presented in Figure B.4b (Schwierz et al., 2004).

Note that minor adjustments in the identification procedure have been made for the ERA-40

blocking climatology. They include a different threshold value (T = -1.3 instead of -1.2 in

ERA15) and a different VAPV anomaly construction (cf. Chapter 4). Nevertheless, these

adjustments can be expected not to influence the structure of the climatology significantly.

The center of the Atlantic and Pacific blocking maximum is located in both climatologies

south of Greenland/Iceland and in the Gulf of Alaska respectively. The maximum blocking

frequencies for both climatologies reach ^11% in the corresponding basins. However, the

BERA15 climatology shows overall slightly higher frequencies. This is a consequence of the

different threshold values used in the two climatologies which favours higher frequencies in

BERA15. In addition the second frequency maximum in the Pacific noted in Schwierz et al.

(2004) does appear in both climatologies. This relates this maximum to a unique feature

of the observed time period since it can not be observed in the long-term APV* blocking

climatology (Fig. 5.3a). These findings demonstrate a good correspondence of the blocking

index fields between the ERA15 and ERA-40 data sets for the time period 1979-1993.

Fig. 5.4: Climatological APV* blocking distiibu-

tion during DJF for the period 1979-1993. Contours

indicate % of blockings per season.
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Fig. 5.5: Climatological APV blocking distribution for all seasons, with a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA

and d) SON. Contours indicate % of blockings per season.

5.4 The APV blocking climatology

Additional information of the new blocking climatology can be gained with the APV blocking

climatology (Fig. 5.5). The most striking feature is the unimodal blocking distribution with

bloc-king frequency up to 2% over the Euro-Atlantic sector for all seasons except JJA. Minor

blocking frequencies are present in the East Pacific extending into North America and are

small compared with the Euro-Atlantic blocking frequency. The relatively low frequencies

in APV ties in with the typically rare events of totally secluded low VAPV contours and

renders the APV blockings a kind of extreme events. The location of the APV Euro-

Atlantic maximum agrees well with the maxima found by Lejenäs and 0kland (1983) or

Tibaldi (1990) with their quasi one-dimensional climatology. The absolute APV frequency

is significantly lower than their frequencies and thus is a direct consequence of the applied

methodology.
There are some explanations for the preference of APV blockings in the Euro-Atlantic

sector. The first explanation is that significant differences between the north Atlantic and

Pacific can occur due to the fixed threshold value. Since the APV index does not refer to

an anomaly field it might be appropriate to use a separate threshold value in the Atlantic

and Pacific. The second explanation is linked to the fact that predominantly omega-shaped

blockings develop (e.g. Mullen, 1986, 1987) in the Pacific. In that case the positive PV

(VAPV) anomaly, which is established to the east side during the formation of the block

shifts to the south. This southward movement with an additional cut-off of the low VAPV

air to the north is crucial for the formation of totally secluded APV blockings and occurs

more often in the Euro-Atlantic sector than over the Pacific. The different behaviour of
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Fig. 5.6: Northern Hemisphere distribution of APV* blocking a) genesis and b) lysis. Displayed

are the first two (genesis) and last two (lysis) DJF blocking locations for the entire ERA-40 period.

Euro-Atlantic and Pacific blocking indicates different mechanisms in blocking formation in

the two ocean basins that was also suggested by others (e.g. Ek and Swaters. 1994).

5.5 APV* genesis and lysis winter climatology

Blocking genesis (lysis) represents the first (last) appearance of an individual blocking track.

The geographical distribution of genesis and lysis can be examined in conjunction with the

blocking frequency climatology of the previous sections and gives further information about

typical blocking path tracks. The following results apply only for the APV* blockings during

DJF.

A Northern Hemispheric overview

Figure 5.6 shows the results for blocking a) genesis and b) lysis during the DJF season

only. Blocking genesis (Fig. 5.6a) is primarily located on a zonal circumpolar band between

40-50°N latitude. Three different clusters of enhanced genesis occurrence can be located.

The first and second are located in the West and East Pacific, respectively, and the third

is in the West Atlantic. In addition there are some localised regions (e.g. Scandinavia and

northwest Asia) which do not belong to these clusters. In comparison to the APV* blocking

climatology (Fig. 5.3a). blocking genesis is unequally distributed. The banded structure

and the favoured location in the two ocean basins indicates a connection between blocking

genesis and the storm track region.

Blocking lysis (Fig. 5.6b) shows a clear difference in the geographical distribution com¬

pared to the genesis. Two differences are noteworthy. First, blocking lysis is located much

more poleward than genesis and no banded structure can be observed. Second, no distinct

cluster of enhanced lysis locations exists and blocking lysis is distributed between 50°N and

the pole. Nevertheless, regions of non-preferred blocking lysis exist and are located in the

mid-/west Pacific and the western North American continent.
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Fig. 5.7: Distribution of the winter APV* blocking genesis (dark dots) and lysis (light dots) with

the corresponding track lines. Four different genesis regions are shown, the a) West Atlantic, b)

East Atlantic, c) West Pacific and d) East Pacific,

Regional blocking paths

Both the blocking frequency climatology and the clusters of blocking genesis motivates the

separate study of the two ocean basins. Therefore, these two basins are further sub-devided

into a western and eastern sector (Table 5.1). Additionally the blocks are grouped into two

categories representing long (>10days) and short (<10days) events.

Table 5.1: Different geographical sectors of the Northern Hemisphere. The numbers repiesent

winter blocking events with genesis in one sector.

region long-lived short-lived total

West Pacific 110E-180E 42 90 132

East Pacific 110W-180W 21 53 74

Pacific 110E-110W 66 145 211

West Atlantic 90W-30W 34 52 86

East Atlantic 30W-50E 31 57 88

Euro-Atlantic 90W-50E 67 111 178
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Here winter blocking events that originate in one of these sectors are investigated. The

individual blocking tracks can provide further information of the blocking dynamics in the

different regions.

Blocking genesis (black dots) and lysis (light dots) are shown with the corresponding

block tracks in Figure 5.7. Blocking events that originate in the West Atlantic (Fig. 5.7a)

have their lysis points generally located either still in the Atlantic, over Northern Europe

and North Asia or around the pole. This indicates that the actual path length of a blocking

cycle in the West Atlantic is variable with no preferred lysis location. However, accumulated

blocking lysis at the polar region can be used to interpret the enhanced blocking frequency

over western Greenland from the APV* DJF climatology (Fig. 5.3a).

East Atlantic genesis (Fig. 5.7b) shows basically eastward blocking propagation. Block¬

ing lysis is either over Northern Asia or around the pole. Some paths even show an westward

propagation with lysis around Greenland.

Blocking paths starting in the two Pacific sub-sectors show a different behaviour. Track

lines from the West Pacific (Fig. 5.7c) propagate either on a zonal band towards the east or

turn towards the pole. However, an accumulation around the pole as for the Euro-Atlantic

lysis cannot be observed. The number of lysis locations in the actual genesis region is

comparatively small. This behaviour changes significantly for blockings starting in the East

Pacific (Fig. 5.7d). No distinct propagation direction can be observed but blocking lysis

tend to be either poleward or within the region of enhanced blocking genesis.

This investigation shows that different regions exhibit preferred block movement. Further

studies are needed to associate these events with e.g. the typical atmospheric behaviour or

to the large scale climate modes. The former can for example be accomplished on a case

study basis, whereas the latter is actually investigated in more detail in Chapter 6.

5.6 Climatological blocking characteristics

The data set obtained for the APV* blocking index provides information about lifetime,

spatial scale, intensity and exact location of every individual time step of the blocking

event. Here, a quantitative overview is given of the different APV* blocking characteristics.

For the values in the different sectors Student's T-test (cf. Wilks, 1995) is applied on the

95%-level. The statistical significance is tested between the mean values of entire Northern

Hemisphere and the two ocean basins (Euro-Atlantic, Pacific). Note that not all values are

statistically significant.

5.6.1 Life time

Life time of all negative VAPV anomalies

The various definitions of blocking involve specifying a minimum life time (5 days in this

study). Before describing the typical APV* blocking life times, the life times of all negative

anomalies of the underlying VAPV-field are considered. This will give further insight into

typical life times of the negative VAPV-anomalies. Therefore, the time persistence criterion

is set to 2 timesteps (12 hours).

Figure 5.8 shows the total number of negative VAPV-anomalies during DJF that last

exactly a given number of days. For the entire Northern Hemisphere (thin line) two inter¬

esting features are evident. First, the preferred mean life time of negative VAPV-anomalies

is in the range of ~ 6.8 days. In effect the negative VAPV-anomalies show an element of

persistence whereas the largest fraction of blockings reach life times slightly below 5 days.

Similar studies have been performed that found a peak after 7-10 days (Charney et al., 1981)

and 5-7 days (Dole and Gordon, 1983).
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Fig. 5.8: Density distribution of the

VAPV contour lifetimes (APV* with

persistence = 12 hours) on the North¬

ern Hemisphere for the season DJF. The

thin black line indicates the distribu¬

tion for the entire northern hemisphere

(mean lifetime = 6.8days), bold black

contour indicates Pacific (7.1 days) and

gray line Euro-Atlantic (6.0 days).

Second, a trimodal structure with maxima at 4-5, 6-7 and 12-13 days can be observed.

The two peaks between 4 and 7 days represent favoured lifetimes for negative VAPV-

anomalies (one in the range >5days, the other <5days). This supports the selection of

the 5 day persistence criterion for investigating long-lived atmospheric blockings. In addi¬

tion the Pacific (bold gray) and Euro-Atlantic (bold black) VAPV-anomaly life times agree

with the hemispheric behaviour. This indicates that the behaviour of two preferred life times

(>5days, <5days) of negative VAPV-anomalies is not a matter of location.

Life time of APV* blocking climatology

Consider now blocking life times for the APV* climatology with the time persistence criterion

set to 5 days. The mean blocking life time for all Northern Hemispheric blocking events is

9.5 - 9.7days for all seasons except for JJA with blocking life times of 8.7days. The life

times in the different sectors do also not vary much. On average the Pacific blockings last

about one day longer than the Euro-Atlantic blockings throughout all seasons.

In comparison to that, Lupo and Smith (1995b) report an averaged block duration of

8.6 days for their 3-year climatology (1985-1988) and Wiedenmann et al. (2002) a duration

of 8.2 days for their 30-year climatology (1968 - 1998). Further Wiedenmann et al. (2002)

show that the variations of the blocking life times in the different regions does vary within

one day. These results are confirm the findings presented here.

5.6.2 Intensity

The blocking intensity is measured by the mean of the lowest ten VAPV-anomaly values

(grid points). Overall the intensities do not vary statistically significantly between the dif¬

ferent seasons and regions. The weakest blocking intensities can be observed during DJF

(-1.99pvu), while the strongest intensities are during SON (-2.03pvu). Blocking intensity

studies by Wiedenmann et al. (2002) accounts DJF as season with most intense blocking

events followed by SON.

5.6.3 Spatial scale

The spatial scale gives an overall picture of the geographical extent of every blocking

event. The mean area size of every blocking event shows largest spatial scale during DJF

(~2.62-106km2) while blockings during JJA are smallest (~1.95-106km2). The Pacific block¬

ings tend to have larger spatial scale than Euro-Atlantic blockings, except for JJA. Nev-
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Fig. 5.9: DJF mean blocking path track during the APV* genesis phase (0-5 days) for the a)

Euro-Atlantic and b) Pacific region. Four marks represent the path track for one day.

ertheless, these differences and also the differences between the four different regions are

not statistically significant. The reason therefore might lie in the large variability of the

different blocking sizes. As already presented by the blocking example in Figure 4.4, the

spatial scale undergoes a typical life cycle for the entire blocking event. However, the results

of the spatial scale at different blocking life phases (genesis, maturity, lysis) gives no new

information and shows no significant differences in spatial scale for both different seasons

and regions.

5.6.4 Propagation

A quantitative representation of the mean blocking propagation in the four different sectors

provides a more detailed picture of path tracks in every sector separately. In comparison to

the regional path track climatology (Fig. 5.7), this analysis can be regarded as a compact

representation with additional information of the different blocking life times. For this pur¬

pose the mean path track in each sector is standardised, such that the blocking genesis is

located at zero pseudo-longitude and latitude. Only the first five days after blocking genesis

are displayed and as for the regional path track climatology, only DJF is considered.

Figure 5.9a shows typical path tracks for the Euro-Atlantic sector, grouped into different

sub-regions and life times. A general northwestward propagation can be observed for all

different blocking groups. Blocking events that start in the west Atlantic arc much more

northward orientated than blockings starting in the east Atlantic. These results confirm

the overall impression of Figure 5.7a,b. However, here it shown that this is valid for both,

long and short lasting blocking events. Long lasting blocking in the west Atlantic shows

strongest northward propagation whereas long lasting blocking in the east Atlantic shows

strongest westward propagation.

The Pacific blocking propagation (Fig. 5.9b) is much more northward orientated than

the propagation in the Atlantic. This confirms the earlier impression gained from Figure

5.7c,d. In contrast to the Atlantic blocking propagation, here blocks with genesis in the east

Pacific are much more northward orientated than those starting in the west Pacific. These

findings indicate similarities in propagation between blocking with genesis in west Atlantic

and those with genesis in east Pacific. In addition the zonally orientated propagation of

blockings starting in the west Pacific (Fig. 5.7c) can be interpreted as primarily short lasting

blocking events (Fig. 5.9b). It can be speculated that these short events form and develop

within the jet stream region and would not account for a "typical" blocking representation.

Note however that their life time is by definition between 5-10 days.
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Fig. 5.10: Relation between blocking life time and a) intensity, b) spacial scale during DJF.

Analysis for short events (< 10 days) = dashed and long events (> 10 days) = bold. The Pacific

region is indicated in gray, the Euro-Atlantic region in black.

5.7 Blocking life-cycle studies

One of the major advantages of the novel APV* index lies in the temporal tracking of

every single blocking event. Here, further insight is sought in the DJF evolution of typical

blocking characteristics (intensity, spatial scale) during the different phases of the block

(genesis, maturity and lysis).
To this end the following procedure is applied: Starting from blocking genesis (lysis),

the mean value (here intensity and spatial scale) at subsequent (precedent) time steps (6-

hourly) is calculated. Since every blocking event by definition persists for at least 5 days,

the nature of its evolution can be assessed for both the genesis and lysis phase separately.

Furthermore, the already introduced classification in short (<10days) and long (>10days)

lasting blockings is undertaken.

Intensity evolution

Inspection of the evolution of the blocking intensity during its life time (Fig. 5.10a) confirms

the hypothesis of the intensity cycle shown in section 4.4. The life cycle shows a strong

increase towards intenser VAPV values (lower values) at the beginning of the life cycle. The

values drop about 50% of the initial value until they reach a saturation after about 2.5 days.

The similar initial intensity value of the different blockings (long, short, Euro-Atlantic,

Pacific) and the co-aligned temporal evolution indicates a fast process which is not dependent

upon the final life time or the location of the block. Short lasting events (dashed) decay

directly after they reach the maximum intensity and show no distinct mature phase. Long

lasting events (bold) are characterised by a prolonged mature phase with typical intensity

values remaining on the maximum level.

The intensity evolution towards blocking lysis shows a final value which is about 30%

lower than the initial value. It is not dependent upon the actual blocking life time or the

block location. Overall, the decay phase of the intensity evolution shows again a rapid pro¬

cess which is however not so dramatic as the onset evolution.

Spatial scale evolution

The same analysis is performed for the spatial scale evolution (Fig. 5.10b). A rapid increase

in spatial scale during the first 3 days can be observed. This increase is not dependent upon

the final blocking duration or the blocking location. Short events scale down, right after
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their maximum extent (~3-106km2) which they reach after about 4days. Long events on

the other hand, steadily increase their size during the mature phase but with a significantly

lower rate than during the onset phase. Pacific blocking shows a slightly larger extent (up to

~3.9-106km2) during the mature phase than Euro-Atlantic blocking (up to ^3.4-106km2).

The decay phase is characterised by a fast decrease of the spatial scale for all different

events. The mean spatial scale at blocking lysis is only about 30% below the maximum

extent. This indicates that blockings do not undergo a entire life cylce in terms of their

spatial scale. Some aspects which can be responsible for this behaviour are i) that block¬

ing intensity decreases below the threshold value of the index, although the spatial scale

remains large or ii) that the shape of the contour gets fuzzy for the decay phase which leads

to problems with the: tracking algorithm.

The life-time studies confirm the blocking evolution with a distinct three phase structure

of blocking onset, maturity and decay (cf. case study example in Figure 4.4).

5.8 Summary and conclusion

A new blocking climatology is deduced using two different potential vorticity based blocking

indicators. This is accomplished during the 44 years of the ERA40 data set on a seasonal

basis. More detailed investigations addressing blocking genesis and lysis as well as the path

tracks of the individual blocking events are performed for the DJF only. The major results

can be summarized as follows:

• the APV* blocking climatology shows enhanced blocking frequency over the Atlantic

and Pacific region during the season SON, DJF and MAM. A minor maximum can

be observed over Asia during MAM and SON. Significantly reduced frequencies are

observed for JJA.

• blocking occurrence in the APV climatology is restricted to the Euro-Atlantic region.

The relatively low frequencies are based upon the index definition. The rare occurrence

of APV blockings renders them an extreme event.

• APV* genesis regions are located along a zonal circumpolar band (40-50°N) during

DJF. Clusters of enhanced blocking genesis are located in west- and east Pacific and

the west Atlantic. Blocking lysis shows absolutely no preferred region of enhanced

occurrence and is randomly distributed between 40-90°N.

• the APV* blocking path tracks show regional differences during DJF. A more zonal

movement can be observed for blockings starting in the west Pacific, whereas east

Pacific blockings propagate more meridionally.

• APV* blockings undergo typical life cycles with an onset (fast size and intensity in¬

crease), mature (stabilisation) and decay (fast size and intensity decrease) phase.

This climatological study gives an overall impression of the behaviour and the charac¬

teristics of the blocking phenomenon using the novel dynamically based blocking indicator.

The blocking climatology can be used as basis for consequent investigations some of which

comprise:

Exceptional blocking events (e.g. very intense, very time persistent, continental) can be

selected from the climatology. These events can be analysed on a case study basis and

provide further insight on the impacts of the surface weather and the hemispheric flow field.

More confidence in the novel blocking climatology can be gained by a detailed compari¬

son with already existing blocking climatologies. Although this issue is already addressed in

Appendix C and comparisons have been undertaken with the index by Tibaldi (1990) (not
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shown), further aspects need attention. In particular the exact correspondence between

different blocking indicators of blocking genesis and lysis. First preliminary investigations

indicate that APV* blockings are detected several time steps prior to genesis of other in¬

dices. This manner has ramifications on the prediction of blocking events.

Further, a more detailed comparison between APV* and APV blocking events should be

undertaken. In particular their spatial and temporal correspondence as well as the difference

of possible accordance to other blocking events is of primary interest. In this context the

linkage of APV blockings (related to extreme events due to the rare occurrence) to atmo¬

spheric extreme events (e.g. temperature, precipitation) needs further investigation.

Successive work will also address the blocking occurrence in the Southern Hemisphere. In

comparison to the Northern Hemisphere blocking studies in the Southern Hemisphere began

relatively recently (e.g. Trenberth, 1982, Sinclair, 1996, Renwick, 2005). Although several

preferred blocking regions have been observed so far, there is no consensus in their exact

representation (Renwick, 2005). Applying the APV* blocking indicator in the Southern

Hemisphere will certainly need some adjustment regarding the blocking detection routine

(e.g. threshold value) due to the modified conditions (e.g. land-sea contrast, mountain chains)

of the atmosphere in the Southern Hemisphere.



Chapter 6

Blocking relation to winter

climate modes

6.1 Introduction

The enhanced blocking occurrence in the two ocean basins, as found in the previous cli¬

matologies, and the relatively long blocking life times, prompts consideration of a possible

link between atmospheric blocking and the large scale climate modes of the Northern Hemi¬

sphere. The NAO as the pattern that explains most of the variability on the Northern

Atlantic and the PNA for the Northern Pacific (cf. Chapter 3), respectively, are compared

with the blocking occurrence determined using the APV* blocking index.

For the Euro-Atlantic sector, some studies have already been undertaken to address this

topic. A correlation between enhanced European blocking and an increasing NAO index is

shown by Beniston et al. (1994) for the time period after the 1980s. Wanner et al. (2001)

indicate a relation between persistent high-pressure systems and the positive NAO phase

over Europe. In contrast to the European sector, several studies (e.g. Stein, 2000, Pavan

and Doblas-Reyes, 2000, Shabbar et al., 2001) find increased blocking frequency during the

negative NAO phase over the North Atlantic ocean. Note that a detailed study about block¬

ing and the different climate patterns over the Euro-Atlantic can be found in more detail in

Appendix C. Similar studies for the North Pacific basin and the PNA have been performed.

Renwick and Wallace (1996) notice a sensitivity of blocking occurrence in the Bering Strait

region to the averaged polarity of the PNA. Further low-frequency variability studies in

combination with the PNA have been accomplished by several authors (e.g. Simmons et al.,

1983, Lin and Derome, 1999, Cerlini et al., 1999, Huang et al., 2002).

Methodology

Here, an examination is performed of the significant blocking signals present during the

different NAO/PNA phases on a climatological basis to exhibit the interaction between

atmospheric blocking and opposed NAO/PNA phases. Frequency composite maps of the

winter APV* blocking index are calculated on a 6-hourly basis. The positive and negative

NAO/PNA phase represent the positive and negative tercile index values. For every phase

the corresponding PV=2pvu isolines (PV2) on different potential temperature levels (from

310 K to 325 K, 5K steps) are calculated. As a first approximation, the gradient of these

isolines can be regarded as an indicator of the tropopause gradient, and a proxy for the

strength of the jet even though the jet speed is actually proportional to the PV gradient on

an isentrope. The different blocking composites are tested against the overall DJF blocking

climatology from Figure 5.3. Therefore a significance test is applied on the 95% level, based

upon the binomial distribution of the APV* blocking data.
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Fig. 6.1; Comparison between the regional mean APV* blocking frequency and the monthly

negative NAO/PNA index for the winter months in a) the West Atlantic (55-65°N, 70-50°W) and

b) Pacific (45-55° N, 160-180°W).

The study makes use of atmospheric téléconnexion patterns (NAO, PNA), which are

calculated from a regional Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis using monthly

DJF 500 hPa geopotential height fields for the; DJF ERA40 period (cf. Chapter 3). Note

that the relation of blocking to climate modes is only examined for DJF.

Dynamical aspects are investigated by examining the blocking path tracks during the

different NAO/PNA phases. A two-step procedure is applied. First, only blocking events are

considered with genesis in either the positive or negative NAO/PNA index phase. Second,

the path tracks along the entire life cycle are displayed with the corresponding lysis loca¬

tion. In addition the NAO/PNA patterns (cf. Chapter 3) are superposed for a geographical

relation to the blocking path tracks.

6.2 Temporal correspondence

The literature suggests a strong interrelation between atmospheric blocking and different

NAO (PNA) phases especially over the Euro-Atlantic (Pacific) sector. A further indication

is given in Figure 6.1 where the temporal evolution between blocking occurrence in the

North Atlantic (Pacific) and the negative NAO (PNA) phase is shown. Details about the

location are given in the figure caption. On a winter monthly basis, the regional mean APV*

blocking frequency is displayed against the monthly negative a) NAO and b) PNA index

throughout the entire 44-ycar time period.

The temporal correlation between the enhanced blocking occurrence and the strong neg¬

ative NAO/PNA phases confirms the previous findings of a strong link between blocking

and the pattern indices. Figure 6.1 shows not only a good temporal correspondence but

also correlates well between the index and blocking intensities. This means that individual

months with stronger pattern index values tend to be blocked for a longer time period.

The significant negative correlation in the Atlantic (-0.58) and the Pacific (-0.55) support
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these findings. A detailed hemispheric comparison between blocking occurrence and opposed

pattern index values will be addressed in more detail in the following sections.

Additionally, a decreasing trend in the Atlantic blocking frequency (Fig. 6.1a) can be

observed. In particular the winters in the 1960s and around the 1980s show an enhanced

blocking occurrence that steadily decreases towards the millennium. Enhanced blocking

frequencies around the 1970s are found in the Pacific blocking time series. Blocking trends

are analysed in Chapter 7.

6.3 Blocking composites

6.3.1 Blocking - NAO composites

During the positive NAO phase (Fig. 6.2 a) three minor blocking frequency maxima exist.

The first is located over Nova Scotia (6%) and the second over Scandinavia (5%). Both

locations show small areas of significantly higher frequencies than the blocking climatology.

The third center is located in the North Pacific (9%) and shows no significant differences to

the APV* climatology. However, a significantly reduced blocking frequency compared to the

APV* climatology can be observed in the North Atlantic region. Here, almost no blocking

occurs during the positive NAO phase. The corresponding PV2 isolines are characterised

by a zonally orientated band over North America crossing the Atlantic and start to diverge

just ahead of the European mainland. A long straight jet south of the decreased blocking

frequency is characteristic during the positive NAO phase.

The Atlantic region shows a completely different picture during the negative NAO phase

(Fig. 6.2 b), with a significantly enhanced blocking frequency over the North Atlantic (23%)

and no blocking occurrence over central Europe. This behaviour of enhanced blocking fre¬

quency over the Atlantic, has also been observed by Stein (2000), Pavan and Doblas-Royes

(2000) and Shabbar et al. (2001). It is also reflected in the PV2 isolines for the negative

NAO phase, where the zonal orientation over the North Atlantic of the positive NAO phase

is not present. The consequence is a strong northward bulge of the isolines over the North

Atlantic and a more zonally orientation in southern Europe.

In summary, the Euro-Atlantic blocking distribution is strongly related to the different

phases of the NAO index. The northwestern Atlantic sector shows highest frequencies during

the negative NAO phase, whereas during the positive NAO phase blocking is absent over

this region. A reversed pattern is found over the European region with enhanced frequencies

during the positive and lowered frequencies during the negative NAO phase. The North

Pacific is little influenced by the different NAO phases. This findings agree with the spatial

extent of the NAO pattern presented in Figure 3.1a. The negative Z500 center west of

Iceland during the positive NAO phase is associated with a reduced tropopause height and

hence higher VAPV values. This reduces the probability of negative VAPV anomalies in

this region which is reflected in the absence of blockings during the positive NAO phase.

The negative NAO pattern sign is reversed and correspondingly exhibits enhanced blocking

occurrence over this region.

6.3.2 Blocking path tracks in different NAO phases

Figure 6.3a shows blocking genesis locations (dark dots) during the positive NAO phase with

the corresponding path tracks and lysis locations (light dots). Only genesis locations in the

West Atlantic sector are considered. Blocking during the positive NAO phase develops solely

over a small area of Newfoundland and the western North Atlantic ocean. Compared to the

NAO pattern, genesis is located between the centres of the pattern at the western edge.

Most of the track lines span the entire North Atlantic and end over Northern Europe. The

blocking track lines change direction and the accompanying genesis/lysis location during

the negative NAO phase (Fig. 6.3b). Blocking genesis can be observed on a wide meridional
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Fig. 6.2: APV* DJF blocking frequency composite maps for daily tercile (a) NAO+, (b) NAO-.

Contours indicate % of blockings during the corresponding NAO phase. Circumpolar black-white

contours indicate PV = 2 pvu isolines at different potential temperature levels (from 310 K to 325 K

with 5 K steps). Significance at 5% is shown in bold black (negative) and bold black/white (positive).

band from Newfoundland up to the west coast of Greenland. Blocking lysis occurs predom¬

inantly in the genesis regions and only minor path tracks reach towards Scandinavia.

The radically different blocking path track behaviour during the opposed NAO phases

corresponds well with the blocking frequency composite (Fig. 6.2). However, a discrepancy

is obvious between the absolute number of path tracks (^40 in both NAO phases) and

the absolute blocking frequency distribution. In other words, the same number of genesis

locations exist during the different NAO phases, but the absolute blocking frequency is

significantly higher during the negative NAO phase. Several reasons exist which can explain

this issue:

i) by definition of the methodology, only the blocking genesis must establish in the differ¬

ent NAO phases. However, the NAO index value can change significantly during the blocking

life cycle e.g. from an initial positive value to gradually negative values. Calculations have

shown that the mean NAO index for blocks with genesis in the positive NAO phase (>0.5)

strongly decreases towards neutral NAO values. Hence, most of these blocks do not account

for the frequency composite in the positive NAO phase, ii) the mean NAO index value for

blockings starting in the negative NAO phase (<0.36) significantly decreases towards -1.1.

In other words all of these events incorporate in the negative NAO composite, iii) the NAO

value of the blockings starting in the neutral NAO phase, often develops towards negative

NAO phase (mean -0.27). This means that blocks tend to occur even if the NAO is not

in the negative phase, iv) the negative NAO phase is supported by blockings from other

genesis regions.

In summary it can be argued that the amount of blocking genesis is not dependent upon

the opposed NAO phases. The absolute blocking frequency distribution, however, indicates

significant differences in the two NAO pattern phases whereas the tracks for the genesis in

the opposed NAO phases diffères strikingly.

6.3.3 Blocking - PNA composites

Figure 6.4a,b shows the same analysis for the different PNA phases. The positive PNA phase

(Fig. 6.4c) is characterised by an absence of blocking over the North Pacific sector. Minor

blocking frequencies are located over western north America (up to 6%) and over the north

Atlantic (up to 10%). Notice that these two centers show significantly higher frequencies
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Fig. 6.3; Distribution of DJF APV* blocking genesis (dark dots) and lysis (light dots) with the

corresponding track lines during the a) positive NAO and b) negative NAO phase for the West

Atlantic genesis. The corresponding Z500 EOF patterns are added. Indicated are bold the positive

and dashed the negative anomalies (20 m steps, 0 m omitted).

than the climatology. The corresponding PV2 isolines show the existence of a strong jet

over the West Pacific that splits up at ~150°W. The relatively weak gradient over western

North America agrees well with the local blocking maximum. The long straight jet south

of the significantly decreased blocking location for both, the positive NAO and PNA phase,

respectively, seems to be typical for the positive phases.

The link of the negative PNA phase (Fig. 6.4 d) to the Atlantic blocking distribution

remains weak. However, a pronounced blocking maximum is established in the eastern part

of the northern Pacific during the negative PNA phase. Blocking frequencies reach up to

20% at the center. In other words, the winter seasons obtain about 10 more blocking days

in the negative PNA phase than during the APV* climatology in that region. Noteworthy

is the significantly decreased frequency in the western part of North America. The PV2

isolines during the negative PNA phase are much more dispersive over the date-line region,

since the jet is weakend significantly already east of Japan.

In summary blocking occurrence during the negative PNA phase in the Pacific sector is

much more frequent than in the positive PNA phase (and the climatology). In addition,

the western North America exhibits significantly more (less) blockings during the positive

(negative) PNA phase than in the climatology. Even the Atlantic basin gets significantly

increased blocking frequency during the positive PNA phase. These different blocking pat¬

terns correspond well with the PNA pattern from Figure 3.3a. The positive PNA pattern

represents decreased Z500 over the entire North Pacific and the south-eastern North Amer¬

ica. The north-western America shows an elevated Z500.

6.3.4 Blocking path tracks in different PNA phases

Consider now the track of Pacific blocking genesis during different PNA phases. The method¬

ology is identical to the investigation of the blocking path tracks during different NAO phases

(cf. section 6.3.2).

Figure 6.5a shows the blocking paths tracks starting in the positive PNA phase, while

Figure 6.5b shows the same for the negative PNA phase. About 50% more blocking gen¬

esis occurs during the negative PNA phase than during the positive phase with genesis

locations in the north-western to mid-Pacific. They correspond well with the center of the

PNA anomaly pattern. Blocking genesis in the western part of the pattern anomaly are

characterised by a subsequent eastward movement of blockings. Blocking genesis within the

anomaly pattern experience a stronger northward component. Lysis locations are preferably

northward or within the genesis region. Northwestern Canada is the preferred blocking gen¬

esis region during the positive PNA phase. The corresponding blocking path tracks show

no distinct direction and blocking lysis is distributed all over the North Pacific basin. The
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Fig. 6.4: APV* DJF blocking frequency composite maps for daily teicilc (t) PNA+ and (d)

PNA-. Contours indicate % of blockings during the corresponding PNA phase. Circumpolar black-

white contours indicate PV = 2 pvu isolines at diffeient potential temperature levels (from 310 K to

325 K with 5K steps). Significance at 5% is shown in bold black (negative) and bold black/white

(positive).

Fig. 6.5: Distribution of DJF APV* blocking genesis (dark dots) and lysis (light dots) with the

corresponding track lines during the a) positive PNA and b) negative PNA phase for Pacific genesis

The corresponding Z500 EOF patterns are added Indicated are bold the positive and dashed the

negative anomalies (20 m steps, 0 m omitted)

tracks and the number erf blocking events during the opposed PNA phases explains the

blocking frequency distribution in the different pattern phases (Fig. 6.4).

In summary, blocking frequency is significantly increased during the negative PNA phase

which coincides with a significantly larger number of blocking genesis during this phase.

6.4 Blocking life cycle studies for different NAO / PNA

phases

This section is analogous to the life c-ycle studies of the blocking intensity and spatial scale

reported in section 5.7. Further insight is sought here on the evolution of the NAO and

PNA index during the life cycle of the block.

Starting from blocking genesis, the mean NAO/PNA index values are calculated for every

subsequent 6-hourly time step. The same calculation is perfoimed by starting at blocking

lysis and calculated for the preceding time steps. Long (>10 days) and short (<10 days)

lasting blockings are distinguished and the West Atlantic (NAO) and the Pacific (PNA)

sectors are treated separately.
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Fig. 6.6: Relation between blocking in a) the West Atlantic and the NAO index and b) the Pacific

and the PNA index. Analysis for short events (<10 days) = dashed and long events (>10 days) =

bold. Pacific blocking development is indicated in gray, the Atlantic in black.

Blocking - NAO life cylce studies

Figure 6.6a shows the NAO index evolution for long (bold) and short (dashed) lasting block¬

ings. By first examining the short lasting blocking events, a decreasing NAO index value

can be observed at the beginning of the blocking evolution. The NAO value during blocking

genesis is around zero and decreases towards the value -0.3 after 2.5 days. The NAO index

increases again during the blocking decay phase and reaches a value of about zero at blocking

lysis. The NAO values of long lasting blocks become minimal ~4 days after the blocking

genesis. The level remains at the ^-0.6 value during the mature phase and increases again

before lysis. These results support the hypothesis, that APV* blocking events are able to

determine the negative NAO index phase.

Blocking - PNA life cycle studies

Differences in comparison to the NAO index development during a blocking life cycle can

be observed for the PNA index (Fig. 6.6b). The PNA index value at blocking genesis shows

negative values for both short (-0.1) and long (-0.45) lasting blocks.

The PNA index value for short lasting blocks remains almost constant during the entire

blocking life cycle. The PNA index values of long lasting blocks decreases towards the -0.7

value five days after blocking genesis. The mature and the decay phase of the blocking life

cycle indicate a clear development towards neutral PNA values.

These findings demonstrate the temporal evolution of blocking starting in the different

PNA phases (Fig. 6.5). It suggests that significantly more blocking events start already with

negative PNA values. An inference is that other processes seem to be responsible in the

Pacific to initiate the negative PNA phase. Several studies connect tropical influences to

the PNA (e.g. Trenberth and Paolino, 1981, Van Loon and Madden, 1981, Trenberth et al.,

1998). They primarily point to the link between equatorial SST anomalies and the PNA

(Horel and Wallace, 1981). In particular Trenberth and Hoar (1996) argue that the PNA

tends to be positive during El Nino events.

6.5 Summary and conclusion

Atmospheric blocking is investigated in combination with the NAO and PNA, which both

represent climate patterns that most explain the atmospheric variability in the Atlantic and

Pacific basin, respectively. The comparable time scales (days to weeks) and affected regions

Ü
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(Atlantic and Pacific) of both blocking and the climate patterns suggests a potential dynam¬

ical interrelationship. A statistical analysis, using 6-hourly temporal resolution, is applied

to the APV* blocking index during DJF. The results give new insight into the determina¬

tion of the NAO and PNA pattern phases and in particular reinforces the importance of

atmospheric blocking in the evolution of negative NAO phases.

• The. northwest Atlantic exhibits significantly more blocking days during the negative

NAO than the positive NAO phase or the winter climatology (>100% increase —»

^8 days per season). The positive NAO phase is characterised by absence of blocking

in this region.

• The blocking path tracks show a completely different behaviour during the opposed

NAO phases. They exert a strong westward component from a confined genesis region

over Nova Scotia towards Europe in the positive NAO phase. The negative NAO phase

shows an undefined blocking genesis region encompassing a comparatively large area

over the Bering Strait with lysis in the same region. The amount of blocking genesis

is not favoured in one of the NAO phases.

• Blocking frequencies are significantly increased ewer the East Pacific basin during the

negative PNA phase and completely absent in the positive phase. Additionally, the

West Atlantic exhibits significantly higher blocking occurrence during the positive

PNA phase.

• The Pacific blocking indicates highly favoured blocking formation during the negative

PNA phase at the pattern center over the entire North Pacific with lysis regions within

or slightly northward to the genesis region.

• Blocking life cycles over the North Atlantic are characterised by a mean NAO value

development from zero towards clear negative (-0.6) values. Hence, this is a strong

indication that long-lasting atmospheric blocking events can trigger the onset of a

negative NAO phase.

• The Atlantic behaviour is in contrast to Pacific blocking life cycles and the PNA. Here,

a majority of blockings develops already during the negative PNA phase. It is assumed

that negative PNA forces the initiation of atmospheric blocking over the North Pacific.

These findings accentuate the strong relation between atmospheric; blocking and the

significant climate modes in both the Atlantic and Pacific basin and indicate a causal rela¬

tionship in the North Atlantic. Nevertheless, further investigations are needed to address

the interactions between blocking and climate modes. In this context prominent modes from

the tropics have become of particular interest. In recent years much effort has been put in

a better understanding of the interactions between the tropics and the extratropics. In par¬

ticular the Pacific basin has shown to be influenced by tropical forcings such as the El Nino

phenomenon. However, preliminary composite analyses by the author show no direct con¬

nection between atmospheric blocking and the opposed Nino 3.41 phases. In addition several

studies demonstrate the tropical-extratropical interaction of the Madden-Julian-Oscillation

(MJO). The MJO is the dominant phenomenon of the tropical variability with character¬

istic time scales of 30-60days (Madden and Julian, 1994). Its typical time range and the

strong extratropical influence (e.g. Liebmann and Hartmann, 1984. Lau and Phillips, 1986)

strengthens the interest of studies in combination with atmospheric blocking.

The Nino 3.4 Index represents the SST anomalies in degrees Celsius over the Region bounded by 120°W-

170°W and 5°S- 5°N.



Chapter 7

Blocking trend analysis

7.1 Introduction

Atmospheric blocking trends can have significant implications for the large-scale dynamics of

the atmosphere due to the block's large spatial extent and its extended life time. Resulting

regime shifts can yield serious impacts on a variety of atmospheric variables such as precip¬

itation or temperature. Therefore, accurate information about the occurrence and origin of

atmospheric blocking trends can be of importance in the understanding of the recent climate

change.

Blocking trend studies are rare in the literature and are restricted either to the entire

hemisphere or a pre-defined area (e.g. Wiedenmann et al., 2002, Chen and Yoon, 2002). Both

studies from Wiedenmann (1968-1998) and Chen (1954-1997) show no significant trend in

blocking occurrence. The reason for the restriction to a pre-defined region is mostly of

technical nature due to the character of the blocking index (quasi one-dimensional). This

can lead to the problem of cancellation of potential positive and negative regional trends

and is a fundamental issue especially when interested in the change of large-scale patterns

such as atmospheric blocking.

The sparse investigation of blocking trends is astonishing since a considerable number of

available long-term blocking climatologies exists and the recent reanalysis data cover time

ranges of more than 40 years. In particular the new second generation ERA-40 reanalysis

data set allows for reliable trend analysis on the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes. Several

studies already addressed its data accuracy (Bengtsson et al., 2004a, Brankovic and Molteni,

2004, Santer et al., 2004), the trends of different meteorological variables (Bengtsson et al.,

2004b, Santer et al., 2004, Simmons et al., 2004) and the comparison to station based data

(Simmons et al., 2004) (cf. Chapter 2). From these studies it follows that a critical treatment

of long-term trend results is crucial for accurate conclusions.

In this study a geographical APV* blocking trend analysis is undertaken. The trends are

calculated over the full period 1958-2001/2002 and the second period 1980-2001/2002. The

analysis takes into account the regionally different trends and possible shifts of the blocking

pattern. In addition the linear trends of the monthly VAPV, Z500 and SLP are calculated

and compared with the APV* blocking trends. The results are discussed in combination

with the trends of the major climate pattern indices such as the NAO and PNA.

The analysis is performed by applying a linear trend at every grid point on the Northern

Hemisphere. The individual trends are displayed on a geographical map and represent a

two-dimensional trend distribution. For APV* the uncertainty of the linear trend (slope)

is tested against the zero trend. Thereby the uncertainty defines the variance of the slope.

Only regions with trends larger/smaller than zero are displayed. The trend calculations

are restricted to the seasons DJF, MAM and SON only. This is motivated by the reduced

frequency of APV* blocking during JJA which complicates trend discussions due to sampling

problems.
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Fig. 7.1: APV* blocking frequency composite maps during a,b) DJF, c,d) MAM and e,f) SON

for the periods 1958 - 1979 and 1980 - 2001/2002, respectively The shading indicates the blocking

frequency per season [%].

7.2 Blocking composites in different time periods

To gain an impression of the climatological blocking distribution during the first (1958-1979)

and second (1980-2001/2002) ERA-40 period, respectively, blocking frequency composite

maps are calculated for both periods.

The APV* blocking composite during the first period of DJF (Fig. 7.1 a) shows maximum

blocking frequency in the north Atlantic (12%) and the northeast Pacific (10%). Both centers

coincide well with the 44-year DJF blocking climatology (Fig. 5.3 a) with frequencies slightly

larger than m the climatology. A notable change in the distribution can be observed for

the second DJF period (Fig. 7.1 b). The Atlantic center shows a zonally elongated band

of enhanced blocking frequency with a maximum of 9%. This represents a southeastward

shift of the Atlantic blocking pattern between the first and second period. Also the Pacific

blocking pattern experienced an eastward shift with an overall decrease of frequency in the

second period.
Different composite patterns in the two time periods can also be observed during MAM

(Fig. 7.1 c,d). The Pacific blocking pattern experiences the strongest changes towards less

frequent blocking occurrence in the second period (-3%). Over the Atlantic slightly higher

blocking frequencies can be observed in the second period.

The SON (Fig. 7.1 e,f) is the only season with hardly any changes in the blocking dis¬

tribution between the first and second time period. The interesting feature in the second

period is the blocking maxima over Asia (similar to MAM).

This qualitative comparison of the first and second period of the ERA-40 blocking clima¬

tologies suggests the existence of significant blocking trends in particular during DJF and

MAM. During DJF the Euro-Atlantic sector experiences a blocking pattern shift towards

southeastern regions rather than an local negative trend. Entire regime shifts in the Atlantic

sector have also been found by e.g. Hilmer and Jung (2000), Lu and Greatbatch (2002) and

Peterson et al. (2002). These shifts are primarily related to the centers of the NAO which
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Fig. 7.2: Linear trend of the monthly APV* blocking distribution over the period 1958 - 2001/2002

for the season a) DJF, b) MAM and c) SON. Bold contours indicate positive and dashed contours

negative trends in units %/decade Only significant regions are displayed

are located farther eastward during 1978-1997 compared to the 1958-1977 period.

The next section addresses the linear trends between 1958 and 2001/2002 of several

variables and the DJF, MAM and SON separately. This can give additional information to

the question if either an increase or decrease of the pattern itself or a shift of this pattern is

responsible for the blocking trend at a specific location.

7.3 44 year trend analysis

7.3.1 APV* blocking trend analysis

Figure 7.2 shows the blocking frequency trend analysis of the monthly mean APV* blocking

distribution over the period 1958-2001/2002. For DJF (Figure 7.2a) two separate regions

show significantly decreasing blocking trends in the last few decades. The first region is

located southwest of Greenland (Labrador Sea) and describes a maximum negative blocking

trend of ~2.5% per decade. In other words, there are about 10 blocking days less during

the DJF season in 2002 than in 1958. Note that the negative blocking trend over the North

Atlantic was already mentioned in the regional mean blocking frequency over the North

Atlantic (cf. Fig. 6.1a). The second region with negative blocking trend is evident in the

North Pacific (Aleutians). The decrease of <-^l% per decade is less pronounced in comparison

to the Atlantic trend but however significant. Small areas of positive APV* blocking trends

are located over North America and over Scandinavia.

During MAM (Fig. 7.2b) the trend pattern alters considerably In particular in the At¬

lantic region a dramatic shift from negative trends during DJF into a clear positive trend

(~1.5%) during MAM can be observed. The negative blocking trend in the Pacific remains

during MAM. However, it intensifies and changes its shape from a meridional pattern dur¬

ing DJF into an elongated zonally negative trend pattern spanning the entire North Pacific

ocean. Additionally, a marked third region of positive trend is situated over the Northern

Asian continent. The amplitude of the increasing/decreasing trend during SON (Fig. 7.2

c) and its size are much smaller size than during the other seasons. A small positive trend

pattern at the south tip of Greenland and a marginally negative trend in the North Pacific

can be observed.

Overall the results clearly indicate a negative blocking trend during the last DJF decades

over Greenland and the Aleutians. The abrupt trend shift to positive values over Greenland

during MAM is striking. In contrast the summer and autumn seasons show only minor

blocking trend patterns.

These findings show that in comparison to previous blocking trend studies (e.g. Wieden¬

mann et al., 2002, Chen and Yoon, 2002) considerable differences occur since they do not

find any blocking trends. There can be several reasons for this discrepancy such as the
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Fig. 7.3: Linear trend of the monthly VAPV [pvu/decade] (top). Z500 [m/decade] (middle) and

SLP [hPa/decade] (bottom) distribution over the period 1958 - 2001/2002 foi the season DJF (left),

MAM (middle) and SON (right) Bold contours indicate positive and dashed contours negative

trends

application of different blocking detection routines or the use of different base fields. In this

context the following section presents trends of three different atmospheric variables and

compares them with the APV* blocking trend

7.3.2 Comparison to trends in the surface, middle- and upper tro-

pospheric circulation

Trend analyses of the VAPV, Z500 and the SLP field are presented here since the differ¬

ent variables represent i) the base fields of various blocking detection routines and ii) the

atmospheric behaviour on different vertical levels such as the earth's surface (SLP), the

mid-troposphere (Z500) and the tropopause region (VAPV).

Figure 7 3 shows the linear trend over the period 1958-2001/2002 for a-c) the VAPV,

d-f) the Z500 and g-i) the SLP during DJF, MAM and SON. respectively During DJF

(Fig. 7.3a,d,g) a trend pattern towards a more cyclonic wind field (VAPV). lower geopo¬

tential height at 500 hPa (Z500) and decreased pressure (SLP) can be observed over the

southern Greenland region. Although the spatial extent of these individual trend patterns

over southern Greenland differs they show vertical coherence. South of these patterns a

zonal band of opposed trend patterns spans from eastern North America towards Europe

during the same season. As a consequence the ^50°N latitude exhibits a strong gradient m

the linear trend Over the Aleutians a distinct negative trend pattern can only be observed
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in Z500 and SLP. The relatively noisy VAPV trend field does not allow a direct comparison

to the other variables.

Linear trend studies from either different data sets or slightly different time periods agree

well with the presented Z500 (e.g. Schneider et al, 2003, Wu and Straus, 2004) and SLP

(e.g. Thompson et al., 2000, Wu and Straus, 2004) trends. Unfortunately trend analyses at

the tropopause region are rare. Santer et al. (2004) derive a linear trend1 of the tropopause2

pressure using ERA-40 data. They observe a weak positive pressure trend over Greenland

and Scandinavia.

The comparison between the APV* blocking trend pattern (Fig. 7.2a) and the trends

presented here shows a good agreement. In particular the strong negative blocking trend over

southern Greenland can be observed throughout the entire troposphere from the tropopause

region (VAPV) to the earth surface (SLP). The response at the earth surface is also observed

in the 2-meter-temperature (T2m) trend analysis by Simmons et al. (2004). They show a

negative T2m trend at the southern tip of Greenland using the ERA-40 data and applying the

full year for their analysis. In addition they calculated trends for the CRU3T2m station based

data which shows close agreement to the ERA-40 T2m trend. This surface temperature

trend is supported by decreasing temperatures in southwestern Greenland of the station

based trend analysis from Hanna and Cappelen (2003).

These findings show that the negative blocking trends over southern Greenland can be

associated with decreasing surface temperatures over the period 1958-2002. However, the

connection between decreasing blocking occurrence and surface temperatures is not intrinsi¬

cally clear and needs further investigations. This can be of particular interest since southern

Greenland is the only region on the Northern Hemisphere with negative temperature trends.

Comparisons between the positive blocking trend over Scandinavia / North America and

the positive surface temperature trends are highly speculative due to the overall tendency

towards positive temperature trends of the Northern Hemisphere.

The overall intensity of the trends during MAM (Fig. 7.3 b,e,h) are less pronounced for

the Z500 and SLP than during the DJF. The intensities for the VAPV are similar in both

seasons. The locations of the individual trend patterns changed significantly from DJF to

MAM for all field variables. The trends over the North Atlantic switched from a dipole-like

structure during DJF into a monopole positive trend for Z500/SLP, and a negative trend

for VAPV during MAM. This seasonal shift over the North Atlantic is also pointed out in

the positive APV* blocking trend (Fig. 7.2b).

Although the structure of the APV* blocking trend pattern is zonally elongated (central

Canada towards the British Isles) the accordance to the field variable trends is evident.

The North Pacific basin does not experience an APV* trend pattern shift between DJF

and MAM. During MAM a pronounced negative Z500 and SLP trend is located south of

the Aleutians. Over this region the VAPV trend is positive but with an additional negative

VAPV trend further south resulting in a dipole-like structure. Hence the field variable trends

coincide well with the APV* blocking trend over the North Pacific basin.

The structure of the trend patterns of the base fields during SON shows hardly any

trends. This corresponds to the weak APV* blocking trend (Fig. 7.2d). This is striking

because of comparable blocking frequencies in SON to DJF and MAM.

These findings show that the APV* blocking trend coincides well with different meteo¬

rological variables throughout the entire vertical atmosphere. Positive (negative) blocking

trends are related to positive (negative) Z500/SLP and negative (positive) VAPV trends,

respectively.

1Note that they apply whole year monthly mean fields

2WMO tropopause (WMO, 1957), defined by the vertical temperature lapse rate that has to fall below

2°C/km and remain for a vertical distance of 2 km

3CRU (Climate Research Unit)
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Fig. 7.4: Linear trend of the monthly APV* blocking distribution over the period 1980 - 2001/2002

for the season a) DJF, b) MAM and c) SON. Bold contours indicate positive and dashed contours

negative trends in units %/decade. Only significant regions are displayed.

7.4 Recent blocking (1980-2002) trend analysis

The previous analysis focused on the full period trends between 1958 and 2001/2002. Here,

additional trends of the last 20-year period (1980-2001/2002) are calculated for both the

APV* blocking and the different field variables (VAPV, Z500, SLP). This time range (second

period) is of particular interest due to a variety of aspects, e.g. the clear upward trend of

several atmospheric field variables (e.g. CO2, surface temperature) or the availability of

satellite data in the assimilation scheme of the ERA-40 reanalysis. Further the second

period trends allow comparison with the results from the full period analysis and reflect

better the recent trend.

The linear blocking trends (Fig. 7.4) and the field variable trends for VAPV, Z500 and

SLP (Fig. 7.5) are calculated for the period 1980 - 2001/2002 for DJF, MAM and SON

separately, Note the different scale (larger trends) in comparison to the Figures from the

previous section.

During DJF an overall negative APV* blocking trend (Fig. 7.4 a) can be observed.

One center of distinct negative trend is located west of Greenland and the other over the

Aleutians. They agree with the full period trend from Figure 7.2a. Trends from the second

period of the VAPV, Z500 and SLP field variables (Fig. 7.5 a,d,i) denote a correspondence

over these regions, however, the patterns are not as pronounced as in the field variable

trends of the full period. In particular the SLP trend shows only weak trends west of

Greenland whereas a strong negative trend is evident over Scandinavia. In contrast to

the full period trend analysis, a negative blocking trend can be observed as a zonal band

between Newfoundland and the British Isles, and a positive trend pattern is located south

of the Aleutians (Fig. 7.4 a). The negative trend in the Atlantic cannot be explained by any

trend of the three field variables but the positive blocking trend in the Pacific is related to

a strong negative VAPV and strong positive Z500/SLP trend. Prominent differences in the

trend patterns between the full and the second period trends are also noted by Simmons

et al. (2004) and Santer et al. (2004).

Predominantly positive APV* blocking trend patterns can be observed during MAM

(Fig. 7.4 b). In particular the polar region exhibits strong positive blocking trends with

only minor similarities compared to the full period trend patterns (Fig. 7.2 b). A good

example is the pronounced negative blocking trend in the Pacific for the full period which

is completely absent in the second period.

A comparison between the blocking and field variable trends agrees only for VAPV and

Z500 (Fig. 7.5 b,e). They shew a distinct negative (VAPV) and positive (Z500) trend

northwest of Greenland which corresponds with the negative blocking trend in this region.

The SLP trends (Fig. 7.5 h) on the other hand show absolutely no similarities in comparison

to the blocking trends.
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Fig. 7.5: Linear trend of the monthly VAPV [pvu/decade] (top), Z500 [m/decade] (middle) and

SLP [hPa/decadc] (bottom) distribution ovei the period 1980 - 2001/2002 for the season DJF (left),

MAM (middle) and SON (right) Bold contours indicate positive and dashed contours negative

trends

As noted for the full period trends, the APV* blocking trends during SON (Fig. 7.4 c) are

weak in comparison to DJF and MAM. However, one noteworthy negative blocking trend

can be observed over the Aleutians. This behaviour of weak trends is also reflected in the

noisy pattern of the field variable trends (Fig. 7 5 c,f,i).

In summary, although the major trend patterns for 1958-2001/2002 are also evident for

1980-2001/2002, some considerable differences can be observed in the second period. One

notable finding is that the second period APV* blocking trends show good conespondence

between the VAPV and Z500 field variables. The SLP trends on the other hand often devi¬

ate significantly from both, the APV* blocking and VAPV/Z500 trend.

7.5 Winter blocking trends related to climate patterns

Finally the winter (DJF) blocking trends are related to the NAO and PNA pattern. To this

end monthly composites from NAO/PNA positive and negative index values (terciles) are

calculated The linear trend is derived for the entire period (1958-2001/2002).
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Fig. 7.6: Linear tiend of the monthly APV* blocking distribution during opposed NAO (a,b) and

PNA (c,d) phases over the winter period 1958 - 2002. Bold contours indicate positive and dashed

contours negative trends m units %/dccade. Only significant regions are displayed

APV* trend for the NAO phase

The blocking trend pattern during the positive NAO phase (Fig. 7.6a) shows only minor

positive blocking trends over North America and the North Pacific. In comparison to the

climatological full period trend (Fig. 7.2a) the negative trend in the Atlantic completely

disappeared. This behaviour can be explained partly by the significantly decreased blocking

frequency during the positive NAO phase. The negative NAO phase (Fig. 7.6b) shows a dis¬

tinct negative trend west of Greenland (Labrador sea) and in the North Pacific (Aleutians).

These findings show that the blocking trends during the negative NAO phase resembles

best the climatological blocking trend. This agrees well with the observed NAO trend to¬

wards higher index values between the 1980's and 1990's (e.g. Hurrell et al., 2004). Since

the NAO index values reached a maximum in the early 1990s and have decreased since then,

it will be interesting to study the influences on blocking occurrence with more recent data.

APV* trend for the PNA phase

For the different PNA phases (Fig. 7.6c,d), weaker trend patterns than during the NAO

phases occur. In particular the Pacific ocean shows only minor blocking trends during

both the positive and negative PNA phase. Although the frequency of blocking in the

negative PNA phase is comparable to that in the negative NAO phase, significant trends

can be obsei'ved in the Euro-Atlantic region over Greenland (PNA-) and Scandinavia and
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the Labrador Sea (PNA+). These results are not intrinsically clear since the PNA pattern is

most pronounced in the Pacific basin but the trend patterns of both PNA phases are mainly

in the Euro-Atlantic.

7.6 Summary

Blocking occurrence undergoes strong linear trends over the period 1958-2001/2002. The

trend patterns vary significantly in their location and are most intense during the DJF and

MAM seasons. The trends during SON are significantly weaker. Negative blocking trend re¬

gions can be observed over western Greenland (DJF) and the Aleutians (DJF, MAM). APV*

blocking composite analysis of the first (1968-2001/2002) and second (1980-2001/2002) pe¬

riod separately, denotes a shift of the APV* blocking pattern center during DJF, from

western Greenland in the first period towards Iceland in the second period. Positive block¬

ing trend patterns are located over the North Atlantic; (MAM) and Siberia (MAM). The

locations of all trend patterns agree well with the linear trend patterns of the VAPV, Z500

and SLP. The positive (negative) blocking trends can thus be interpreted in combination

with negative (positive) VAPV and positive (negative) Z500/SLP trends.

Linear blocking trends for the second period (1958-2001/2002) are in general stronger in

amplitude. They show some similarities with the full period trends (1958-2001/2002) but

also several trend patterns at new locations. An overall agreement can be observed between

these blocking trends and the VAPV/Z500 trends.

Euro-Atlantic blocking trends are related to the NAO and PNA phase. Over western

Greenland both, the negative NAO and PNA phase show a negative APV* blocking trend.

Trend signals in the Pacific sector are relatively weak.

In the following some ideas of investigations for further studies are proposed.

• Linear trend analyses are first order approximations and offer no information of the

possible decadal/interannual variability of the time series. For future discussions this

topic is of particular interest especially in combination to the recent climate change.

• In addition future discussions can comprise a detailed comparison of the blocking

trends to station-based data. This is motivated by the obvious signal of blocking events

on the surface weather which significantly determines e.g. temperature or precipitation

patterns.

• Hood et al. (1999) found indications of positive total ozone trends4 over southern

Greenland and relates them to positive PV trends on the 330K isosurface. These

findings prompt speculations on a potential relation to blocking trends.

• Further questions remain concerning the definition of different seasons or the accurate

application of the trend analysis. The completely different trend patterns during

the different seasons allow speculations about the appropriate construction of these

seasons. Monthly investigations could be helpful to get a deeper understanding of

abrupt transitions between the months.

4
February, 1979-1998
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Chapter 8

Two dimensional indices of

atmospheric blocking and their

statistical relationship with

winter climate patterns in the

Euro-Atlantic region

8.1 Introduction

Preliminary explanations

This study is a collaboration between the NCCR Climate workpackiige Short-term Climate

Variability: Dynamics and Extreme Events
' and Seasonal Climate Forecast: Operational

Tools 2. The entire manuscript, submitted to the International Journal of Climatology, is

attached in Appendix C. Here, a short overview of the study aims and some key results are

presented. The emphasis is put on aspects relevant for this study.

Aims of the study

Both atmospheric blocking and the incident flow during different NAO phases exert signif¬

icant impacts on the Euro-Atlantic weather and climate (e.g. Rex, 1950a, Hurrell, 1995).

In recent years several independent attempts arose to describe the mechanisms of blocking

(e.g. Charney and DeVore, 1979, Shutts, 1983) and the NAO (e.g. Hurrell et al., 2001, Feld¬

stein, 2003). The relationship between these phenomena is addressed in studies by Shabbar

et al. (2001) and Pavan et al. (2000). They basically point out the strong anticorrelation

between blocking and NAO in the West Atlantic. However, several questions remain in

relation to this issue and are tackled in this study. They comprise the regional distribution

of atmospheric blocking during the opposed NAO phases and the representation of blocking

in conjunction with higher-order variability patterns over the Euro-Atlantic sector.

The study investigates three different blocking indicators in relationship with four win¬

ter climate patterns over the Euro-Atlantic region (80°W-60°E, 30°N-80°N). The blocking

indices APV* and APV are already introduced in Chapter 4. The third index (AGP) makes

'Mischa Croci-Maspoli, Cornelia Schwiera (Workpackage 2.3)

2Simon C. Scherrer, Christof Appenzeller (Workpackage 2.5)
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use of the geopotential height gradients at every grid latitude in the Euro-Atlantic sector

instead of three central latitudes as in Tibaldi (1990). Two illustrative examples highlight

the characteristics and coherences of these indices.

The climate patterns are defined by a standard EOF analysis and represent the first

four eigenvectors of the seasonal Z500 field. The first EOF represents the well known air-

mass seesaw between Iceland and the Azores (NAO). The higher order EOFs represent

common patterns over the Euro-Atlantic sector and are introduced in the manuscript in

detail. The mutual investigation of blocking and climate patterns is primarily accomplished

by composite analyses of the three different blocking climatologies. A statistical analysis

yields an improved understanding of the blocking relation to the regional climate patterns

of variability.

8.2 Summary

A short summary of the major results of the study are presented hereinafter. Refer to the

manuscript summary in Appendix C for more detailed explanations.

• the three different blocking indices are sensitive to the exact definition and the under¬

lying base field and can differ in their exact geographical representation. The anomaly

based index (APV*) for instance, generally captures the block more to the north and

west in comparison to the APV and AGP index.

• the blocking composite maps show an enhanced probability of North Atlantic blockings

in the negative NAO phase and an enhanced probability for European blockings in the

positive NAO phase, respectively.

• two-dimensional indices are indispensable for an accurate blocking representation,

since they account for latitudinal variations of the blocking location.

• the results of the blocking-NAO comparison are robust for either daily or seasonal

NAO index definitions.

• EOF2 and EOF3 represent typical blocked and zonal flows over the Euro-Atlantic

sector.



Chapter 9

Differences in Atlantic and

Pacific blocking and the

occurrence of simultaneous

blocking

9.1 Introduction

A multitude of observational and model-based studies have been undertaken to seek a better

understanding of the mechanisms responsible for a block's formation, maintenance and de¬

cay. An overview of seminal blocking mechanisms studies is provided in Chapter 1 whereas

only a few cover the Euro-Atlantic and Pacific sector separately. However, it is interesting

to consider a simultaneous preconditioning towards anticyclonic: ridges in both sectors due

to low-frequency dynamics. Studies by Lejenäs and Madden (1992) and Quiroz (1987) sup¬

port this hypothesis although they do not explicitly account to simultaneous blocking. The

role of high-frequency dynamics (transient eddies) in the formation of simultaneous blocking

is only sparsely documented. For this reason, the occurrence of transient eddies and the

accompanying establishment of simultaneous blocking is tackled in this study. The specific

aim of the following introduction is to set the scene for the present study as opposed to

supplying a comprehensive review.

Several case study investigations point to the importance of mid-latitudinal cyclones for

the occurrence of blocking (e.g. Colucci, 1985, Shutts, 1986, Nakamura et al., 1997). Two

case studies of explosive cyclogenesis (Sanders and Gyakum, 1980) and the attendant large-

scale circulation changes at 500 hPa during the formation and mature phase of blocking by

Colucci (1985) suggest that persistent anomalies result from repeated occurrence of distinct

synoptic events. In addition blocking investigations undertaken with General Circulation

Models (GCM) provides evidence of the significant contribution of eddy vorticity flux to the

maintenance of blocking (e.g. Mullen, 1986, Hartmann and Ghan, 1980).

A further refinement of blocking concepts is the speculation that the nature of the eddy

straining process can have significant impact upon the actual form of the block, and that

this process differs between the Atlantic and Pacific basins (Mullen, 1986). In particular

enhanced Omega configurations are expected in the Pacific basin, whereas Atlantic blocks

tend to be more meridionally aligned dipole structures (Nakamura et al., 1997). A case

study analysis of the two configurations (Ek and Swaters, 1994) indicates that both can

occur in one single blocking episode with the initial Omega structure transforming in time

into a dipole structure.

For the most part, the fore-mentioned studies examined the general blocking mechanisms

or treated the Atlantic and Pacific region separately. Only a few studies investigate the;
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simultaneous (synchronous) occurrence of atmospheric blocking in the Atlantic and the

Pacific, even though there has always been interest in this topic. In an early study of Austin

(1980) the maintenance of blockings by baroclinic waves travelling in the split jet, it was

argued that double blocking can occur, but that the Pacific; block is then significantly weaker

than the Atlantic block. A statistical analysis by Lejenäs and 0kland (1983) does not reveal

a significant connection between the blocking occurrence in the two basins. This deduction

is supported by an event-based study (Lupo and Smith, 1995a) of a three year time period

that showed that only 7.3% of all blocking days were simultaneous. Recently Duane and

Tribbia (2004) examined synchronised events using a two-layer quasigeostrophic channel

model and found a reduced tendency of simultaneous occurrence.

There have also been studies of the correlation and synchronisation between other phe¬

nomena and systems in the Atlantic and Pacific. Chang (2004) found a correlation be¬

tween the Northern Hemisphere winter Pacific and Atlantic storm tracks using two different

datasets. The issue of synchronisation also relates to the debate concerning the leading struc¬

tures of variability on the Northern Hemisphere. Thompson and Wallace (1998) argued that

the well-known North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), explaining most of the variability in the

Euro-Atlantic region (Hurrell and Van Loon, 1997) is only a manifestation of the Arctic

Oscillation (AO). The AO can be interpreted as the surface signature of modulations in the

strength of the polar vortex aloft. However, Deser (2000) pointed out that the temporal

coherence of the AO between the Atlantic and Pacific midlatitudes is weak, both on in¬

traseasonal and interannual time scales.

In the present study the emphasis is on the blocking formation and occurrence either only

in the Atlantic, the Pacific or simultaneously during DJF. To this end the APV* (cf. Chap¬

ter 4) blocking climatology is adopted, and the study makes extensive use of Empirical

Orthogonal Function (EOF) (cf. Appendix A) analysis of the blocking APV* distribution.

Its main ingredients are:

(i) an analysis of significant blocking patterns in the Northern Hemisphere using two

different approaches, (ii) a demonstration of the typical response of the atmosphere during

the different pattern phases, (iii) a documentation of the differences between the patterns of

Atlantic and Pacific genesis, maturity and lysis phases using an advanced composite analysis

of the vertically averaged potential vorticity field (VAPV) and iv) a time lagged analysis

of the VAPV distribution. The results provide further insight on the typical Northern

Hemisphere blocking patterns, and the occurrence of simultaneous blocking. In particular

information is deduced regarding positive (cyclonic) VAPV anomalies that reinforces the

importance of cyclone activity in the formation of blocking.

9.2 Motivation

Figure 9.1 shows a) EOFl and b) EOF2 of the APV* winter climatology as frequency

deviations from the climatological winter mean. (EOF3-4 were also calculated but will not

be addressed in this study.) Remember that the climatological APV* blocking frequencies

reach ~ 12% in the blocking centres. Figure 9.1a EOFl represents a monopole blocking

structure with centers either in the Pacific or the Euro-Atlantic, and accounts for 13.5% of

the monthly blocking variability. EOF2 in Figure 9.1b on the other hand, shows a dipole

distribution with blocking occurrence either in both regions simultaneously (Pacific and

Euro-Atlantic) or no blocking. The explained variance for EOF2 is 11.0%. Using North's

rule of thumb (North et al., 1982), the patterns are well separated from each other. In effect

the first two EOFs of the winter monthly APV* blocking climatology describe four different

blocking configurations: 1) only-Euro-Atlantic, 2) only-Pacific, 3) simultaneous and 4) no-

blocking. The term "simultaneous" adopted hereafter always refers to the simultaneous

occurrence of blocking in the Euro-Atlantic and Pacific. Whereas the term "no-blocking"' is

associated with simultaneous absence of blocking in the Atlantic and Pacific.
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Fig. 9.1: Spatial distribution of the EOF analysis of the monthly APV* blocking climatology

during the winter period. Shown are the blocking frequency anomalies from the climatological

mean

The EOF analysis confirms the studies of simultaneous blocking occurrence (e.g. Austin.

1980, Lupo and Smith, 1995a, Duane and Tribbia, 2004), even though EOFl identifies

isolated Atlantic or Pacific blocking as the most dominant pattern. This finding certainly

motivates the investigation of simultaneous blocking in the two ocean basins, since EOF2

anticipates an incident of simultaneous blockings. Especially due to a block's significant

impact on the extratropical atmospheric circulation of one region, one might anticipate

major disturbances in the circulation even far from the initial blocking. This can also lead to

the question of atmospheric blocking as a mechanism in one location triggering another. To

consolidate and quantify the blocking EOF patterns, two different analyses are undertaken

both based on ECMWF 6-hourly time resolution data.

9.3 Methodology

9.3.1 EOF-based composite analysis

The EOF-based analysis makes use of the APV* blocking EOF patterns shown in Figure

9.1. Instead of applying the principal components from the EOF analysis with a monthly

time resolution, a 6-hourly time scries is calculated by correlating the winter blocking dis¬

tribution for every time step onto the EOFl and EOF2 patterns, respectively. This has

the advantage of high temporal resolution data. The resulting highly îesolved time series

for EOFl and EOF2 are then subdivided into three terciles (upper, medium, lower). Every

tercile contains 5160 data entries (6-hourly time steps). Only the dates in the upper and

lower tercile are used for the composite analysis in this study. The four different terciles

(positive EOFl, negative EOFl, positive EOF2, negative EOF2), represent the four phases

of the two different EOF patterns.

9.3.2 Regional analysis

The regional analysis is a "box"-analysis based upon defining one domain in the Euro-

Atlantic and one in the Pacific sector. The Euro-Atlantic box is located between 90°W-0°W

and 40°N-80°N, and the Pacific box from 170°E- 120°W and 40°N-80°N. The regional anal¬

ysis detects APV* blocking events located within the corresponding boxes and recording for

every single blocking time step the presence of 1) only in the Euro-Atlantic, 2) only in the

Pacific, 3) simultaneously in the Atlantic and the Pacific or 4) not in the Atlantic and the
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Pacific region. With this data one can then proceed to examine the same issues as those

addressed in the EOF-based analysis. However this approach results in different sample

sizes for every phase, and hence differs fundamentally from the other approach. Table 9.1

shows that for the only-Euro-Atlantic, or only-Pacific phase, the sample sizes are in the

range of about 4000 data entries and are comparable with the EOF-based sample size of

5160. The percentage indicates that about a quarter of all winter days are either an only-

Euro-Atlantic or an only-Pacific blocking. During the no-blocking or simultaneous blocking

phase, the sample size decreases to about 1000 (no-blocking) and 2000 (simultaneous) dates,

which corresponds to 7.2% and 13.6% of the time. The percentage for simultaneous blocking

(13.6%) is in good agreement with the value of 15.9% for the simultaneous winter blocking

days by Lupo and Smith (1995a). Note that the sum of the percentages in Table 9.1 does

not reach 100%, since blockings not within either of the two basins (26.2%) are not captured

in this analysis.

Table 9.1: Number of blocking time steps for different blocking phases (above) and its correspond¬

ing percentage of the total winter days (below). The number of blocking time steps represents

C-hourly time steps.

only-Euro-Atlantic only-Pacific no-blocking simultaneous

3983

26%

4128

27%

1114

7.2%

2098

13.6%

9.4 Comparison between EOF- and regional analysis

Composites of the 6-hourly APV* blocking distribution are derived for all EOF- and regional-

analysis phases. Also the accompanying PV distributions on 315 K are displayed, to provide

additional information on the relevance of the purely statistical distribution of the EOF

patterns. The shading indicates blocking frequencies per winter season in % and is directly

comparable to the APV* DJF blocking climatology (Fig. 5.3). Note that the negative,

positive and neutral (not shown) EOFl or EOF2 frequency distribution together yield the

APV* DJF blocking climatology.

9.4.1 Blocking composites from EOF analysis

Figure 9.2 shows the winter composite of the 6-hourly APV* blocking distribution from the

tercile-based timeseries of EOFl and EOF2. For the positive EOFl composite a clear signal

of enhanced blocking frequency can only be seen in the Euro-Atlantic sector (Fig. 9.2 a),

while for the negative EOFl it is essentially only in the Pacific sector (Fig. 9.2 b). The

accompanying PV-isolines indicate an enhanced ridge-like structure with weaker gradients

over the blocking signal. Results for the EOF2 blocking composites are shown in Figure 9.2c

for the positive, representing no blocking occurrence over the two basins, and Figure 9.2d

the negative phase, representing the simultaneous blocking phase. The location of the blocks

is also reflected in the PV pattern. In the negative EOF2 phase the contours bulge strongly

towards the pole in the east Pacific and the east Atlantic, whilst during the positive phase

the PV pattern is more tonally orientated. Thus the EOF-based blocking composite analysis

does capture key aspects of the different blocking regions.

9.4.2 Blocking composites from regional analysis

The composites from the regional analysis are standardised with respect to the winter sea¬

son. This allows direct comparisons with the APV* winter climatology and the EOF-based
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Fig. 9.2: Composites of the 6 hourly APV* field for the a) EOFl positive, b) EOFl negative, c)

EOF2 positive and d) EOF2 negative phase The positive and negative phases are the upper/lower

tercile of the corresponding 6-hourly timeseries The shading indicates blocking frequencies [%] per

winter season, the black contours the PV at 315 K distribution (bold ~ 2 and 4pvu).

analysis. Therefore the frequencies represent % blocking per winter season. Note that the

sum of the four regional composites gets an almost complete picture of the APV* DJF

climatology.
The regional composite analysis is shown in Figure 9.3. In general the patterns resemble

those found with the EOF-based approach. The only-Euro-Atlantic phase and its corre¬

sponding blocking composite is shown in Figure 9.3a. A strong signal of blocking oc-currence

is found over the Atlantic basin, whereas no blocking activity is evident over the Pacific.

This pattern conforms with that for the positive EOFl pattern in space and amplitude, and

there is a corresponding resemblance in the PV isoline distribution. For the only-Pacific

composite (Fig. 9.3b) the enhanced frequencies over the Pacific sector corresponds with the

negative EOFl pattern and the associated enhanced PV gradient.

Figure 9.3c shows the no-blocking case with the expected absence of signals in both the

Atlantic and the Pacific. Blocking occurrence over Asia and North America exists but has

frequencies below 1%. The simultaneous blocking phase (Fig. 9.3d) shows two clear signals

over the North Atlantic and Pacific ocean. Blocking frequencies between 2-3% per winter

season yield a less frequent occurrence1 than only-Atlantic/Pacific blockings. This confirms

the findings from Table 9 1.

Comparison

The results of the EOF-based and regional-based analyses show good overall agreement,

with minor differences that relate to the location and frequency of the blocks. Compar-
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Fig. 9.3: Composites of the 6 hourly APV* field for the a) only-Euro-Atlantic, b) only-Pacific, c)

not Atlantic not Pacific and d) simultaneous. The shading indicates blocking frequencies [%] pei

winter season, the black contours the PV at 315K distribution (bold = 2 and 4 pvu)

mg quantitatively the only-Euro-Atlantic and only-Pacific distribution (Figures 9.2a,b with

9.3a,b) the frequencies of the blocking centers from the EOF analysis exceeds the regional

analysis only by about 1% and the area affected by the EOF analysis is slightly larger.

The no-blocking situation (Fig. 9.2c) shows frequencies below 1% over the continents

whereas the positive EOF2 phase (Fig. 9 3c) at least indicates up to 2% over the North

Pole and North America. Significant difference in blocking frequency occur for the simul¬

taneous and negative EOF2 situation with about 5% higher frequencies over the Atlantic

and Pacific basin during the negative EOF2 phase. The reason is the different compos¬

ite construction. The tercile boundaries in the EOF analysis contain by definition a third

of all winter data, whereas the simultaneous phase not even contains 10% of the winter data.

Thus despite the difference in the two approaches there is a pleasing overall similarity

in the derived results. The four blocking patterns represent the most prominent blocking

phases during the winter months on the Northern Hemisphere. However this study does

not address the temporal coherence between the two analyses. For example the time series

for the positive EOFl and the only-Euro-Atlantic analysis can in principle be out of phase,

although they show the exact same pattern. To address this point a temporal analysis is

performed for both methods.
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Table 9.2: Percentage of the correspondence between EOF analysis and the regional analysis.

Statistical significance on the *** 1%, ** 5% * 10% level by applying a resampling test.

EOFl positive EOFl negative EOF2 positive EOF2 negative

only-Euro-Atlantic ***55.0 2.3 11.3 *29.4

only-Pacific 1.9 ***54.4 12.9 27.3

no-blocking 6.5 1.9 **12.6 0.4

simultaneous 9.4 15.6 1.4 ***24.5

9.4.3 Temporal correspondence

To get further information about the temporal correspondence between the two analyses, the

time steps in the different EOF terciles are compared with the corresponding regional-based

time steps. A significance test (resampling test) is applied on different significance levels,

indicated by different numbers of asterisks. The 1%-level is represented by ***, the 5%-level

by
** and the 10%-level by *. Therefore an artificial data set is compiled by resampling

lO'OOO times the EOF data set (5160 entries) and the regional data set (different entries,

compare Table 9.1). The two data sets are not statistically independent, and a blocking au¬

tocorrelation of 10 days is taken into account. This value represents typical APV* blocking

life-times during the winter months. Only minor changes can be observed, by using an 8 day

autocorrelation.

Table 9.2 shows the percentage value of temporal correspondence between the two anal¬

yses. The 55% of the only-Euro-Atlantic and the positive EOFl comparison points out that

the data are in good agreement between these two analyses. As expected the percentage

drops for the negative EOFl (2.3%) and the positive EOF2 phase (11.3%), whereas for the

negative EOF2 phase 29.4% are corresponding. This relatively high value is only significant

on the 10% level. Accordingly the only-Pacific pattern shows the highest correlation with

the negative EOFl phase (54.4%) and values of 27.3% for the negative EOF2 phase. The

highest percentages for the no-blocking and the simultaneous phases still correspond with

the EOF based time series, namely, 12.6% of the temporal overlap between no-blocking and

the positive EOF2 phase and 24.5% between simultaneous and the negative EOF2 phase.

In summary atmospheric blocking has been shown to be represented by four different

blocking patterns. Results derived with two different analyses show a notable degree of

spatial and temporal agreement that is highly statistically significant.

9.5 Genesis and lysis during different blocking phases

The spatial and temporal development of the individual blocking episodes during the differ¬

ent pattern phases is addressed in this section. Rirther insight is sought on the behaviour

during genesis, maturity and lysis over the two ocean basins. Here we focus on the impact

of positive and negative VAPV anomalies in the vicinity of the blocking. Negative VAPV

anomalies coincide with an anticyclonic flow field and can be anticipated as favoured block¬

ing locations. The location, amplitude and persistence of neighbouring positive anomalies

are of significant interest from a dynamical standpoint. Analyses are performed separately

in the Euro-Atlantic and Pacific sectors, and attention is directed to i) the four blocking

configurations / phases and ii) the genesis and lysis. Genesis and lysis are taken to be

represented by the first (genesis) and last (lysis) time step of a blocking episode.
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Table 9.3: Number of blockings which correlate between genesis/lysis/mature and only At-

lantic/Pacific/simultaneous.

only-Euro-Atlantic only- Pacific simultaneous

Euro-Atlantic genesis 70 7 50

Euro-Atlantic lysis 74 5 38

Euro-Atlantic mature 71 1 56

Pacific genesis 7 78 32

Pacific lysis 6 67 44

Pacific mature 4 84 39

The data set for the composite analysis is derived as follows:

• First, genesis/lysis time steps either in the Euro-Atlantic or Pacific sector are detected

and recorded (by default the analysis is restricted to blocking episodes that undergo

a full life cycle in a sector).

• Second, the date lists which show agreement between the genesis/lysis and the different

blocking phases are detected (Table 9.3). E.g. the date list of the only Atlantic vs.

Euro-Atlantic genesis contains 70 dates when blocking genesis occurs for the only-

Euro-Atlantic phase.

• Third, composites of the date lists from Table 9.3 are calculated using the VAPV

anomaly field and the exact genesis/lysis location is added.

Note that the no-blocking phase cannot yield useful information and is not considered.

Further, only half of the remaining identified events are meaningful, since for example it

is appropriate to exclude the investigation of an Euro-Atlantic lysis time step during an

only-Pacific blocking phase. The mature blocks are also investigated (see next section).

9.5.1 Euro-Atlantic blocking

Figure 9.4 juxtaposes records of the occurrence of Euro-Atlantic blocking genesis and lysis

for the only-Atlantic and the simultaneous blocking phases with additional composites of

the corresponding VAPV field.

Blocking genesis (Euro-Atlantic)

Examining first the blocking genesis during the only-Euro-Atlantic phase (Fig. 9.4 a), the

major negative VAPV anomaly is located in the eastern part of the northern Atlantic.

Moreover, the bulk of the genesis locations (black circles), are situated more to the west

of the negative VAPV anomaly. The accompanying positive VAPV anomalies in the Euro-

Atlantic sector are comparably small in scale and amplitude. However in the Pacific, a sizable

positive VAPV anomaly is dominating the entire Pacific sector. The VAPV composite of the

blocking genesis during the simultaneous phase (Fig. 9.4 c) also indicates a negative VAPV

anomaly in the Euro-Atlantic sector, but with its center slightly shifted to the west over the

east coast of North America. In comparison with the only-Euro-Atlantic phase, here, the

genesis locations (black circles) coincide well with the negative anomaly. The relevance of

positive VAPV anomalies in the Euro-Atlantic sector definitely increases in comparison to

the only-Euro-Atlantic phase, since major positive anomalies are located west and southeast

of the negative anomaly in the west Atlantic. The situation in the Pacific indicates a negative

VAPV dipole structure with an accompanying positive anomaly to the east. Overall, a wave¬

like structure of alternating positive and negative VAPV anomalies spans from the date line
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Fig. 9.4: Composites of the VAPV anomaly, during Emo-Atlantic blocking genesis (left) and lysis

(right) for the only-Euro-Atlantic (top) and simultaneous (bottom) phase. The amplitude lepresents

VAPV deviations from the climatological mean in pvu Positive anomalies are indicated in black

contours, negative anomalies m dashed contours. Black circles indicate genesis regions, white circles

lysis iegions.

throughout western Europe. Similar upstream wave trains during blocking genesis are found

by Nakamura and Wallace (1993).

Blocking lysis (Euro-Atlantic)

The same analysis has been accomplished for the Euro-Atlantic blocking lysis which is shown

Figures 9.4 b,d). During the only-Euro-Atlantic phase (Fig. 9.4 b) blocking lysis is charac¬

terised by a negative VAPV anomaly in the northern Atlantic. The location of the anomaly

center is further westward than during blocking genesis. This behaviour can be resolved

by the observation of the exact lysis points (white circles), which are situated east of their

corresponding genesis points from Figure 9.4 a). One possible reason might relate to the

relatively large zonal spread of the blocking genesis and lysis points, which can significantly

modify the VAPV composite. We return to consider this issue in the next section. There

is also a positive VAPV anomaly located over the most part of the north Pacific, similar to

the genesis phase. For the simultaneous phase the Euro-Atlantic lysis (Fig. 9.4 d) shows a
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negative VAPV anomaly almost at the same location as for blocking genesis with a slight

tendency to the north. Nevertheless the lysis points (white circles) are situated further to

the east in comparison to the genesis points, and often reach the Scandinavian or European

area. This behaviour again shows the challanges in composite analyses for relatively wide

spread genesis/lysis locations. A conspicuous large negative VAPV anomaly is present at

this time in the northeastern Pacific with an accompanying positive anomaly situated south

of it. Another noteworthy positive anomaly is situated over eastern north America which

presumably is important for the negative anomaly over the Euro-Atlantic sector.

In summary a significantly different anomaly pattern exists for the only-Euro-Atlantic

and the simultaneous phases for both genesis and lysis. In particular during the simultaneous

phase, positive anomalies are more evident than during the only-Euro-Atlantic phase for

both genesis and lysis. Furthermore the genesis and lysis points coincide well (except minor

outliers) with the location of negative VAPV anomaly in the Figures 9.4 b,c) and are slightly

out of phase in Figure 9.4 a,d). Additionally, the location of genesis points to the west of

the lysis points agrees with the expected path tracks of the block, which usually undergoes

a west to northeast life cycle.

9.5.2 Pacific blocking

Blocking genesis (Pacific)

Figure 9.5 is the analogue of Figure 9.4 but for Pacific blocks. It depicts the same general

characteristics as for the Euro-Atlantic blockings. Nevertheless, some Pacific-related fea¬

tures will be addressed hereinafter. Figure 9.5 a) indicates that genesis is characterised by

a zonally elongated negative VAPV anomaly expanding over the entire north Pacific ocean.

The largest negative anomaly is located in the eastern Pacific, whereas the actual blocking

genesis points (black circles) are mainly situated further to the west. The same negative

anomaly in the eastern Pacific is also present during the simultaneous phase (Fig. 9.5 b),

but with a significantly stronger amplitude. Here, a couple of genesis points are located in

the vicinity of this negative VAPV anomaly but still a reasonable amount of genesis points

are situated upstream of this anomaly. Note the substantial negative VAPV anomaly in

the north Atlantic during the simultaneous phase. The positive VAPV anomalies are not

pronounced during both the only-Pacific and simultaneous phase, respectively.

Blocking lysis (Pacific)

Figure 9.5 b) shows the VAPV anomalies during the Pacific lysis for the only-Pacific phase.

The pattern shows a negative anomaly in the Pacific nd a positive anomaly over the Atlantic,

with minor anomalies around. The location of the lysis points (white circles) conforms to

that for the negative VAPV anomaly situated in the eastern Pacific. A similar link prevails

for the simultaneous phase (Fig. 9.5 d). The negative VAPV anomaly is also located in

the eastern Pacific with a cluster of blocking lysis points. A negative anomaly exists along

the Canadian east coast, representing the simultaneous blockings in the Atlantic. Positive

anomalies are not well separated and less dominant.

In summary Pacific blocks tend to form in the west Pacific with an emphasis during the

simultaneous phase in the east Pacific. Blocking lysis occurs mainly in the east Pacific and

Alaska for both the only-Pacific and simultaneous phase.
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Fig. 9.5: Composites of the VAPV anomaly during Pacific blocking genesis (left) and lysis (right)

foi the only Pacific (top) and simultaneous (bottom) phase The amplitude repiesents VAPV

deviations fiom the climatological mean in pvu Positive anomalies are indicated in bla^k contours

negative anomalies in dashed contoms Black circles indicate genesis regions, white circles lysis

legions

9.6 Relative VAPV anomaly distribution with respect

to the blocking center

The conventional composite analysis fiom the previous section gives a gencial overview of the

atmospheric situation during the different blocking phases A consequence of this approach

is that the blocking genesis/lysis points are relatively widely spiead, and this results in a

diffuse representation of the composite atmospheric state This issue was already pointed

out by Nakamura and Wallace (1993) To circumvent this effect a refined composite analysis

is piepared that displays the location of the VAPV anomalies m a framework relative to the

blocking centre
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Illustrative example

Figure 9.6 is an illustration of the procedure for a sample time step (Feb. 25 1993, 12 UTC)

of an Atlantic blocking event, and displayed is the VAPV anomaly field. The first of the

two steps in the refined analysis is the detection of the blocking center (white circle within

the negative VAPV anomaly). Next a box is centred around the blocking center such that

it encompasses ± 60° in longitude and ± 30° in latitude. The second step is the determi¬

nation of the VAPV anomaly composite within this box. This procedure is applied to the

same blocking days as for the previous data set. For consistency an adjustment is made to

account for the earth's sphericity. It involves a coordinate transformation prior to the actual

composite calculation. To this end the entire VAPV field is rotated to bring the blocking

center to the location of a "pseudo-equator" so that every blocking center is at the same

initial location and this renders comparable the different composite analyses.

Figures based upon this procedure of co-locating the blocking center are now presented.

Positive VAPV anomalies are indicated with black contours and negative anomalies by

dashed contours. The contours indicate deviations from the climatological mean in pvu.

Note that the white area around the center always represents very strong negative VAPV

anomalies, and they also connote the mean spatial extent of the block. Results for the

Euro-Atlantic and Pacific basin will be presented separately, and consideration is given to

genesis, maturity and lysis. Note that mature blocks represent the 50% blocking life time

of the entire blocking episode. The composites for the Euro-Atlantic and Pacific are tested

against each other using a resampling test to provide information on the significance of

differences between these two basins. To this end 500 sample composites were constructed

separately for both the Euro-Atlantic and Pacific blockings, and a test applied based upon

5% significance level.

9.6.1 Euro-Atlantic blocking

Figure 9.7 displays VAPV anomalies during the Euro-Atlantic blocking. Salient features

include the intense positive VAPV anomalies around the block. During blocking genesis

(Fig. 9.7 a,d) there is one prominent positive anomaly located west of the blocking center

for the only-Euro-Atlantic phase, while during the simultaneous phase a band of positive

anomalies extends around the center. The strongest positive amplitudes can be observed

during the mature phase (Fig. 9.7 b,e). For the simultaneous phase positive anomalies form

around the entire block. The significant positive anomalies to the south and southwest of the

block are noteworthy. For the simultaneous phase a strong anomaly westward of the block

with the secondary negative anomaly in the west can be observed, and both are statistically

significant. The blocking lysis shows positive VAPV anomalies downstream of the block

during the only Atlantic phase (Fig. 9.7 c) and again to the south of the block during the

simultaneous phase (Fig. 9.7 f).
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Fig. 9.7: Relative location of VAPV-anomalies compared with the center of atmospheric blocking

during the Euro-Atlantic genesis (left), mature (middle) and lysis (right). Classified in only-Euro-

Atlantic (top) and simultaneous (bottom) phase. The center represents the center of the block. The

shading indicates the deviation of the mean in pvu and the black/white contours indicate significant

areas.

9.6.2 Pacific blocking

Results for the Pacific blocking arc shown in Figure 9.8. In comparison to the Euro-Atlantic

blocking region, the smaller amplitude of the positive VAPV anomalies is the most impor¬

tant difference. This is evident during all blocking phases. In particular genesis during the

only-Pacific; phase (Fig. 9.7 a) shows weak positive VAPV anomalies. During the simulta¬

neous phase (Fig. 9.7 d), there is an enhanced occurrence of positive anomalies upstream

of the block. Mature blocks show almost a ring of positive anomalies around the block for

the only-Euro-Atlantic phase (Fig. 9.7 b) and a pronounced positive anomaly northwest of

the block during the simultaneous phase (Fig. 9.7 e). In comparison to the Euro-Atlantic

mature situation, the significantly stronger anomalies are not present south of the block.

A relatively strong positive VAPV anomaly downstream of the blocking is present during

blocking lysis for the only-Pacific phase. This anomaly also exists during the simultaneous

phase but is smaller in amplitude and size. A prominent negative VAPV anomaly to the

northeast of the blocking is also present during both blocking phases.

9.6.3 Discussion

Positive VAPV anomalies for Euro-Atlantic blockings are evident south and west of the

blocking center especially during mature blocking, and are statistically significant different

in comparison to the Pacific blockings. These positive anomalies can be related to enhanced

transient eddy activity already noted in several model based studies (e.g. Shutts, 1983, Luo

and Li, 2000) and analysis data (e.g. Green, 1977. Lupo and Smith, 1995a). Differences in

the eddy activity in the two major blocking sectors as presented in this study have already

been noted by e.g. Mullen (1986) and Nakamura et al. (1997). Mullen (1986) found a similar

behaviour in the heat and vorticity budget using GCM simulations, whereas Nakamura et al.

(1997) indicated substantial differences in terms of blocking amplification due to transient

eddies. They account for stronger eddy influence in the Pacific than the Atlantic.

Further, the increased VAPV activity south of the blocking center supports the hypothe-
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Fig. 9.8: As in Figure 9.7, but for the Pacific blocking. Classified in only Pacific (top) and

simultaneous (bottom) phase.

sis of the favoured formation of dipole structured blockings in the Euro-Atlantic sector (e.g.

Mullen, 1986, 1987, Ek and Swaters. 1994). These studies explain the process as a feedback

mechanism which can be established by a strong blocking anticyclone, initiating a southward

motion of high PV values downstream of the block. The overturning of this downstream

positive PV values by the block reinforces the establishment of dipole-like blocking structure.

An illustrative representation of these two different structures can be found in Nakamura

et al. (1997) as composite analysis of the 15 strongest blocking in the Euro-Atlantic and

Pacific, respectively.
The previous analysis gives only limited information about the time evolution of pos¬

itive and negative VAPV anomalies. This aspect can be interesting in particular for the

investigation of possible precursors for both the blocking onset and decay phase.

9.7 Lagged analysis of relative anomalies

The previous section discussed positive and negative VAPV anomalies in the vicinity relative

to the blocking center. It is shown that the importance of positive (cyclonic) anomalies

significantly differs during the three blocking phases and the two different sectors. Here the

temporal evolution of this VAPV anomalies is addressed by applying a time lagged analysis

to the relative anomalies.

A well established methodology to display time dependent data are Hovmöller diagrams

(Hovmöller, 1949). Their y-axis represents the time evolution and the x-axis a meridional

mean field value. In this study a special case of Hovmöller diagrams is presented which is

based upon the relative blocking location from the analysis in section 9.6. The advantage

in comparison to the actual blocking locations is a clearer representation of the anomalies

without possible cancelations between the individual eddies. The following procedure is

applied. The meridional mean VAPV between -10° and 10° is calculated at every longitude

between -90° and 90° in respect to the blocking center. This is accomplished for the actual

initial time step (genesis, mature, lysis) and is repeated for every 6-hourly time step for-ward

(10 days) and backward (10 days) in time. Further distinguished are the simultaneous and

the only Atlantic/Pacific cases. We receive for every initial time step a matrix of a lagged

longitude mean distribution which can be displayed in the Hovmöller diagram. The black

contours represent positive, the gray contours negative VAPV anomalies with increments of
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0 1 pvu. Note that the white area at the figure center represents strong negative anomalies

out of the color scale which illustrate the block. A similar concept was proposed by Nakamura

and Wallace (1993). Their composite analysis is restricted to blocking genesis and their field

was previously slightly shifted in space and time to reduce the cancellation effect They used

6-day low pass filtered data of the Z500 and PV at 250 hPa field

9.7.1 Euro-Atlantic blocking

Fig. 9.9: Hovmöller diagrams leprcsentmg the VAPV evolution at different blocking phases a,d)

genesis, b,e) mature and c,f) lysis in the Euro-Atlantic sector The centred mean VAPV between

+10° and -10° latitude is used Contoui spacing is 0 1 pvu for positive (daik contours) and negative

(gray contours) anomalies Top panels indicate only-Euro-Atlantic and bottom panels simultaneous

phase

Figure 9.9 shows the Hovmöller diagrams for the temporal VAPV evolution in the Euro-

Atlantic sector. The blocking onset phase (Fig. 9.9 a,d) during both only-Euro-Atlantic and

simultaneous blocking occurrence is characterised by a distinct positive VAPV upstream of

the blocking center already ~3days prior to genesis. Negative anomalies prior to blocking

genesis start developing simultaneously to the upstream positive anomalies They indicate

that negative VAPV anomalies already exist and are not captured as APV* blocks. After

the blocking genesis, a positive VAPV anomaly forms downstream of the blocking genesis,

and simultaneous blocking is associated with intenser positive anomalies and propagates less

fast.

The mature phase (Fig. 9 9 b,e) exhibits strong positive VAPV anomalies upstream

and downstream of the blocking center during the only-Euro-Atlantic and the simultaneous

phase. The positive anomalies tend to form upstream during the first half of the blocking life

cycle and downstream during the second half. In general the positive anomalies are stronger

and larger for simultaneous blocking. Positive VAPV anomalies during the blocking decay

phase (Fig. 9.9 c,f) are significantly smaller in intensity and size This applies m particular for

the simultaneous phase. The only-Euro-Atlantic phase still exhibits a considerable positive

anomaly upstream of the blocking center.
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Fig. 9.10: Hovmöller diagramms representing the VAPV evolution at different blocking phases

a,d) genesis, b,e) mature and c,f) lysis in the Pacific sector. The centred mean VAPV between

+10° and -10° latitude is used. Contour spacing is 0.1 pvu for positive (dark contours) and negative

(gray contours) anomalies. Top panels indicate only-Pacific and bottom panels simultaneous phase.

9.7.2 Pacific blocking

The temporal VAPV evolution in the Pacific sector is shown in Figure 9.10. During blocking

onset (Fig. 9.10 a,d) positive VAPV anomalies play a minor role for blocking genesis. Only

simultaneous blockings exhibit a weak positive anomaly upstream of the blocking center.

The mature phase (Fig. 9.10 b,e) is characterised by positive VAPV anomalies downstream

of the blocking center. Upstream anomalies remain weak. The decay phase (Fig. 9.10 c,f) is

similar to the mature phase. Here, the positive anomalies downstream of the blocking center

are very pronounced for the only-Pacific and simultaneous phase. Upstream anomalies are

absent.

9.7.3 Discussion and comparison

Overall the differences between simultaneous and only Atlantic / Pacific phase are small.

They are only addressed here if a clarification is required. Therefore the following discussion

focuses on the similarities and the differences in the two ocean basins.

Differences between the Euro-Atlantic and Pacific evolution of VAPV anomalies are

obvious. In particular the upstream positive anomalies in the Pacific are significantly reduced

or completely absent for the simultaneous and only-Pacific phase. One can speculate upon

the importance of positive anomalies in the two sectors and consider a stronger impact of

transient eddies in the Euro-Atlantic sector.

The exact contribution of the positive anomalies on blocking genesis cannot be dis¬

cussed in this study. However, additional calculations of the actual number of upstream

positive anomalies support the hypothesis of their strong influence on blocking genesis in

the Euro-Atlantic sector. Therefore, the sector upstream of the blocking genesis center is

analysed for positive VAPV anomalies exceeding different threshold values. The thresholds

indicate the intensity of the anomalies. Anomalies exceeding 2 and 3 pvu are considered.

The Pacific blocking genesis is associated during ^60% of the time with an upstream pos-
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itive VAPV anomaly exceeding 2 pvu and ~25% exceeding 3 pvu. Euro-Atlantic blocking

genesis is coupled during ~90% of the time with positive anomalies larger than 2 pvu and

'--'60% larger than 3 pvu. These results indicate that the positive anomalies upstream of the

block in the Euro-Atlantic are associated with i) a higher frequency of occurrence and ii)

intenser anomalies. Further, the positive VAPV anomalies seem to be more consolidated

in the Euro-Atlantic since they obviously also occur in the Pacific sector. Note that these

findings only describe the occurrence of positive VAPV anomalies in the upstream region

of the blocking center. Interpretations of their influence on the block are speculative. The

study by Nakamura et al. (1997) addresses this topic and indicates increased eddy mean

flow interaction in the Pacific rather than in the Euro-Atlantic. A detailed comparison and

further investigations are of particular- interest in future work.

Significant differences between the two ocean basins are also evident during the ma¬

ture phase. As during the onset phase, the upstream positive VAPV anomalies are sig¬

nificantly intenser in the Euro-Atlantic than in the Pacific. Especially the strong positive

VAPV anomaly during the simultaneous phase in the Euro-Atlantic stands in contrast to

the nearly absent anomalies during the simultaneous phase in the: Pacific. Quantitatively,

mature blocking in the Pacific is associated ^70% of the time with positive VAPV anomalies

exceeding 2 pvu and ^25% exceeding 3 pvu. Mature blockings in the Euro-Atlantic exhibit

~95% of the time a positive VAPV anomaly larger than 2 pvu and ~60% larger than 3 pvu.

Occurrence of upstream positive VAPV anomalies is even more frequent for mature blocking

than for blocking genesis. Implications on the maintenance of the blocking anticyclone can

be anticipated. Downstream anomalies occur in both basins with slightly intenser anomalies

iii the Euro-Atlantic. These features seem to be a direct consequence of the southward flow

downstream of the block transporting high VAPV values to the south.

The blocking decay phase shows only minor upstream positive VAPV anomalies. The

blocking downstream region does exhibit intenser VAPV anomalies in the Pacific than in

the Euro-Atlantic. The actual influence of these anomalies on the breakdown of the block

needs further investigations.

9.8 Summary and conclusion

The analysis conducted herein has been directed toward studying the favoured blocking

patterns in the Euro-Atlantic and Pacific and has used high temporal and spatial VAPV

fields. The APV* blocking climatology from 1958-2002 for the winter months (DJF) on the

Northern Hemisphere was used to identify i) only-Euro-Atlantic blocking, ii) only-Pacific

blocking, iii) no-blocking in both basins and iv) simultaneous blocking in both basins. For

the four separate blocking patterns, the location of positive VAPV anomalies relative to the

blocking center were determined for the genesis, mature and lysis phases. To get further

information of the temporal development of these positive VAPV anomalies, a time lagged

analysis was performed. The major results and conclusions of the investigation are as follows:

• The EOF analysis of the winter monthly APV* blocking climatology takes the form of

i) an EOFl monopole blocking distribution in either the Euro-Atlantic; or the Pacific

basin, and ii) an EOF2 as a dipole blocking distribution in the two basins. This results

in four different blocking patterns, namely the 1) only-Euro-Atlantic, 2) only-Pacific,

3) no-blocking and 4) simultaneous blocking pattern.

• Analysis of the four different blocking patterns using two different complementary

approaches that are respectively statistical / EOF-based and physical / geographic-

based schemes. The approaches yield comparable and statistically highly significant

results that lend credence to the derived four blocking patterns. The presence of only-

Euro-Atlantic or only-Pacific blocking is dominant and accounts for about 25% of the
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•

winter days each. Nevertheless, simultaneous blocking is found to occur during 13.6%

of the winter days.

The four patterns were subject to an analysis of their genesis and lysis by compositing

their respective VAPV anomaly fields in the different phases. The patterns derived in

the composite analysis are indeed different. In general the negative VAPV anomalies

coincide well with the actual blocking genesis and lysis points. However the relatively

wide spread of genesis and lysis points result in a lack of sharpness in the composite

prohibiting a detailed analysis.

An advanced composite analysis generated by centring the composite relative to the

block's own center results in a somewhat clearer picture. It is shown, that positive

VAPV anomalies are of special importance in the sector south of the block. These

anomalies are significantly stronger in the Euro-Atlantic than in the Pacific sector,

especially during the mature phase of the block.

Time lagged analysis of VAPV anomalies relative to the blocking location are calcu¬

lated ten days forward and backward in time. Differences between the simultaneous

and only Atlantic/Pacific blockings are marginal within one sector. However, signif¬

icant differences appear between the Euro-Atlantic and the Pacific. Positive VAPV

anomlies preferably occur upstream of the blocking center in the Euro-Atlantic sector

during the onset and mature phase.

Interesting aspects for future work can cover the interaction between positive and nega¬

tive VAPV anomalies. The APV* blocking indicator can directly be used for such investi¬

gations e.g. on a case study basis. A Lagrangian approach by calculating trajectories from

the block's center (Schwierz, 2001) can give further insight in the origin of low PV-air either

from advection or diabatic processes.

The investigation of simulteneous blocking regarding their exact genesis dates could

reveal information on the processes which are responsible for triggering blocking in the

opposite basin. In addition, these blockings can significantly differ in comparison to only

Atlantic/Pacific blockings in terms of their characteristics (life time, intensity, spatial scale).

A further interesting aspect is the blocking decay phase which can be significantly influ¬

enced by the absence of positive upstream VAPV anomalies.

The refined composite analysis provides additional possibilities for comparisons between

individual blocks and atmospheric phenomena such as tropospheric: streamers (Martius,

2005) or low-level PV anomalies.
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Concluding remarks

In this thesis a climatological approach is adopted to investigate specific dynamical aspects

of atmospheric blocking. The study is divided into two parts. In the first part a novel

and objective atmospheric blocking indicator is introduced that is based upon the structure

of the mid-troposphere to lower stratosphere potential vorticity (PV) field, and a routine

developed to establish the accompanying climatology. In the second part this indicator is

applied to the 44-year ERA-40 re-analysis data set to obtain a new climatology for, and to

elucidate the key dynamical aspects of, blocking.

The selected index is designed specifically to explore dynamical aspects of blocking and

to assess the phenomenon's salient features (-including its three-dimensional spatial-scale

and structure). Its use provides information on the amplitude, life-cycle, duration and the

geographical location of blocks. In essence the index seeks to capture the core negative PV

anomaly of a block that is located just underneath the dynamical tropopause (2 pvu surface).

To this end the PV field is vertically averaged between the 500 and 150 hPa geopotential

height to yield a two-dimensional VAPV field that is then used to calculate both the block¬

ing index and a variant of that index. These indices are defined by spatial and temporal

tracking of either i) negative VAPV contours or ii) negative VAPV-anomalies (both subject

to a threshold value). The indices (referred to as APV and APV* respectively) correspond

essentially to a two dimensional index field rather than a typical single index value and this

in turn can help yield novel insight on the evolution of blocking.

In the second part of the study, the APV* blocking index is applied to the 44-year

re-analysis data set of the Northern Hemisphere. Two main regions of enhanced blocking

occurrence are detected for all four seasons: one in the North Atlantic, the other in the

North Pacific. This bimodal geographical distribution is well documented in the literature

(e.g. Rex, 1950b, Dole and Gordon, 1983, Tibaldi, 1990), but here we exploit the fundamen¬

tal dynamical nature of the APV* index to elucidate additional information. The blocking

characteristics in the two ocean basins are examined separately and are shown to exhibit sig¬

nificantly different characteristics. In addition studies are undertaken of (a) the relationship

of blocking in the two ocean basins to the dominant large-scale patterns of climate variability

and (b) the atmospheric conditions in the vicinity of the block during the formation and

maintenance phase.
A notable feature of the procedure adopted herein is the compilation of the spatial and

temporal track of the individual blocks. This in turn enables the geographical distribution

of the blocks to be documented throughout their life cycle from genesis to lysis. Climato-

logically blocking genesis is shown to be confined predominantly to a zonal band at ~45°

latitude especially over the oceans. On the other hand lysis is much more dispersed over

the Hemisphere but with clear preference to higher latitudes. More detailed examination

also yields information on the dependence of the spatial distribution (- and the individual

blocking tracks) upon different large-scale atmospheric conditions. A strong link is shown
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between blocks in the North Atlantic with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), and like¬

wise North Pacific; blocks with the Pacific North American (PNA) pattern. For the Atlantic

there are significant different blocking tracks and genesis/lysis regions during the opposing

phases of the NAO. In particular in the positive phase genesis is favoured in the western

North Atlantic and tracks show a distinct eastward zonal movement, whereas in the nega¬

tive phase genesis is more widespread incorporating also the Davis Strait and Greenland and

there is a stronger tendency for a northward component to the tracks. The resulting more

poleward region of lysis and the accompanying transport of low-PV air can also connote

a weaker mean circumpolar circulation. In turn this can impact upon the strength of the

so-called Arctic Oscillation (AO). This aspect deserves further study.

The PV-based climatology can also be exploited to examine the mechanisms responsible

for blocking in the two oceanic basins. Thus for example it has been shown herein that

long-lasting North Atlantic blocking events can play a major role in the establishment of

a strong negative NAO phase, whereas in the Pacific the pre-existence of a negative PNA

phase appears to favour blocking genesis. These findings are important in determining the

link between large-scale climate patterns and blocking.

Another aspect of the inter-basin differences is examined by investigating the transient

occurrence of high PV in the vicinity of the individual blocks. Some earlier studies have

emphasized the presence of significant upstream transient eddy activity before and during

blocking (e.g. Colucci, 1985, Shutts, 1986, Nakamura et al., 1997). In the present study it

has been noted that APV blocks are confined essentially to the North Atlantic / Western

Europe sector, and that APV blocks require a "dipole-like" rather than "omega-shaped"

pattern. Herein it is shown that blocks accompanied by high PV are more frequent in the

North Atlantic than in the North Pacific, and for the former the upstream and southern

region of the blocks in the North Atlantic are more frequently the seat of high PV. This

feature is already evident 2-4 days prior to the block onset and hence indicates a possible

potential for improving the forecasting of blocks. These results are certainly an indication for

the reduced APV blocking occurrence in the North Pacific. These results are consistent with

the findings from e.g. Mullen (1986) who show a preference of "omega-shaped'' blocks in the

North Pacific and more meridionally aligned "dipole-shaped" blocks in the North Atlantic

(Nakamura et al., 1997). However, Nakamura et al. (1997) also point to the stronger eddy

influence in the North Pacific than in the North Atlantic. Studies on this topic; certainly

need further attention.



Appendix A

Dynamical and Statistical

background

A.l The potential vorticity perspective

In recent years, the potential vorticity (PV) came to be widely recognized as a key variable

in the field of dynamical meteorology.

PV=-ffVe (A.l)

This combination between the absolute vorticity (rf) and the static stability (V6, where 8

describes the potential temperature) is due to Ertel (1942). The spatial and temporal scale

of synoptic processes simplifes equation A.l to (pressure coordinates)

PV = -g(f + CP)^ (A.2)

where / is the Coriolis parameter and £ the vertical component of the relative vorticity.

This definition of PV assigns positive PV values on the Northern Hemisphere and delivers

typical tropospheric values with order of 10~6 Kkg-1 m2 s_1 (1 pvu = 10~6 Kkg"1 m2 s~l).

Fortunately the PV perspective has more to offer as explained in the following aspects. A

comprehensive overview on the use of the potential vorticity as an instrumental diagnostic

tool is given by Hoskins et al. (1985).

• Invertibility - The atmospheric flow field (i.e. wind, pressure, temperature) can be

deduced by the inversion of the three dimensional PV distribution under appropriate

boundary conditions (Kleinschmidt, 1950a,b). Positive PV anomalies induce a cy¬

clonic, negative anomalies a anticyclonic wind field, respectively. Here, PV anomalies

represent deviations from the climatological mean PV distribution.

• Conservation - The potential vorticity of an air parcel is conserved for adiabatic and

frictionless flow following the motion.

~PV = Ü (A3)

Since the potential temperature is also conserved under these circumstances, the PV

can be regarded as a passive tracer on isentropic surfaces. The corresponding produc¬

tion and destruction of PV due to diabatic and frictional processes can be expressed

as follows (pressure coordinates)
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jr-PV = gff- V è - ffV9 • (V A F) (A.4)

where 0 denotes the diabatic heating rate [Ks_1] and F the sum of the external

(frictional) forces. The diabatic term in equation A.4 indicates negative (positive) PV

production in regions located above (below) the maximum heating rate (Haynes and

Mclntyre, 1987). The frictional term in equation A.4 becomes important at surface

level (e.g. mountain flow) and can be neglected in tropopsplieric quasi-geostrophic

flows.

• Dynamical tropopause - The vertical stability term in the PV definition allows a

division into a stable stratospheric and an "unstable" tropospheric region (Reed and

Sanders, 1953). An often applied PV=2pvu value can be used to define the dynamical

tropopause in the extra-tropics.
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A.2 Theory of Empirical Orthogonal Functions

Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis, also known as Principal Component Analy¬

sis (PCA), was first applied to atmospheric data by Lorenz (1956). Since then EOF analysis

has become a powerful tool in several climate investigations. The purpose of the EOF

analysis is to reduce the original data set (e.g. monthly SLP data) to a few new variables

(e.g. EOFl-4) representing the largest fraction of the explained variance of the original

data set. The EOF calculation procedure and the mathematical background is actually

simple (although this is not evident in many text books) but the knowledge of some basic

notations in matrix algebra are indispensable (refer to e.g. Wilks (1995) or Von Storch

(1999)). Here an overview of the EOF procedure is given. Detailed introductions can be

found in e.g. Preisendorfer (1988), Peixoto and Oort (1992), Bjoernsson and Venegas (1997).

Consider a meteorological field variable /(x, t) (e.g. temperature, PV) which is available

at many time steps t (e.g. monthly means) and on a regular two-dimensional grid x(i,j).

This field variable can be arranged into a matrix F so that the rows fp represent the time

and the columns /„, the locations.

f fll fi.2 flP^

P _

Î2l Î22 f'2P

\Ini /jV2 ÎNP/

EOF's are calculated from centred data therfore temporal anomalies are obtained as follows

F = F-Tp P=l... P

F defines the anomaly field. The EOF calculation is an eigenvalue problem that is solved by

first calculating the Variance - Covariance - Matrix C and then calculating the eigenvectors

ep. The definition of the mathematical problem can be found at the end of this paragraph.

• Variance - Covariance - Matrix C

1 T

C = FTF

C is a symmetric (p x p) matrix whose diagonal elements are the sample variance of

the p variables1.

• Eigenvectors of C

C E = AE

A is the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues Ap. The columns of the matrix E

are the eigenvectors of C which correspond to Xp.

The eigenvectors ep now define a new coordinate system with largest variability along

c\. e-2 defines second largest variability and is by definition orthogonal to c\.

1The EOF analysis can also be based upon the correlation matrix H which is simply the standardized

form of C
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The constraint that each ep is orthogonal to all others often limits the interpretation.

Atmospheric processes do not follow orthogonal patterns that do not necessarily have any¬

thing to do with the underlying dynamical structure. Therefore, higher-order EOF's must

be handled with care.

Mathematical problem

The goal of the EOF analysis is to find a new coordinate system for the p-dimensional space

so that each cluster of data points would have a coordinate axis of the new system going

right through it.

Mathematically, the problem is to maximize

N

£(ep/.)2 p=l...P
1=1

The expression can be written in matrix form as

N

£>„/,)2 = epFTFetp = epCe\
?=i

Maximizing this expression is a variational problem leading to an eigenvalue problem

l~j p
"

<\p Cp

where ep is the characteristic vector associated with the characteristic values Xp.
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Abstract

A novel dynamically-based approach is introduced to identify, describe and diagnose at¬

mospheric blocking events. The approach is based upon the potential vorticity perspective

and takes into account the three-dimensional structure of the phenomenon. It is argued

that the essence of a blocking anomaly is located in the upper troposphere, just below the

tropopause. The associated novel blocking indicators are derived from two-dimensional fields

at 6-hourly temporal resolution, and provide information on the spatial scale, shape, am¬

plitude and movement of blocks. A northern hemisphere winter (DJF) climatology for the

ERA15 period (1979-1993) is presented and comments are made on the relationship between

the indicators and previous blocking indices. INDEX TERMS: 3309 Meteorology and Atmo¬

spheric Dynamics: Climatology (1620); 3300 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics; 3319

Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: General circulation; 3364 Meteorology and Atmo¬

spheric Dynamics: Synoptic-scale meteorology. Citation: Schwierz, C, M. Croci-Maspoli,

and H. C. Davies (2004), Perspicacious indicators of atmospheric blocking, Geophys. Res.

Lett, 31, L06125, doi:10.1029/ 2003GL019341.

B.l Introduction

Atmospheric: blocking events arc sustained, vertically coherent, and quasi-stationary synoptic-

scale highpressure systems in the extratropics whose amplitude is such that they disrupt

the prevailing westerly circumpolar flow. They exert a strong impact upon the upstream,

insitu, and downstream weather patterns and thereby constitute a significant climatological

feature. It follows that understanding this phenomenon is a key dynamical challenge, and

its accurate prediction a highly desirable goal for medium- and seasonal-range forecasting.

An abiding research theme is the study of their climatology (for a historical overview

see Sausen et al. (1995), hereinafter referred to as SKS95), and yet there is no generally

accepted objective definition (sic. index) of a block (Liu, 1994). Some early indices used the

500hPa geopotential height surface, and were based upon (a) the identification of distinctive

synoptic-scale closed or S2-shaped high pressure systems that matched prescribed blocking

patterns (Sumner, 1954), (b) the determination of major positive height anomalies (Dole

and Gordon, 1983) or (c) a localized positive latitudinal gradient of the geopotential field

connoting an in-situ easterly geostrophic flow (Lejenäs and 0kland, 1983, Tibaldi, 1990)

(hereinafter referred to as TM90). In contrast a recently proposed index used the potential

temperature (0) field on the dynamic tropopause (TP), sic. 2 pvu surface, to pinpoint

the location of a reversal of the customary negative latitudinal ©-gradient and thereby to

indicate a localized quasihorizontal wave-overturning on the TP (Pelly and Hoskins, 2003)

(hereinafter referred to as PH03).
In principle the formulation of a dynamically-based index should be consistent with

the phenomenon's salient features including its spatial-scale and structure, amplitude, life

cycle and duration, movement and geographical location. Such an index would yield a

comprehensive blocking climatology incorporating the forementioned features, and could in

turn shed light on the instigation, maintenance, break-down, and categorization of blocks. In

prac-tice the selection of an index for a particular study has been constrained by the available

data sets, the specific objective(s) of the study, and often the desirability of deploying efficient

algorithms for automatic identification of blocks.

Here wo introduce two related novel indicators of blocking that arc formulated in a

potential vorticity (PV) framework. In this framework the phenomenon is to be viewed

in terms of the evolution and pattern of its PV distribution. Previous studies that have

examined blocks in this framework include consideration of the associated adiabatic (Shutts,

1986, Swanson, 2001), and diabatic (Schwierz, 2001) PV transport.

In the following sections we set out the rationale and the methodology for computing

the new indicators (section B.2), display and discuss the geographical distribution of winter

season blocking events computed using the indicators (section B.3), and comment on their
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25 « 41 55 65 71

latitude L°N]

Fig. B.l: (a) SOOhPa geopotential height (Z, shaded, interval 200 m) and SLP isolines (black,

interval lOhPa) for 14 January 1981 18 UTC. (b) Cross section of Z anomaly at 33W from 25N-80N.

Tropopause (PV = 2pvu, bold solid) and presbure levels (150, 500hPa) overlaid (black contours).

Climatological tropopause (bold dashed).

distinctive properties (section B.4).

B.2 Approach and Methodology

B.2.1 Rationale

To illustrate the ingredients of the proposed index we compare conventional depictions of a

block with analogue PV-based fields. Figure B.l displays conventional instantaneous pseudo-

horizontal and vertical sections through one particular block located over the Western-

Atlantic in January 1981. Note that the data for these depictions (and all other components

of the present study) were derived from the ECMWF ERA-15 data set (Gibson, 1996) for

the time period 1979-1993, and an anomaly is defined relative to the corresponding 15-year

monthly mean value.

The pseudo-horizontal fields (Figure B.la) capture the standard forementioned block¬

ing characteristics. In the vertical section (Figure B.lb) the anomaly has an equivalent

barotropic signature with a maximum at about 200 hPa. The barotropy lends support to

the customary practice of adopting an index based upon the 500 hPa field, whilst the height

of the maximum calls into question the optimality of that choice.

An analogue of Figure B.la is the PV field on the 330K isentropic surface (Figure B.2a)

and it shows a quasi-circular region of low PV co-located with the high pressure system and

almost encircled by a ring of higher PV. This distribution equates in part to a poleward

incursion of sub-tropical air resulting in a quasi-wave-breaking pattern, but there is only

a limited correspondence to the oft-invoked dipolar representation of a block (e.g. Haines

and Marshall, 1987). The vertical section (Figure B.2b) displays a PV anomaly field (PV*)

defined by PV* = PV — PV, where PV denotes the 15-year January monthly mean of

the in-situ PV field. This anomaly field has a domain of strong negative values confined

predominantly to the upper troposphere beneath an elevated TP.

The PV* variable introduced above and the dynamical feature captured in Figure B.2b

form the kernel for one of our proposed blocking indicators. The variable prescribes the

instantaneous departure of the PV field away from its insitu climalological value (i.e., PV).

It is linked, via the concept of PV inversion, to the departure of the thermal and flow

fields away from their climatological distribution. Hence, consistent with the PV* signature

in Figure B.2b, the accompanying isentropes are elevated above and depressed below the
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Fig. B.2: Analogous to Figure B.l for (a) Ertel PV on the 330 K isentrope (shaded, interval 1 pvu)

and (b) cross section of PV anomaly at 33W (shaded, interval lpvu, negative dashed). Lines

denoting the instantaneous and climatological TP as in Figure B.l. Thin contours in (b) indicate

the q distribution.

anomaly. Likewise the anomaly connotes anticyclonic circulation with the easterlies on its

southern rim countering the in-situ climatological mean (sic. PV related) flow. More tren¬

chantly, from a PV perspective, the negative PV* anomaly s amplitude, horizontal scale and

vertical confinement signifies that it is related directly to and can account for the block.

B.2.2 The Indicators

Herein a block is identified as a persistent and significant quasi-isolated feature of low PV

(as in Figure B.2a) and/or a negative PV* anomaly (as in Figure B.2b). The specification

and computation of the associated indices is undertaken in a three-step process. First the

mean column-averaged value of both PV and PV* from mid-tropospheric; (500 hPa) to

lower stratospheric (150 hPa) elevations (cf. Shapiro and Donall-Grell, 1994) are evaluated

every six hours for the entire fifteen-year ERA period. In effect this procedure delivers

horizontal fields whose pattern represents the instantaneous vertically-averaged PV and

PV* fields. (Note that the column average could be performed alternatively between two

isentropic surfaces, e.g., 315K and 330K). At each time slot the local value of the variables

are subjected to a two day running-mean time filter to smooth out the higher frequency

components. The resulting fields are referred to hereafter as APV and APV*.

Second the two types of smoothed six-hourly fields are scanned for closed contours that

engulf respectively low (negative) values of APV (APV*) subject to some prescribed thresh¬

olds. This thresholding approach is akin to that used in earlier studies, but here we note

that the dependency upon the specified threshold values provides additional climatological

information (threshold values of <1.0 (1.2) pvu correspond for example to the lower 10%

of the extratropical APV (APV*) distributions). In line with the main inference of the

previous sub-section each retained cut-off is viewed as a candidate for categorization as a

block.

Third a tracking algorithm is used to identify the temporal coherence of a cut-off by

imposing a requirement of a specified percentage spatial overlap of the encircling contours

between each six hour time-slot. In addition statistics are compiled of the geographical

distribution, spatial scale, asymmetry and temporal coherence of each individual cut-off.

It follows that a climatology can be derived for cut-offs satisfying specified amplitude (A),

overlap (O), spatial scale (S) and duration (D) criteria for APV or APV*. In addition an

examination can be undertaken of the climatology's sensitivity to the values of these various

specified parameters (not shown here).
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Note that APV and APV* cut-offs occurring in a region of uniform PV would be dy¬

namically equivalent. In contrast in a region of strong PV gradient, an APV* cut-off can

occur although an APV closed contour might not be present. Such an event would connote

an i7-shaped pattern in the APV field.

Further insight on the nature and efficacy of the indicators can be gleaned from inspection

of the winterseason climatological APV field (Figure B.3a), and the instantaneous depictions

of the APV and APV* fields (Figure B.3b). The climatological field (Figure B.3a) possesses

a non-uniform latitudinal gradient with a band of enhanced gradient in the extratropics

that itself has maxima over the eastern seaboard of Asia and North America. This band is

aligned with the ctimatologioal TP-break, jet-stream and band of enhanced PV gradient on

TP-intersecting isentropic surfaces (Schwierz et al., 2004). Tt is in effect the seat for baroclinic

development. Likewise its variance (not shown) is located downstream of the forementioned

maxima over the eastern continental seaboards, and is co-aligned with and mirrors the storm

track pattern. It also follows that largeamplitude negative APV* cut-offs resulting from

isentropic transport of PV will have a predilection to evolve on the poleward fringe of the

band of enhanced APVgradient and downstream of its two longitudinal maxima. In effect

the band of enhanced APV gradient constitutes a longitudinally varying and dynamically

determined base-latitude for examining the occurrence of blocks. Notwithstanding an APV*

cut-off can also occur at a latitude removed from the enhanced band provided isentropic

stirring and/or diabatic processes suffice to produce a localized minimum at such a location.

Figure B.3b is the analogue of Figures B.la and B.2a but now for the instantaneous

APV and APV* fields respectively. For the APV field the tilted U-shaped pattern in the

Western Atlantic suggests that the block is a major but nonsequestered poleward excursion

of sub-tropical air.

In contrast there is a clearly identifiable cut-off in the APV* field located slightly pole¬

ward of the block captured in the geopotential field (cf. Figure B.la). The analysis procedure

set out above also indicates that this APV* feature satisfies the forementioned temporal co¬

herency, scale and duration criteria. Thus in the present formulation the feature in the

Western Atlantic can be categorized as a block in the APV* field.

B.3 Sample Blocking Climatologies

A climatology of the geographical distribution of the APV- and APV*-bloc:ks are shown in

Figure B.4 for the three month (DJF) winter-seasons of the ERA-15 period (1979-1993).

For this illustrative example the two types of blocks are subject to threshold values (see

subsection B.2.2) corresponding to: A < 1.0pvu (1.2pvu); 0 > 50% (70%); S > 1.0 (1.8)-

106 km2 and D > 5days for APV (APV*). Note that at every time slot of a block s existence

the entire area of the blocking is taken into account so that a 1% frequency at a particular

location corresponds essentially to one blocked day per season.

It is evident that, for the specified threshold values, APV-blocks are confined exclusively

to the Atlantic-European sector, and are comparatively rare events (frequency 2.5%). The

inference is that these events of presumed major sequestration of sub-tropical air into the

extratropics constitute a special category, and thus their existence invites further study.

In contrast APV*-blocks are prevalent over major swathes of the extra-tropical Northern

Hemisphere and in particular over the Atlantic and Pacific: Oceans. There are major maxima

over the central Atlantic and the northwest Pacific (frequencies 12%). In line with our

earlier assertions the preferred blocking locations are aligned along, and slightly poleward

and downstream of, the band of enhanced APV gradient (cf. Figure B.3a). This association

links the blocking distribution very closely to the storm track pattern, although our blocking

indicator does not incorporate direct information of the storm track pattern.

There are several interesting aspects of the APV*-block climatology. These include the

hint of a secondary maximum in mid-Pacific, the poleward extension of the blocking pattern

beyond the Aleutian Islands, and the limb of enhanced activity over Labrador. Further
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Fig. B.3: APV (PV average between 150 and 500 hPa) distributions (a) for the ERA15 DJF period

(shaded, interval 0.4 pvu), and (b) on 14 January 1981 18 UTC (shaded) with closed APV anomaly

(APV*) contours overlaid (black).

Fig. B.4: Winter season (DJF) frequency of (a) APV-blocks and (b) APV*-blocks, defined as the

ratio of the number of blocked days to the total number of days per season. Note the different

scales in a) and b).
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analysis of both blocking types can also readily reveal the robustness of the climatological

patterns to the precise values specified for the various threshold and space-time criteria.

Figure B.4 also serves as a basis for a comparison with climatologies derived with other

indices. In particular the climatology of APV*-blocks (see Figure B.4b) obtained with the

forementioned stipulated criteria can be compared with: (a) the single-latitude results ob¬

tained using the Tibaldi-Molteni (TM) index, (b) the latitude-longitude distribution derived

by SKS95, and (c) the wave-overturning statistics in the vicinity of the longitudinally-varying

storm track of PH03. Co-comparison indicates a reasonable qualitative agreement in the

geographical blocking distributions but with two notable discriminating features. First the

present indicator's Atlantic maximum resembles only that recorded in the SKS-climatology

as opposed to the maximum located east of the zero meridian in the other two climatologies.

Recall however that the APV-block climatology (see Figure B.4a) has its maximum at this

longitude. Second the weak secondary maximum near the date-line is replicated with the

TM-index whereas significant frequency in this longitudinal sector is only recorded with the

PH-index if it is applied at 50N, rather than at the latitude of the storm track. The latter

result, taken in conjunction with the present climatology's pinpointing of APV*-blocks in

this sector, indicates a decoupling of the blocks from the prevailing storm track and that the

dynamics of these blocks might be distinctive. Quantitatively the present indicator com¬

pares favourably with both the TM- and the SKS-indices, but registers reduced frequencies

in comparison with the PH-index.

B.4 Further Remarks

In generic terms the APV indicator identifies blocks with a distinctive synoptic structure(cf.

Sumner, 1954, Pelly and Hoskins, 2003) and the APV* indicator identifies significant de¬

parture away from the in-situ climatology (Dole and Gordon, 1983). They do not account

explicitly for an easterly geostrophic flow (cf. TM90). Notwithstanding a large-scale weak

APV feature or a strong negative APV* feature connote a significant weakening or even

reversal of the ambient westerly flow on their equatorward fringe.

These new PV-based indicators contrast with the extant indicators in several specific-

ways. They take into explicit account a seminal feature of the 3D atmospheric state via

the column integration of PV. They incorporate intrinsically a longitude-dependent mea¬

sure of the potential for blocking via the background APV climatology. They deliver a

latitude-longitude distribution of blocking, and contemporaneously provide information on

the amplitude, spatial scale, shape, and movement of blocks. More specifically, the APV

cut-offs indicate the rare occurrence of entirely sequestered blocks such as those diagnosed

herein to occur in the Atlantic sector. In contrast the anomaly field APV* constitutes a

more general measure that can represent persistent wave-undulations or fi-type blocking

events, and can be modified by PV advection.

The attendant climatologies (Figure B.4) bear comparison with, and shed light upon,

those derived with other indices. Also the approach is such that it can be used to study

the blocking climatology of numerical weather prediction and climate models, and to study

trends in longerterm data sets such as the ERA 40. Intrinsic to the PV-based indicators is

the identification of a block as a major uppertropospheric negative PV anomaly, and this

prompts alternative avenues to examine the dynamics of blocks. In particular it invites

consideration of the origin, maintenance and the fate of such anomalies. For example an as¬

sessment can be made of the relative contributions of quasi-isentropic wave-breaking versus

cloud-diabatic effects in the formation and maintenance of the PV anomaly (Schwierz, 2001).
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Abstract

The statistical relationship between the leading climate patterns of mid-tropospheric flow and at¬

mospheric blocking over the Euro-Atlantic region during winter is investigated using three new

two-dimensional blocking indicators. A focus is on the leading climate pattern of the 500hPa

geopotential variability, i.e. the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The results indicate that the

blocking-NAO relation is not restricted to the North Atlantic region where blocking and the NAO

are known to be out of phase. All three indicators show that the positive NAO phase is char¬

acterized by an enhanced occurrence of blocking-type high pressure systems over the European

mainland. The sign change of the NAO-blocking relation from west to east is well detectable with

the two-dimensional blocking indicators and found further south than at the traditionally studied

blocking latitudes near 60N. The analysis of blocking events by seasonal NAO indices leads to sim¬

ilar (albeit less significant) results as with a daily NAO index stratification. This indicates that the

relation between the NAO and blocking is astonishingly insensitive to the chosen time resolution.

The investigation is extended to the second to fourth pattern of mid-tropospheric flow variability

using empirical orthogonal function (EOF) patterns. It reveals that one phase of each of the major

Euro-Atlantic: climate patterns is collocated with the region of maximum blocking frequency. The

clearest separation between positive (negative) EOF phases and blocking (no-blocking) situations

is found for EOF 2 and 3 and is associated with changes from zonal to ridge-like flow, similar to the

so-called northern European blocking signature. This is an indication that the purely statistically

defined EOF patterns are related to the physical blocking phenomenon.

KEY WORDS: atmospheric blocking index; NAO; climate patterns; Euro-Atlantic; Europe; winter

C.l Introduction

From a climatological perspective, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is the statistical pattern

explaining most of the European winter lower to mid-tropospheric flow variability on a wide range

of time scales from months to decades (Van Loon and Rogers, "1978, Hurrell, 1995, Appenzeller

et al., 1998, Stephenson et al., 2000, Marshall et al., 2001). From a synoptic perspective, persistent

high pressure systems are of prime interest for understanding Eîuropean weather impacts on weekly

time scales (Rex, 1950a, Lejenäs and Okland, 1983, Tibaldi, 1990, Tibaldi et al., 1994, Trigo et al.,

2004). Several concepts about the dynamics of blocking exist, including blocking as a result of

bifurcation of the zonal flow (Verkley, 1990), planetary wave interaction (Hansen and Sutera. 1984,

Lindzen, 1986, Lejenäs and Döös, 1987) possibly interacting with orographic forcing and nonlinear

wave-mean flow interaction (Egger, 1978, Da Silva and Lindzen, 1993), multiple equilibria and res¬

onance (Charney and DeVore, 1979) or interaction between synoptic and planetary-scale processes

(Shutts, 1983. Lupo and Smith, 1995a). Similarly, different views exist concerning the nature of

the NAO, especially about the dynamics behind its inherent time scales. Some argue that the

NAO can be interpreted as a stochastic process with a relatively short time scale originating from

synoptic-scale waves (Feldstein, 2000, Benedict et al., 2004). Other studies point to an influence of

the Atlantic Ocean and hence much longer intrinsic time scales ((e.g. Rodwell et al, 1999, Hurrell

et al., 2003). Considering the limited understanding of both, the time scale and dynamics of the

processes, it is not astonishing that the relation between the NAO as a "climate mode" and the

synoptic-scale blocking phenomenon is an issue not yet satisfactorily understood. In several sta¬

tistical analyses a significant anti-correlation between the NAO index and blocking events for the

North-Atlantic region has been found (e.g. Pavan et al., 2000, Stein, 2000. Shabbar et al., 2001).

For Central Europe however, blocking-like persistent high pressure systems do also exist and have

an ample influence on local weather and even seasonal winter climate (Beniston et al., 1994). There

are some indications that persistent high-pressure systems over central Europe are related to the

positive NAO phase (Wanner et al, 2001).

Doblas-Roycs et al. (2002) classify blocking detection methods into objective and subjective proce¬

dures. Objective methods use statistical methods to classify the circulation patterns ((e.g. Vautard,

1990). However, most common blocking indicators arc subjective in the sense that they are based

upon synoptic-scale experience and a set of calibration parameters. A majority of these subjective

measures make use of the geopotential height field at SOOhPa (Z500). The methods can further

be subdivided into indices that are based on meridional height gradients (e.g. Lejenäs and Okland,

1983, D'Andréa et al., 1998, Pavan and Doblas-Reyes, 2000, Tibaldi, 1990, hereafter TM90) and
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those that detect geopotential height anomaly maxima (e.g. Dole and Gordon, 1983, Shukla and

Mo, 1983, Sausen et al., 1995, hereafter SKS95). The indicators of the first group essentially iden¬

tify positive absolute geopotential elevations on an atmospheric level centred around a few chosen

latitudes, e.g. 60N. Pelly and Hoskins (2003) proposed an index where the latitude of detection

varies zonally, in accordance with the changing latitude of the storm track. In the second group

consideration of the anomaly field allows the definition of two-dimensional (2D) blocking index fields.

In this study we use a new 2D-extension of the TM90 blocking index and two recently introduced

dynamical blocking indicators based upon vertically averaged potential vorticity (Schwierz et al.,

2004). A robust statistical relationship between opposed NAO phases and atmospheric blocking is

sought by quantifying and discussing the linkage of the two phenomena for the Euro-Atlantic region

from a daily and seasonal perspective using the three 2D indicator fields. The season of interest is

winter. In a second step the study is extended to the relation between higher-order Euro-Atlantic

patterns of variability and blocking occurrence.

The structure of the paper is as follows: The data source, definition of blocking indices and

statistical methodology are described in section C.2. The basic properties of the three different

blocking indicators, their similarities and differences and also their relation to existing indices are

discussed and their climatological blocking frequencies presented in section C.3. In section C.4

the statistical relation between the NAO and Euro-Atlantic blocking is addressed from a daily and

seasonal perspective. The stratification of blocking in Central Western Europe with respect to the

phase of the NAO is also investigated. The analysis is then extended to the next three higher-order

climate patterns in section C.5. Finally some conclusions are drawn in section C.6.

C.2 Data and methodology

C.2.1 Data

The atmospheric data used in this study is based on the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) European reanalysis (ERA-40) dataset for the 45 winter seasons,

i.e. December-January-February (DJF) in the period from 1958 to 2002. The ERA-40 data set has

a spectral resolution of T159 (~120km) in the horizontal and 60 levels in the vertical (Simmons

and Gibson, 2000). The region considered is confined to the North Atlantic and European area

excluding the northern polar region [80W-60E, 30N-80N]. The height field at 500hPa (Z500) is inter¬

polated onto a 2.5° x 2.5° grid with a daily time resolution to construct the absolute geopotential

blocking index. The same procedure is applied for the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis

of the geopotential field. The potential vorticity (PV) indices used in this study are based on the

three-dimensional potential vorticity (PV) field, using Ertel's (1942) potential vorticity definition,

with a 1° x 1° horizontal resolution and 60 vertical levels at six-hourly time steps.

C.2.2 Blocking indices

Three different atmospheric blocking indicators are considered and compared in this study. The

first index is called absolute geopotential height (AGP) index hereinafter. It is an extension of the

TM90 blocking index to a two dimensional map of blocking frequencies at every grid point. The

following modifications are applied to the original index: The geopotential height gradients are

computed not only for three central latitudes ($o=60°N+A, where A = -4°, 0° or 4" in TM90),

but all grid latitudes between 35°N and 75°N (2.5 degree steps) are used as central latitude $0. A

is fixed to one value only (0°). The difference between the central latitude $o and the northern

$jv and southern latitudes $s for which the linear gradient is computed is taken to be 15° each

(instead of 20° in TM90). With this change of 5° it is possible to compute blocking frequencies

up to 75°N. Sensitivity analyses show that the differences between indices based on | <&o-$jv/,s I —

15° or 20° are small in our context. The geopotential height gradient thresholds of 0 and -10 m per

degree latitude remain unchanged to TM90 since the results are quite stable with respect to small

changes in these thresholds (not shown). A 5-day persistence criterion is applied at every single

grid point, i.e. a grid point is only considered blocked when the above gradient criterion is fulfilled

for 5 or more consecutive days. There are no interruptions allowed to this rule as in some previous

studies (D'Andréa et al., 1998, Doblas-Reycs et al., 2002). As a consequence blocking frequencies
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are lower since only blockings are captured that are stationary in space and uninterrupted in time.

These characteristics typically correspond to a fully developed blocking state. The output is a daily

binary 2D map of grid points with persistent quasi-stationary high pressure (blocked) and other

grid points which are classified as non-blocked.

Two dynamical blocking indicators based on vertically averaged potential vorticity between

500 and 150 hPa (VAPV) are used to capture the three-dimensional structure of the deep uppcr-

troposphcric dynamical core of the blocking phenomenon. The definition of the PV indicators will

briefly be discussed here. For more details the reader is referred to Schwierz et al. (2004). The

first blocking indicator (APV) is based upon closed contours of the absolute VAPV field. Temporal

and spatial quasi-stationarity is ensured respectively by application of a 5-days persistence criterion

and a fractional area-overlap criterion at every time step, to allow for moderate movement of the

blocking pattern. As with AGP, binary 2D APV blocking index maps are computed for every

time step. It is important to note that APV blocking represents rare events that are persistent,

large-scale and often characterised by - on an isentrope - sequestered upper-tropospheric air masses

within the stratosphere. Likewise, persistent, closed contours of the VAPV-anomaly field relative

to the corresponding daily climatological 30-day running mean value result in the binary 2D APV*

blocking index field.

Note that the blocked regions for the APV and APV* indices are allowed to move as long as

there is a large enough overlap between consecutive time steps, whereas stationarity in space is more

rigorous for the AGP index where temporal persistence is required at every grid point. Additionally,

the APV* index is the only field which is based upon an anomaly field.

For all three indices, the blocking frequency is defined as the percentage of the number of

blocked days at a given grid point compared to a total number of days considered. For the winter

climatologies (section C.3.2) the total number of days is the number of days in the season, i.e. 1%

blocking frequency corresponds roughly to one blocked day per season. For the composite frequen¬

cies (sections C.4 and C.5) the total number of days is the number of days in the corresponding

tercile (e.g. days for which the daily NAO index is in the positive tercile).

C.2.3 Statistical methodology

To define climate pattern indices for the Euro-Atlantic region first a standard EOF analysis on

the DJF Z500 seasonal anomaly is computed (e.g. Wilks, 1995). The anomalous Z500 fields are

cosine-latitude weighted before application of the EOF analysis. No detrending and no standard¬

isation are applied to the data before the EOF computation. Similar to Thompson and Wallace

(2000) daily (seasonal) indices of the leading climate patterns are determined by a regression of

daily (seasonal) Z500 fields onto the first four EOFs of the seasonal mean Z500 fields. In analogy to

the terminology of the US Climate Prediction Center (CPC) we call the daily and seasonal indices

of the first pattern daily NAO index and seasonal NAO index in this paper. The EOF analysis was

repeated with monthly instead of seasonal Z500 data. The first four patterns considered were very

similar to the seasonal patterns and are therefore not studied further here. The daily climate pat¬

tern indices created above are grouped into terciles (low, neutral, upper) to composite geographical

maps of blocking frequencies for the opposed phases of the climate patterns. A grouping into three

categories using the standard deviation a {a <-l, -1 < a < 1, a > 1) has also been tested but the

results are very similar to the tercile categorisation and therefore not further discussed.

A Monte Carlo approach is used to determine whether the corresponding tercile blocking fre¬

quencies are significantly linked to the major EOF patterns. Our null hypothesis is that the binary

blocking series and the principal component (PC) tercile time series are independent. To test this,

1000 surrogate PC tercile series are generated that mimic the original PC series. For simplicity a

red noise (AR1) process is chosen to create these artificial "out of phase" series. Then the mean

blocking frequency for each of the 1000 surrogate series is determined at every grid point, resulting

in 1000 surrogate mean blocking frequencies. The grid points where the observed blocking frequen¬

cies arc in the most extreme 1% (for the daily analysis) or 5% (for the seasonal analysis, and for

APV) of the surrogate blocking frequency probability density function are identified as significantly

linked. This procedure is applied for the upper and lower terciles of the NAO (i.e. the first EOF)

in section C.4 for both, the daily and seasonal stratification, and for the tercile stratifications of

EOF2-4 in section C.5. A comparison of the significant regions from the Monte Carlo method
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Fig. C.l: Geopotential height at 500 hPa for the January 18 1963 12 UTC a) and December 12 1974

12UTC b). Blocked regions for the different blocking indices are indicated for the AGP (dashed),

APV* (bold gray) and APV index (bold black). Geopotential contour interval is 100 geopotential

metres.

introduced above with the significant regions found by a simple binomial test which did crudely

account for autocorrelation via a variance inflation factor (Wilks, 1995) shows good agreement.

C.3 Intercomparison of the blocking indices

C.3.1 Two case studies

A description of the behaviour and specific properties of the three blocking indices AGP,APV and

APV* will help to interpret the results of the climatological analysis below. To illustrate their basic

characteristics, two selected blocking cases are discussed here. A Northern Atlantic: blocking case

snapshot is shown in Figure C.la (18 January 1963, 12 UTC) where all three indicators coincide in

location and scale and are co-located also with a pronounced Z500 cut-off high. The flow structure

is typical of a mature block. The region of high pressure is straddled by lows to the south and

to the east. This situation has developed from an ^-configuration of which the western low and

the high pressure have slightly rotated around each other to form the N-S vortex dipole visible in

Figure C.l.

Figure C.lb shows another case (12 December 1974, 12 UTC) with an open, but persistent ridge

structure. Although all indices detect blocking for this case, the identified regions show differences.

The AGP index is able to catch the Z500 ridge well, but has a tendency to detect predominantly

the centre of the blocked area and therefore underestimates the blocked region considerably - an

effect of the grid-point-based stationarity criterion. Note in passing, that AGP and APV also detect

blocking over Russia at the eastern most part of the domain. Over the North Atlantic, the other

absolute-field measure, APV, is co-located reasonably well with both the AGP field and the Z500

ridge, however detecting a larger area. The fact that the APV criterion shows a response for this

blocking situation indicates the existence of a coherent, deep 3D upper-tropospheric PV signature

associated with a cut-off-like elevation of the tropopause (not shown). Both the AGP and APV

blocked regions are located further south towards the Azores-high than the APV* blocked regions.

This shift is plausible since an index based on any full (absolute) field (here AGP and APV) dif¬

fers fundamentally from using an anomaly measure (APV*) which is likely to produce anomalies

near regions of large gradients in the underlying climatological field (here VAPV). Consistently,

the APV* pattern is typically located further north-west than AGP/APV blockings in the North-

Atlantic region. Similar results have been described for the SKS95 index, which is also based on an

anomaly field and detects blocking maxima over the West Atlantic. The APV* index highlights an

area within the jet region (cf. Figure C.lb), indicating the position of anomalously low upper-level

PV (the PV gradient is reduced, i.e. the jet is weaker here than in the climatological mean). Using

the invertibility principle (Ertel, 1942, Hoskins et al., 1985) this PV anomaly can be thought of as

the dynamical core of the block and responsible for the associated anomalous anticyclonic circula¬

tion. Information on the origin and temporal evolution of the index regions can be gleaned from a

succession of plots (not shown). They indicate that the APV* measure is often activated already

in the early stages of block development, in the westerly parts of the jet region, whereas blockings

detected by APV and in particular AGP are likely to occur mainly during the mature stage of the

block.
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Fig. C.2: DJF climatology map of 5day

persistent Euro-Atlantic blocking frequencies

using the AGP a), APV* b) and APV index

c) for the entire ERA-40 period. Units are

percentage of blocked days to total number

of days pei season AGP/APV* contour in¬

terval is 1% but 0.2% for APV Note that 1%

blocking fiequency corresponds essentially to

one blocked day per season.

These case study examples illustrate the fact that results of automated blocking detection can

differ with respect to the applied index definition and base field. However, the cases have also

served to emphasize the indicators consistency in determining blocked flow situations Foi a more

rigorous intercompaiison, it is therefore useful to recognize their similarities and differences. Statis¬

tical relations that aie found between a field under consideration ancl seveial independent blocking

indicators can thus be interpreted as a robust result foi the linkage

C.3.2 Euro-Atlantic winter blocking climatologies

The climatological winter blocking frequencies as detected by the three different indices aie displayed

in Figure C.2. All three indices indicate the occurrence of blocking in the North Atlantic-European

region during the cold season The details of the geogiaphical distribution depend to a large

degree on the definition and selection criteria that pertain to each of the indices, as explained in

section C 3 1. Figure C 2a shows a blocking frequency map based on the AGP index. It depicts

two overlapping branches of amplified blocking frequency forming a "T-bone"-shape structure.

One branch is stretching west to east from Davis Strait/Labrador Sea to Southern Scandinavia;

the other extends south-west to north-east from the Azores to meet the first branch m Southern

Scandinavia. Local maxima are found over Southern Gieenland, ovei the North Sea and over the

Azoies, indicating three centres of enhanced blocking with highest frequencies of about 6%

Figure C 2b depicts the climatology for the APV* anomaly-based blocking index with one

broad maximum (frequency ^10%) centred near 30°W/60°N Two short arms are stretching from

the maximum m north-westerly (Davis Strait) and south-westerly (Newfoundland) direction and a

longer extension is present in east-north-easterly diiection towards Scandinavia The overall shape

is not unlike the "T-bone" found with the AGP, albeit with its leg somewhat shifted to the west

The pattern of (absolute) APV blocking frequency is, as the othei absolute AGP pattern, located

further cast than the APV* field (Figure C.2c) Its almost circular sttucture exhibits highest fre¬

quencies southwest of the British Isles A region of slightly inci eased frequency is directed from

the centre towards Southern Greenland. Note that the maximum frequencies amount to less than

2 blocked days per season compared to ~7 blocked days foi AGP and ~10 blocked days for APV*

The rareness of APV events has ramifications for the interpretation of the patterns and for the

application of significance tests in sections C.4 and C 5.

Concomitant inspection of Figures C 2a, b and c again sheds light on the characteristics of the

indices and are in line with our case study based iemarks in section C 3 1 (i) It is conceivable that

the overall smaller blocking frequencies of AGP (compared to APV*) are due to its grid-point-based

spatial stationanty constraint that results also in smaller areas detected as blocked, (ii) The similar

but in comparison to the AGP-field westward-shifted shape of the anomaly APV* blocking index

is related to the SW-NE oriented band of enhanced PV gradient (jet stream) in the climatological
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VAPV field, (iii) Another marked difference of the AGP index with respect to APV and APV* is

found near the Azores. The AGP index as an absolute measure detects phases of strong Azores

highs that would not feature synoptically as a classic blocking phenomenon. Aspects (ii) and (iii)

are possibly related since a strong Azores high detected by the AGP index is associated also with

a northward shift of the band of large PV-gradient that can lead to an increase in APV* blocks.

A dynamical cause of such a shift by low-frequency (20 day period) westward travelling waves has

been suggested by Doblas-Reyes et al. (2001) but will not be further investigated here.

Several similarities are found with blocking climatologies given in the literature. First we com¬

pare the 2D AGP distribution with Z500 composites resulting from the classical TM90 index. The

AGP maximum at 60°N over the North Sea is close to the centre of the "blocking signature" (de¬

fined as the composite difference field of all blocked days to all non-blocked days) of TM90-classified

Euro-Atlantic blockings and coincides with the frequency maximum at ~10°E, (cf. Tibaldi et al.,

1997, D'Andréa et al., 1998). However, the AGP blocking frequency values are much lower in com¬

parison to TM90. The original TM90 index requires spatial persistence for one out of three base

latitudes and no temporal persistence which results in maxima in blocking frequencies of —20-30%

for winter seasons (TM90). With an additional 5-day persistence criterion (e.g. Doblas-Reyes et al.,

2002), the frequencies are lower by approximately a factor of two. The AGP frequencies are still

somewhat smaller. This is a direct consequence of the strict spatio-temporal stationarity constraints

for AGP introduced by the extension to 2D together with the strong persistence criterion which

does not accept any interruptions of the 5-day interval. Shabbar et al. (2001) find a similar max¬

imum, but also one further west over Canada, which may correspond to the AGP maximum over

Southern Greenland. Other studies based on Z500 find analogous preferred blocking regions in the

Northern Atlantic and Greenland (Liu, 1994, Lupo and Smith, 1995a, Wiedenmann et al., 2002).

The ID-measure based on the absolute PV-0 field by Pelly and Hoskins (2003) shows a maximum

between 10°W and 35°E, in agreement with AGP, but with much higher amplitudes of up to 30%.

The location also compares quite well with that of APV at. 60° N.

Anomaly-based 2D measures, such as those derived in Dole and Gordon (1983) and SKS95 re¬

veal large similarities with the APV* pattern. The SKS95 blocking frequency maximum is located

between Greenland and Iceland with <-6-8% and thus slightly lower than the APV* frequency. Eu¬

ropean blocking is more seldom (—4-5%)) and the entire distribution is located much more northerly

and westerly than in the AGP and APV index blocking regions. Similar differences between anomaly

based indices and indices using absolute geopotential values is also found when comparing the SKS95

with the TM90 index (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2002). These climatological results show that there are

many similarities between the three blocking indicators that also compare well with existing clima¬

tologies. Nevertheless there are some clear differences between the blocking climatologies by virtue

of the index definitions, methodologies and base fields (cf. section C.3.1).

C.4 NAO-blocking relation

A stratification of the blocking distribution for different NAO index phases sheds light on the rela¬

tion between the NAO and blocking episodes. The NAO is defined as the first EOF of the anomalous

Z500 field, as described above.

Blocking relation to daily NAO index

General overview

In a first step the blocking climatologies are subdivided using daily NAO index (NAOI) values in

the lowest (NAO-, i.e. NAOI < -0.37), medium (not shown) and highest (NAO+, i.e. NAOI > 0.51)

tercile. The resulting NAO-blocking composite frequencies (red contours) with significance regions

(gray shading) arc depicted in Figure C.3. Recall that blocking frequencies here means the percent¬

age of blocked days when the index is in the corresponding tercile. In addition, the corresponding

averaged structure of the dynamical tropopause is shown (blue contours). The tropopause potential

temperature composites exhibit the archetypal upper-level flow structure for the respective NAO

regime and its related jet position (cf. Benedict et al., 2004).
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Fig. C.3: DJF blocking frequency composite maps for daily NAO+ (left panels) and NAO- (right

panels) terciles (red contours) for AGP a), b), APV* c), d) and APV e) f) Blue contours indicate

PV = 2pvu at different theta levels m steps of 5K foi values from 300 to 325K Regions of significantly

highei (lowei) blocking frequencies are shaded daik (light) grey Significance level applied is 99%

Blocking frequency contour interval is 2% for AGP and APV* but 0 4% foi APV

Foi both, blocking frequency and statistical significance, the daily NAO stratification of the

AGP and APV* blocking fields yield a clear distinction between the NAO phases (Figures C 3a-d)

The negative phase (NAO-) is characterised by a broad blocking frequency maximum over South¬

ern Greenland and the western North Atlantic Ocean for both indices (maximum frequencies AGP

—17% and APV* —21%) These blocking areas are almost entirely significantly related to the NAO-

phase and are co-located with the noith-western part of the large-scale NW-SE onented potential

temperatme udge over the North-Atlantic In the positive phase (NAO+) on the other hand, both

indices detect blocking along a narrow SW-NE orientated band Foi the AGP index this band lies

within the weak potential temperature ridge and also extends into large parts of Western and Cen¬

tral Europe (~5-ll% blocking frequency) For APV*, the banded frequency pattern is positioned

slightly more northerly, co-aligned with the strong potential temperature giadient and also extends

further downstream of the upper-level jet (blocking frequency maximum —7%) Interestingly, both

NAO+ frequency patterns share a common significant blocking region m the NE-tilted ridge ovei

Central and Western Europe Note also that AGP and APV* blocks both aie absent over this

area during the NAO- phase Similarly, significantly reduced frequencies (< 1%) are found ovei the

Northern and Western Atlantic region during the NAO+ phase

Pronounced differences between the two indices are found over the Atlantic Ocean aiound the

Azores and parts of the Iberian Peninsula, where, contrary to the AGP index the climatological

Azores high cases arc not contributing to the anomaly-based APV* blocking Note also, that the

large APV* blocking frequencies along the jet axis over the Western Atlantic are not significantly

related to a specific NAO phase This might be due to the fact that long-lived APV* blocking

anomalies m the (West-) Atlantic region precede the development of the flow into a NAO- phase

(Schwierz et al
, 2005, Fig 8) The much lower APV-mdex blocking frequencies (maximum —3%)

are also separated rather well by the NAO phases (Figures C 3e f) The daily NAO+ c omposite

shows a statistically significant increase of cut-off blockings over Western and Cential Euiope, at

the right-exit of the jet stream, much like the AGP field The NAO- composite is characteiized

by a significantly higher APV- blocking frequency over the Davis Stiait, Southern Greenland and
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Fig. C.4: Blocking frequency cross

sections at 60°N (left panels) and

50° N (right panels) for the NAO+ ter

eile (solid lines) and the NAO- tercile

(dashed) Results are shown for AGP

in panels a) and b), foi APV* m pan¬

els c) and d) and for APV in e) and

f) Longitudes showing signifie antly dc

creased blocking frequenceis aie indi

cated m bold The frequencies shown

arc slightly boxcar smoothed

the Noiwegian Sea m the northern part of the tropopause ridge Although the frequencies and

significant areas are much smaller for APV, they appear in similai iegions as for the two other

indices

Latitudinal dependence of the NAO-blocking relationship

A more standard way to highlight the NAO-blocking relation for the European region is pie-

sented in Figure C 4, which shows zonal sections across Figure C 3 at a fixed latitude of 60°N (left

panels) and further south at 50°N (right panels) In this way they can be directly compaied to a

similar analysis, using the TM90 blocking index piesented by (Pavan et al, 2000) for monthly data

covering the 15 yeais of ERA 15

At the classical latitude around 60°N all three indicators suggest that the occunence of block¬

ing ovei the Atlantic Ocean and the negative NAO phase are con elated (Figures C 4a,c c), whereas

the positive NAO phase coincides with a complete absence of blocking Both results are significant

for most of the longitudes covering the Atlantic Ocean, while over the European continent no sig¬

nificant differences are found This is consistent with the results of Pavan et al (2000) (cf their

Figure C ia) and Shabbar et al (2001) At the more southern latitude of 50°N no coherent statis

tically significant signal is found over the Atlantic Ocean Instead, all thicc indicatois now suggest

a statistically significant relation over large parts of continental Europe but with opposite sign

compared to 60°N (Figures C 4b, d, f)

I he findings of this section show that the relation between blocking and the NAO strongly

depends on both latitude and longitude It is therefore important to consider the full spatial (and

temporal) variability of these two phenomena to reveal further details of then interrelation
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C.4.1 Blocking relation to seasonal NAO index

The above stratification of blocking events is based on terciles of the daily NAO index. On this time

scale, the regions of predominant blocking are well separated by the NAO index and the associated

flow structure is in correspondence with weakened flow and ridge formation (cf. Figure C.3). The

question remains whether the NAO phase-separation of preferred blocking regions persists if the

blocked days are grouped by seasonally averaged quantities instead of daily ones.

To tackle this question, the same composites as in Figure C.3 are computed for the three block¬

ing indices but using the winter (DJF) seasonal-mean NAO index. In general, similar patterns

are found using a three-monthly instead of a daily NAO index stratification (Figure C.5). The

frequency distributions are not as distinct as with a daily separation, and in general the frequency

maxima are now reduced. The regions that exhibit a significant correlation of blocking with the

NAO phase are smaller but the general statements hold (especially for AGP and APV*): During

"NAO+ winters", significantly intensified blocking is found over Western Europe, whereas blocking

is strongly reduced around Greenland and Iceland. During "NAO- winters" blocking episodes are

more frequent over the western North Atlantic and the Davis Strait, but are reduced over Europe.

The potential temperature structure of the dynamical tropopause and the co-location of blocking

events identified with different indices are similar if somewhat less sharp than for a daily NAO

stratification. However, all 2D blocking frequency maps show that there is a clear anticorrelation

between NAO phases and blocking in the Atlantic region and a positive correlation of the NAO with

blocking over Central and Western Europe. These results are an addition to earlier statements in

the literature where only a clear anti-correlation between NAO phases and blocking in the Atlantic

and Canadian region was reported (Pavan et al, 2000, Stein, 2000, Shabbar et al., 2001).

The above results imply that the NAO-blocking relation holds from daily to seasonal time

resolution, but it is a purely statistical result and does not allow speculation about the question

whether the NAO phase determines the blocking frequencies or vice versa. More process-based

investigations would be needed to address this question in detail but this is beyond the scope of

this work.

The above results imply that the NAO-blocking relation holds from daily to seasonal time reso¬

lution, but it is a purely statistical result and does not allow speculation about the question whether

the NAO phase determines the seasonal blocking frequencies or vice versa. More process-based in¬

vestigations would be needed to address this question in detail but this is beyond the scope of this

work.

C.5 Blocking relation to higher order climate patterns

The NAO (EOFl) explains roughly one third of the seasonal winter geopotential (Z500) variability.

Another 42% of variability can be explained by the next three leading EOF modes. In this section

the relation between these climate patterns ancl blocking is investigated on a daily basis as done for

the NAO index in section C.4.

The spatial patterns of the first four EOF modes are given in Figure C.6. They show large simi¬

larities with well-known teleconnection patterns (Barnston, 1987, Pavan and Doblas-Reyes, 2000).

Correlation coefficients between the EOF principal component time series and the respective pat¬

tern time series of Barnston (1987) are larger than 0.7. EOF2 which explains 19% of monthly Z500

variability is clearly related to the "East Atlantic" pattern, with a massive positive height anomaly

over the central Atlantic. EOF3 (14%) shows some similarity with the "East Atlantic/Western

Russia" pattern, with a positive anomaly over the British Isles and the North Sea and negative

centres west of the Azores and over the Ural mountains. EOF3 also substantially resembles the

midlatitude anomaly train (MAT) tropopause pattern defined in Massacand and Davies (2001a),

which is reminiscent of the Z500 "blocking signature" as derived using the TM90 blocking index

(Tibaldi et al., 1997, D'Andréa et al, 1998). The MAT pattern has been described to be the mode

with the highest co-variability with January central European precipitation (Massacand and Davies,

2001b). EOF4 (9%) is closest to the "Eurasian type-1" pattern also called "Scandinavian" pattern,

with a positive anomaly over Scandinavia and negative centres over South Western Europe, Eastern

Canada and South Western Greenland (Barnston, 1987, Rodgers, 1990).
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Fig. C.5: As Figure C.3, but for teiciles based on seasonal NAO values and a significance level of

5%.

Fig. C.6: Spatial EOFl-4 patterns of DJF seasonal Z500 fields over the Emo-Atlantic region

(panels a-d). Shown are the Z500 anomalies in geopotential meters associated with a principal

component amplitude of one standard deviation The variances explained by each of the 4 EOFs

are shown in the upper right corner of the corresponding panel. Contoui interval is 10 m; the 0 m

line is omitted.
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Figures C.7, C.8 and C.9 show the blocking frequency composite maps for all three blocking-

indicators stratified by days being in the lowest and highest tercile of the EOF2-4 principle compo¬

nent time series (analogous to Figure C.3 for the NAO).

The EOF2 monopole anomaly over the central North Atlantic (Figure C.6b) is accompanied by

an almost symmetric ridge located further to the south than for the NAO- phase (cf. Figures C.3

and C.7). The opposite phase is characterised by a rather zonal flow in the West Atlantic which

weakens already well before the European continent. Figure C.7 shows that the blocking frequency

distribution in the EOF2+ phase exhibits enhanced blocking frequency (AGP -12%, APV* -25%)

essentially over most parts of the midlatitude Atlantic stretching north-westward up into Davis

Strait. All three indicators detect no blocking over the Atlantic during the negative EOF2 index

days. At the same time enhanced blocking frequency anomalies are found over Greenland (AGP)

and Scandinavia/North-East Europe (APV*/APV).

A highly consistent relation between the large scale variability pattern and the blocking fre¬

quency indicators is found for EOF3 (Figure C.8). In the positive phase strongly increased blocking

frequencies (AGP, APV* —17%) are observed centred over the North Sea and the southern parts

of the Norwegian Sea reaching from Finland in the east to Island and Greenland in the west, co-

located with the centre of the spatial EOF3 pattern (cf. Figures C.6 and C.8). In the negative

phase blocking is completely absent over this region for all indicators. A similar partitioning of

presence or absence of blocking can be seen in the 1-dimensional figures of Pavan et al. (2000), valid

around 60°N. The structure of the tropopause is closely associated with the blocking signature. In

the positive phase the potential temperature ridge reaching from the Azores to Northern Europe

indicates considerable meridional flow. In contrast to the strong EOF3+ ridge, the negative EOF3

phase is marked by a clear zonal regime. This indicates that EOF3 is primarily a. blocking pat¬

tern in the traditional sense, cf. Rex (1950a). Hardly any AGP blocking is found for the EOF3-

composite over Europe with exception of a slight enhancement of blocking frequency over the Ural

Mountains and the Iberian Peninsula. A similar but weak relation over the Iberian Peninsula is

found for APV. These maxima are associated with the Z500 EOF3 minima straddling the positive

pole (cf. Figure C.6). We note in passing that the zonal EOF3 regime is exhibiting a weaker jet flow

than for instance during the "zonal phases" of the NAO+ or EOF2-, which is consistent with the

significant increase of persistent negative PV anomalies near Newfoundland and the West Atlantic

Ocean (Figures C.8c, d; —11% blocking frequency).

Although the EOF4 explains only 9% of the Z500 variability, the blocking frequencies associated

with the EOF4+ and EOF4- terciles are quite high (up to 11 (15%) for AGP (APV*), cf. Figure

C.9). However, the relation between blocking and the wave-type anomaly pattern EOF4 is more

complex. The broad and intense maximum over Northern Scandinavia (—11% for AGP, APV*) is

statistically significant for all three indices and coincides with the primary maximum of the EOF4+

pattern (Figures C.6 and C.9). The negative phase (EOF4-) is anti-correlatcd with Scandinavian

blocking but exhibits significantly increased blocking frequencies over southern Greenland and west

of it in the Davis Strait. This west-east dipole is complemented by a weak, but. significant third

blocking maximum over Western Europe and the Iberian Peninsula (especially for AGP and APV).

The associated flow pattern changes from a marked split flow with its weakest centre over Northern

and North Eastern Europe as well as Russia in the EOF4+ phase to a rather zonal flow with a

slight, backward tilted ridge over the East Atlantic in the EOF4- phase. As for the NAO, the APV*

frequency pattern within the jet region is not significantly different from the overall climatology.

Pavan et al. (2000) find also a distinct difference between the EOF4+ and E0F4- phase over Scan¬

dinavia but no clear differences at the more westerly longitudes in the Atlantic and Greenland.

In this section we have analysed the relation between blocking indicators and daily projections

of purely statistical EOF climate patterns. Most of the EOF centres are linked with clearly en¬

hanced blocking or complete absence of blocking. The different indicators agree considerably well

with the regions where the blocking frequencies, are significantly different from climatology, (cf. the

dark and light grey shade regions in Figures C.7, C.8 and C.9). Near the EOF main centres all

indicators show clearly increased or no blocking at all, depending on the EOF sign. In contrast to

earlier studies, significant differences are sometimes found away from the main centre of activity

(cf. EOF 4). As shown for the NAO, the climate pattern - blocking relations also hold for the

seasonally defined EOFs, albeit at a considerably lower statistical significance (not shown).
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Fig. C.7: DJF blocking frequency composite maps for daily EOF2 phases (divided by tercile) foi

the AGP index a) and b), the APV* index c) and d) and the APV index e) ancl f) Blue contours

indicate PV = 2pvu at different theta levels in steps of 5K for values from 300 to 325K Regions

of significantly highei (lower) blocking fiequencies aie shaded dark (light) grey Significance level

applied is 99% for the AGP and APV* and 95% for APV

Fig. C.8: As Figure C 7, but for EOF3
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Fig. C.9: As Figure C.7. but for EOF4.

C.6 Conclusions

In this study the statistical relation between climate patterns and three novel twodimensional block¬

ing indicators over the Euro-Atlantic region has been investigated. In addition to a two-dimensional

extension of the TM90 index (using absolute geopotential heights for blocking detection) two dy¬

namically based 3D-PV indices (one based on absolute, one on anomalous values) have been con¬

sidered. A comparison of the three indices shows indicator-dependent differences in space, time and

therefore also in climatological blocking frequencies These dissimilarities can be made plausible by

methodological and dynamical arguments. The performance of the indicators in capturing the block

varies differently with the lifecycle and structure of the phenomenon. Despite these differences all

indicators agree that both NAO phases (based on daily indices) are statistically related to distinct

regions with incieased/reduced blocking frequencies Moreover they all highlight that there is not

only a clear anti-correlation between NAO phases and blocking m the Atlantic region, as already

described by several authors (Pavan et al
, 2000, Stein, 2000, Shabbar et al

, 2001), but also a posi¬

tive (if somewhat weaker) correlation of the NAO with blocking over Central and Western Europe

Although the NAO-blocking relation is weaker using a seasonal instead of daily NAO index stratifi¬

cation it remains statistically significant for several regions. The results emphasise that the relation

between blocking and the NAO strongly depend on both latitude and longitude It is therefore

important to consider the full spatial and temporal variability of these two phenomena to reveal

further details of their interrelation An analysis of the ielation between the daily projections of

EOF 2 to 4 and the blocking indicators shows that the EOF centres are linked with clearly enhanced

or complete absence of blocking. For all EOF phases, the three indicators agree well on the legions

identified as significantly different from overall climatological blocking fiequency Neai the EOF

centres all indicators show cleaily met eased or no blocking at all depending on the EOF sign This

is especially true for EOF 2 and 3 The opposed phases of the patterns correspond to flow situations

resembling the blocked-zonal flow equilibrium states that were proposed by Charney and DeVore

(1979) from idealised barotropic channel experiments Significant blocking fiequency differences

are also detected away from the EOF main centre for certain climate patterns (e.g EOF4). The

climate pattern - blocking relations also hold (at a considerably lower statistical significance) for

the seasonally defined index time series. The underlying dynamics and the associated consequences

for regional impact studies merit further consideration.
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